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Abstract

Research on immigrants and refugees in Canada has focused mainly on immigration,
immigration policy, and settlement sector developments, with a dearth of studies on
settlement service agencies. This study focused on the genesis and evolution of one
service provider in Newfoundland and Labrador. The purpose of this research was to
explore the efforts of this organization to assist with settlement and integration. Three
aspects of settlement were explored: settlement services, language education, and labour
market integration. This qualitative research used a case study methodology. Data was
generated through data analysis and semi-structured interviews. The study provides
information about and insight into an organization that has not been previously
documented or fully recognized. It also forefronts considerations for the provision of
ongoing and future programs and services. This research has important considerations for
similar organizations, as well as for policymakers, educators and researchers.
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Timeline
1979:

Founding of Friends of the Refugees in St. John' s, Newfoundland and
Labrador.

1981:

Name changed to Association for New Canadians (ANC).

Early-mid-80s: Increased numbers of refugee claimants defecting in Gander, NL.
1986:

.Introduction of the pilot program, Settlement Language Training
Program (SLTP). The ANC receives funding to offer this program.

1986:

Childminding program is created to offer childcare for students enrolled
in SLTP.

1990:

Numbers of refugee claimants reach "crisis" proportions.

1990:

Visa Regulation instituted on flights travelling through Canada.

1992:

Full-time temporary worker in Gander to work with refugee claimants.

Early 90s:

Significant expansion of the organization as a result of the increased
numbers of refugee claimants needing service.

1990:

SLTP becomes regular program and name is changed to Settlement
Language Program (SLP).

1992:

Introduction of Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada (LINC)
Program at levels 1-3. ANC obtains contract to offer LINC classes at
three levels.

1992:

LINC childminding program provides childminding services for students
enrolled in LINC program.

1993:

Introduction of Labour Market Language Training (LMLT). Previous to
this, small contracts for Job Finding Clubs.

1996:

New Employment Initiative to deal with increased numbers of
immigrants seeking employment- Pre-Employment Readiness Program.

1996:

Introduction of Canadian Language Benchmarks (CLB).

1997:

Introduction of levels four and five of LINC.

xi

1998:

ANC establishes the Coordinating Committee on Newcomer Integration
(CCNI)

2000:

ANC offers language classes at level four.

2000:

ANC offers literacy class.

2001:

ANC offers language classes at level five.

2004:

AXIS Career Services Divisions of the ANC- a rebranding and new
strategic direction.

2005:

Consultations began to establish immigration policy for NL.

2006:

Provincial Government began publication of The Newcomer, a
newsletter on immigration.

2006:

Establishment of two childcare centres at the ANC. Former LINC
childminding centre is divided and International Friends registered
daycare is created.

2007:

Addition of two more literacy level classes.

2007:

Provincial government launched a provincial immigration strategy.

2008:

Opening of the Office of Immigration and Multiculturalism.
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Glossary of Terms
Business immigrants: Permanent residents in the economic immigrant category selected
on the basis of their ability to establish themselves economically in Canada through
entrepreneurial activity, self-employment or direct investment. Business immigrants
include entrepreneurs, self-employed people and investors. The spouse or common-law
partner and the dependent children of the business immigrant are also included in this
category.
Family class: Permanent residents sponsored by a Canadian citizen or a permanent
resident living in Canada who is 18 years of age or over. Family class immigrants include
spouses and partners (i.e., spouse, common-law partner or conjugal partner); parents and
grandparents; and others (i.e., dependent children, children under the age of 18 whom the
sponsor intends to adopt in Canada, brothers, sisters, nephews, nieces, and grandchildren
who are orphans under Immigration overview 118 Citizenship and Immigration Canada
18 years of age, or any other relative if the sponsor has no relative as described above,
either abroad or in Canada). Fiances are no longer designated as a component of the
family class under the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act.
Government-assisted refugees: Permanent residents in the refugee category who are
selected abroad for resettlement to Canada as Convention refugees under the Immigration
and Refugee Protection Act or as members of the Convention Refugees Abroad Class,
and who receive resettlement assistance from the federal government. Government
assisted refugees are also referred to as government sponsored.
Immigrant: An immigrant is a person who chooses to settle permanently in another
country; the emphasis is on choice rather than being forced to leave.
Immigration and Refugee Protection Act (IRP A): Federal legislation respecting
immigration to Canada and the granting of refugee protection to people who are
displaced, persecuted or in danger. IRPA received royal assent on November 1, 200 1 and
came into effect on June 28, 2002. (Citizenship and Immigration Canada(CIC) Website,
2012)
Permanent residents: People who have been granted permanent resident status in
Canada. Permanent residents must live in Canada for at least 730 days (two years) within
a five-year period or risk losing their status. Permanent residents have all the rights
guaranteed under the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms such as equality rights,
legal rights, and mobility rights, freedom of religion, freedom of expression and freedom
of association. They do not, however, have the right to vote in elections.

xvi

Privately sponsored refugees: Permanent residents in the refugee category who are
selected for resettlement in the Convention refugees abroad class, the source country
class or the country of asylum class and who are privately sponsored by organizations,
individuals or groups of individuals.
Provincial or territorial nominees: Economic immigrants selected by a province or
territory for specific skills that will contribute to the local economy to meet specific
labour market needs. The Regulations establish a provincial or territorial nominee class,
allowing provinces and territories that have agreements with Citizenship and Immigration
Canada to nominate persons to go to that province. A nominee must meet federal
admissibility requirements, such as those related to health and security.
Refugees: Permanent residents in the refugee category include government-assisted
refugees, privately sponsored refugees, refugees landed in Canada and refugee
dependants (i.e. , dependants of refugees landed in Canada, including spouses and
partners living abroad or in Canada).
Refugee claimants: Temporary residents in the humanitarian population who request
refugee protection upon or after arrival in Canada. A refugee claimant receives Canada's
protection when he or she is found to be a Convention refugee as defined by the United
Nations 1951 Geneva Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and its 1967
protocol, or when found to be a person needing protection based on risk to life, risk of
cruel and unusual treatment or punishment, or danger of torture as defined in the
Convention Against Torture. A refugee claimant whose claim is accepted may make an
application in Canada for permanent residence. The application may include family
members in Canada and abroad. Refugee claimants are also known as asylum seekers.
Skilled workers: Economic immigrants selected for their ability to participate in the
labour market and to establish themselves economically in Canada. Skilled workers are
assessed on the basis of selection criteria that stress, for example, education, language
ability and skilled work experience.

Source: Research and Evaluation Branch Citizenship and Immigration Canada. (2011).
Canada Facts and Figures: Immigration Overview Permanent and Temporary Residents
- 2010. 117-123. Ottawa, ON: Minister of Public Works and Government Services
Canada. Retrieved from: http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/pdf/research-stats/facts2010.pdf
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Chapter One
Introduction
The Association for New Canadians (ANC) is a non-profit, community-based
organization located in St. John ' s, Newfoundland and Labrador. It orig inated as Friends
of the Refugees in 1979 and was renamed the Association for New Canadians in 198 1.
The ANC is a service providing organization (SPO) that provides settlement and
integration serv ices for Government Assisted Refugees (GAR), Privately Sponsored
Refugees and other Permanent Residents (PR

1
).

While founded as a n agency that

essentially offered "settlement" assistance, the ANC has gone through considerab le
expansion and the programs and services offered currentl y incl ude settle ment information
and orientation, language training, skills development and e mployment readiness. There
has been exte nsive development of the settlement sector in Canada. These deve lopments
have been significantl y influenced by government policy and decisions with respect to
immigration and immigration policies. The increased commitment to immigration by all
levels of government has impacted on the development of the settle ment sector. Thus,
the ANC has developed in conjunction with and in response to developments in the
national settlement sector.

The programs and services offered by the ANC are designed to support all aspects of
newcomer integration. At the time of this research (20 12), the ANC has 60 full-time
emp loyees and mo re than I 00 vo lunteers. Programs and services offered incl ude the

1

Throughout this t hesis I use the term immigrant in t he general sense of the word to refer to various
group s w ho emigrate.

1

follow ing: Resettlement Assistance Program (RAP); Settlement, Orientation and
Integration Services, Language Training and Assessment Services;

Distance English as a Second Language (ES L) Programs; Volunteer Connections
Programs; Settlement Workers in the Schools Program (SW IS); Acquiring Experience
Integrating Skills (AXIS) Career Services; Targeted Programming for Children, Youth,
Women and Men; Diversity Training/Public Education Proj ects; Support Services
(C hild-minding, Daycare, Toll Free Helpline, Transportation, Interpretation) and
Capacity Building Projects (ANC Website, 201 0).
The ANC is the only federally funded organization providing integration and settlement
services for newcomers in the province of Newfoundland and La brador. The range of
programs and serv ices provided helps to ease the transition to life in Canada. The ANC
has served a continually changing demographic over the past 32 years and has developed
new programs, services and initiatives in response to the changing needs of its clientele.
This response is an attempt to help newcomers meet the challenges of adapting to life in a
new country and a new culture. In recent years the ANC has a lso offered programs to
Canadians to increase cross c ultural awareness and understanding.

One of the key aspects of assisting w ith settlement a nd integration is language education.
The ANC has been offering English as a Second Language (ES L) training to immigrants
and refugees since 1986 (Budden, as cited in Bassler, 1990). The Assoc iation for New
Canadians Adult ESL Language Trai ning Centre offers English classes for immigrants
and refugees. The language program offered by the ANC is Language Instruction for

2

Newcomers to Canada (LINC). This program was created by the former Canada
Employment and Immigration Commission 2 (CEIC) in 1992 and is designed to assist
adult learners in acquiring the language skills necessary to settle and integrate into
Canadian society. Funding is provided by Citizenship and Immigration Canada and the
program is free of charge to adult permanent residents. It is available on both a full and
part-time bas is. The ANC offers classes that range from levels one to five, according to
the Canadian Language Benchmarks (CLB). The CLBs are a standard for describing,
measuring and recognizing proficiency in English of adult immigrants in Canada (Centre
for Canadian Language Benc hmarks (CCLB) Website, 20 12). As we ll, classes are
offered at the pre-benchmark or literacy leve l. AXIS, the employment and career serv ices
centre of the ANC, also prov ides preparation classes for individuals who are preparing to
write the Test of Eng lish as a Foreign Language (TOEFL). TOEFL is a test that evaluates
English language use and understanding in academ ic settings. In add ition to daytime
classes there are a range of programs provided for those unab le or inelig ible to attend at
this time. These include the Itinerant Program, Outreach Tutor Program, UNC Home
Study, ESL evening classes and evening pronunciation classes (ANC, 2010).
The ANC has a range of clients with various levels of linguistic competencies and a
range of needs. They vary from people who have lower levels of Iiteracy in their own
language to those who those who are ready to move into TOEFL preparation classes.

2

It is now Citi zenship and Immigration Canada {CIC).

3

Locating the Author
My involvement with the ANC began as a volunteer. From this unpaid position, I moved
into a full time, paid position as a language instructor at the ANC Adult ESL Language
Training Centre. I worked with the ANC for ten years and taught various levels of the
language program. My work with the ANC has been rewarding and fulfilling and I
believe that the organization makes a real difference in peoples' lives. I have firsthand
knowledge of many of the difficulties that immigrants and refugees encounter throughout
the settlement process. As well, l am aware of the many challenges and frustrations for
people who are unable to communicate because of language barriers. My knowledge of
the issues and challenges newcomers face has come through my experience working with
diverse groups of people. I did not have any prior knowledge as l am a White, AngloSaxon, English speaking Canadian woman. I am committed to cross cultural dialogue and
have studi ed in this a rea. I work to be aware of how social position both enables and
inhibits dialogue and insight.

Purpose of Research
T his qualitati ve research used a case study methodology to describe the genes is and
evolution of the settlement serv ices and la nguage training programs offered by the ANC.
T he purpose of settle ment programs is to aid in the "successful settlement and integration
of immigrants into the socia l, economic, cultural and political life of Canada" (Canadian
Counc il for Refugees (CCR), 2000, Preamble section, para. I). While settlement
program s are primarily the responsibili ty of the federal government, local agencies play a

4

key role in the delivery of settlement services (CCR, 2000, Settlement Organizations
section, para. I). The responsibility for the des ign and delivery of settlement services lies
with the settlement service provider, however CIC is directly responsible for specific
services, e.g. information provision and other services are delivered overseas (C IC
Website, 2011).

Service provider organizations respond to the individuals they are serving and it is an
ever-changing demographic. As Sethi (2009) suggested, a changing demographic
requires a re-evaluation of settlement supports and interventions for new groups of
immigrants. Consequently, organizations must evolve and adapt and adjustments and
changes are often made at the local level.

A key aspect of this research is the LINC program and studies have demonstrated the
importance of language skills for settlement and integration (CIC, 20 12; Gormley & Gill,
2007). Thus, at the ANC, "the aim of the [language] program is to ass ist adult learners in
acquiring the la nguage skills to settle and integrate into Canadian society" (ANC, 20 I 0).
Language is crucial for everything from day to day liv ing to gai ning employment. It can
be an enormous barrier and certainly an impediment to integration. Kathleen Vance
(20 II) a vete ran ESL teacher, aptl y described the importance of language to newcomers.
She stated, "and everyone [wants] nothing more than to learn the Eng Iish they [need] to
get on w ith their varied li ves" (p. 6). LINC cannot be studied and discussed w ithout a
sense of developments in and overview of other sectors within the organ ization. These
interconnections are part of the inter-agency context that was very c lear in the interviews.

5

This interconnection is reflected in the data and it is necessary to outline all sectors in
order to understand one.

Significance of the Study
The paucity of research o n the ANC and the provision of settlement services in the local
context indicated a need for further research. Although the provision of settlement
services for immigrants and refugees is a Federal responsibility, the context in whi ch
services are delivered is significant. Thus, a key question in this study is how have
programs and serv ices evolved and been adapted in the local context to meet the needs of
particular demographics. Vineberg (20 12) suggested that a history of services for
immigrants had not been published prior to his work. While there has been extensive
research on the modern settlement sector in general, investigations into how indi vidual
organizations have responded as well as their development are lacking. Vineberg (20 12)
noted the importance of documenting the past so as not to repeat past mistakes or
·'[abandon] successful practices due to a si mple lack of knowledge of our past" (p. 68).
This observation is pertinent to the need for this particular research. The record for the
ANC does not ex ist and in cons ideratio n of future directions it is va luable to consider the
past. As Ti lson (20 I 0) observed, because of Canada's history of welcomi ng and
providing settlement serv ices for immigrants, there are many " mature and we llestablished" organizations that can offer insights and "the s ituation is ripe for learning
from best practices from across the country" (p. 15). Hence, this work can be relevant on
both a local and nationa l level.

6

Research Questions
The control question I explored is how programs and services offered by the Association
for New Canadians have developed and evolved since its inception in 1979. The
following additional research questions were investigated: What programs were offered
initially? What was the impetus for these programs? How did these programs evolve and
change? What precipitated the change in these programs? How do these changes address
the needs of newcomers? What language programs were offered initially? How have
current gaps been addressed?

Significance of the Problem
This research is groundbreaking in that it will contribute new and valuable knowledge of
the ANC. Furthermore, it will document the history of the organization and recognize the
contribution the organization has made in the lives of newcomers to the province. The
research w ill assist people in working for the betterment of thi s particular group.
Potentially, newcomers can be a very vulnerable population and it is essential to ensure
the provision of programs and services that adequately and appropriately meet their
needs. The provision of proper programs and services is a social justice issue. Programs
that better enable immigrants and refugees to adjust, integrate and function in a new
society enhances quality of life. A key aspect of this research is the improvement of the
quality of life for individuals who are immigrating a nd adjusting to life in a new country.
Programs and serv ices for immigrants that help to ease the transition to life in Canada are

7

fundamental. This research forefronts some of the issues that may assist in the provision
of better programs and services for immigrants.
This research may provide insight and direction for those involved in the delivery of
programs and settlement services for immigrants and refugees.
Limitations of the Study

This research was conducted on one organization and in one context and therefore the
findings may only be relevant to this particular context. Furthermore, the sample size
was relatively small so the findings of this research may not be generalizable. However,
the study contributes an understanding of the central phenomenon in this study. Research
was conducted with current and former staff members of the organization. Interviews
with refugees and immigrants who avail of the services of the organization might ensure
more depth and breadth in the research. The perspective of individuals from other
cultures and countries would offer a more intimate understanding of the issues and
concerns of newcomers. I am limited by my socio-cultural background. Although efforts
were taken to control researcher bias and ensure the validity of the research, complete
objectivity cannot be achieved.

Outline of Chapters

In chapter two I outline the methodology used to conduct this research and demonstrate
why this particular approach was taken. Chapter three provides a historical overview on
settlement services, immigration, and immigration policy in Canada. It provides
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extensive background knowledge on areas relevant to this study. In chapter four I discuss
the inception of the organization and the development of the settlement services sector of
the ANC within both a local and national context. Chapter five traces the introduction
and development of language programs offered by the ANC. Furthermore, it focuses on
the introduction of the LINC program and its expansion and development. Chapter six
provides a history of the development of the third sector of growth and development in
the organization, the employment division of the ANC. Chapter seven offers
recommendations and suggestions that arose from this study.
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Chapter Two
Methodology

Introduction

This qualitative research used a case study methodology to describe the genesis and
evolution of the Association for New Canadians in St. John ' s, Newfoundland and
Labrador. One aspect of the research was an examination of the evolution of educational
programs and settlement services offered by the organization. Key to this research is the
local response to meeting the needs of the immigrants and refugees in Newfoundland and
Labrador whom the organization serves and has served. A study is necessary if research
is lacking on a particular topic and further investigation is needed and if it provides new
knowledge and information in an area that has not been previously studied in detail
(Creswell, 2008). This research is groundbreaking as there has been very little in-depth
research conducted on the organization since its inception in 1979. It provides valuable
information and brings to light an organization that has not been fully recognized.
A qualitative research design was most suitable for this study because in qualitative
research the researcher is interested in how the participants in the context being studied
make meaning of their experiences and thus come to an understanding of these
experiences (Paton, 1995 as cited in Merriam, 1998; Whitt, 1991 ). Understanding is
crucial as opposed to generalizations or identification of causes and effects (Merriam,
19 88, as cited in Whitt, 1991 ).

Understanding is the end in itself (Paton, 1995 as cited

in Merriam , 1998). Qualitative research seeks understanding of " the subjective human
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experience" and attempts to "get inside the person to understand from within" (Cohen,
Manion & Morrison, 2007, p. 2 1). It is considered to be superior to other methods of
research for gaining in-depth understanding of complex organizations like colleges and
universities as well as complex processes like student learning or change (Goetz &
LeCompte, 1984; Marshall & Rossman, 20 II ; Morgan, 1986, as cited in Whitt, 1991 ).

An important part of qualitative research is " context sensitiv ity" for essent ial to
understanding is" ... a sense of the unique social, temporal, historical, and geographic
contexts of the pheno mena" (Patton, 1990 as cited in Whitt, 1991 , p. 408). Furthermore,
the context in which an instituti on operates has considerable influence on the experience
individuals may have in that institution (Whitt, 1991 ). The key aspect of this research is
the organization and the programs and services it offers. Central to the study was how
programs are changed or altered w ithin the local context. Furthermore, qualitative
research is better suited to studies of change and development over an extended period of
time (Patton, 1990 as c ited in Whitt, 199 1). This research followed the development of
the organization over the past thirty-two years.
The case study approach is the best methodo logy for understanding the phenomena under
investigation. This methodology is often used ift he researcher is interested in gaining
knowledge of individual, group, organizational, political and related phenomenon (Y in,
2003). Furthermore, case studies are favo ured if " How" and " Why" questions are being
asked (Y in, 2003 , p. 7). Us ing the case study method, I explored and investigated the
experiences a nd perspectives of individuals in the Newfoundland and Labrador context
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who are, and were, invo lved in the implementation and delivery of programs and services
for immigrants and refugees to come to an understanding of how and why the
organization has evolved and adapted to the needs of a changing clientele.

Researcher Role
I bring significant knowledge and understanding to this research hav ing been an
instructor at the Association for New Canadians ESL Adult Training Centre for ten years.
My extensive experience working in the field of second language teaching and learn ing
gives me so lid background knowledge and an intimate understanding of the organization
and the LINC program. This personal knowledge of the organization, staff members and
their ro utines was essentia l to building trust and rapport (Whitt, 1991 ). My established
relationship with teachers and other staff members of the research site helped to further
gain the confidence of participants in this study. However, I took measures to maintain
that trust by being respectful and ethical in my research (C reswell, 2008).

As a qualitative researcher, it is necessary to be aware of how one' s subj ectivity and
inherent biases can influence the research and attempts must be made to set these biases
as ide (Creswell, 2009, p. 196). However, Glesne and Peshkin ( 1992, as cited in Watt,
2007) suggest subj ectiv ity " is something to 'capitalize' on rather than to 'exorcize ' " (p.
82). Furthe rmore, the researcher as an instrument of data collection is what Eisner ( 1998)
associates w ith being a "conno isseur" (p. 63) and thi s concept "accentuates the distinctive
functi on of the researcher' s knowledge, perspective, and subj ectivity in data acqui sition"
(Barrett, 2007, p. 4 18). It does not mean one has to be a "clean s late" but having an
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awareness of how "who you are" both shapes and enriches the study (Bogdan and Bilken,
1982; Peshkin, 1998 as cited in Merriam, 2009, p. 15). Researchers must be conscious of
how it can both privilege and limit (Russell & Kelly, 2002, as cited in Watt, 2007).
Knowledge is an advantage, however, the aim of the researcher is to move beyond one' s
own knowledge and what is expressed in the literature and to gain insight from the
participants (Creswell, 2009). Thus, it is important to remember that in this situation one
is a learner and not the expert.

Ethical Considerations
Upon approval from the Memorial University ofNewfoundland Research Ethics Board,
permission was obtained from the Executive Director of the Association for New
Canadians. A detailed letter of consent (Appendix A) was written which described the
purpose, methodology, timeline, how data would be used and benefits of the study, as
well as measures to protect anonymity (Creswell, 2008).

Permission was also required from a selection of current and former staff members ofthe
Association for New Canadians. Participants included employees with the language
training centre, the settlement agency and the employment centre of the Association for
New Canadians. A detailed recruitment letter guaranteeing specific rights was provided
(Appendix B). Participants were informed that their participation was vo luntary and that
they were free to withdraw at any point. As well, they were informed of the purpose of
the study and were told they would have the opportunity to read, and suggest changes to,
any material that invol ved them. Measures were taken to guarantee all materials were
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safely stored and pseudonyms were used to help ensure confidentiality. Every reasonable
effort was taken to ensure confidentiality and anonymity throughout all phases of the
study. This research sheds light on an area that has not been researched in any depth and
the findings will be shared with the participants and the organization.

Sample Selection
Participants were recruited through email and by telephone. A detailed description of the
study was provided and participants were given the opportunity to seek further
clarification through email or in person. They were then asked to respond as to whether
or not they wished to participate in the study. Those who responded in the affirmative
were given a letter of informed consent (Appendix C). As we ll, prior to beginning
interviews a description of the research was provided and participants had the opportunity
to ask questions and seek clarification.

Participants were chosen on the basis of the information they could provide and fro m
whom r could learn the most regarding the research (Merriam, 2009). Participants should
be chosen based on their potential to help the researche r gain insight and understand the
phenomena (Merriam, 1998, as cited in Whitt, 199 1). The selection of participants was
through non-probabilistic sampling which is the most suitable in qualitati ve research
(Merriam, 2009). Purposive sampling or purposeful selection is one type that has been
utilized significantly in qualitative research (Che in, 198 1, as cited in Whitt, 199 1;
Creswell, 1994; Maxwell, 2005; Merriam, 1998 ; Patton, 2002 as cited in Whitt, 199 1).
Purposeful sampling is 'a strategy in which particular settings, persons, or activities are
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selected deliberately in order to provide information that can't be gotten as well from
other choices" (Maxwell, 2005, as cited in Powell, 2008, p. 44).

Purposeful sampling was used to choose specific individuals or sites to learn about and
understand a central phenomenon (Creswell, 2008). The focus of this study was one
specific organization and the programs offered by the organization with the intention of
coming to some understanding of this particular context, an awareness which comes from
a detailed understanding of the context (Creswell, 2008).

Participants included staff members whose lon gev ity w ith the organization allowed them
to prov ide rich and deta iled information about the genesis and evo lutio n of the
organization. Partic ipants a lso included instructors who have taught the LINC program,
have a long history with the organization and have seen the implementati on and change
in programming. However, participants were not limited to longtime staff members of
the organizatio n. fn addition to being a non-random and purposeful sample, the sample
was relatively small as is often the case in qualitative research (Merriam, 2009).
Snowball sampling was used w hereby other participants were asked to identify
indi v iduals who were a ble to make a significant contribution to the research as needed
(C reswell, 2008).

Data Collection Methods
When consent was obtained participants were contacted by telephone, email or in person
to arrange interv iew times. Inte rviews were conducted in a private and comfortable space
that was w ithout distractions. Permission was req uested to audio record interviews and
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reasonable efforts to assure anonymity were taken through the use of pseudonyms
(C reswell, 2008). All interviews were labeled with as much information as possible
including, participant' s name, time, date, and other relevant informatio n to maintain
accurate and detailed files.

Interviews are key to various types of qualitative educational research including oral and
life histories, ethnographies and case studies (Dilley, 2004; Merriam, 1998). Twenty
indi viduals were interviewed for this research. Interv iews were conducted with staff
members after approval from senior administrative personnel. Additionally, former staff
members of the organization were interv iewed as well as other individuals whose work in
provincial and federal government departments and other organizations connected them
with the ANC. Six participants were originally from countries other than Canada and two
were from other provinces w ithin Canada. The participants represent individuals from
various areas and positions w ithin the organization.
To give the interview structure and for note taking purposes an interview protocol
(Appendix D) was designed (Creswell, 2008). The interv iew protocol was guided by the
research questions. Interviews were one-on-one using a semi-structured format with
open-ended questions (Creswell, 2008). This type of questioning is often used in
qualitative interv iews as open-e nded questions allow for more depth probing (Creswell,
2008). This type of questioning allows for elaboration and clarification. A degree of
flexibility is required during interviews so that the interv iewee' s conversation can be
fo llowed and it may take a s lightly different direction if appropriate (Creswell, 2008).
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One follow-up interview was conducted and all other follow-up questions were answered
through email as most participants chose this method of follow up. A ll interv iews were
transcribed and given to participants to read to ensure accuracy of recorded information.

Data was also collected through document analysis. Often it is this type of data that
provides information or reveals "what people cannot or will not say" (E isner, 1998, p.
63). Multiple sources of data allowed for thick, rich descriptions. Shank (2002)
suggests that provision of a thick description is "an interpretive process that seeks to
understand a phenomenon in its full est meaningful context" (p. 75). Thus, various
sources of data allowed for a more in-depth and broader interpretation.

Data Analysis
In qualitative research, organization of the data is critical due to the large amount of
information collected during the study (Creswel l, 2008). Thus data was carefully labeled,
stored and organized according to type. The initial step in case study analysis begins
with description (Creswell, 2008). Data analysis may begin during data co llection as one
gets a general sense of emerg ing themes and categories. Case study data analys is is
iterative and cyclical throughout the process of collecting, analyzing and transcribing the
data and a llows the researcher to get a general sense of emerging themes and patterns and
move on to the specific (Creswell, 1998; Palys, 1997; Silverman, 2000 as cited in
Teachers of Eng lish to Speakers of other Languages, 2007).

When a ll written material was gathered, an initial analysis of the data included getting a
sense of the material, coding it, and looking at emerging themes (Creswell , 2008). Initial
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coding was "low inference coding" which was descriptive and followed by " higher
inference pattern coding" (Punch, 2005, p. 200). Memos were used in the initial data
analysis (Creswell, 2008; Punch, 2005). Memos were useful to help find new patterns or
for finding " higher levels of pattern coding" (Punch, 2005, p. 20 I).
The text was analyzed by coding the material using "text segment codes" (Creswell,
2008, p. 251 ). Using the analysis of these codes allowed the researcher to collapse the
codes into broad themes (Creswell, 2008). Creswell (2008) suggests using lean coding,
which is using a small number of codes and then drawing out themes according to these
codes. Analysis was done by hand as this was possible with a relatively small database
(Creswell, 2008).
A reflective journal was kept throughout the research process to note ideas and hunches
and to get a sense of emerging themes and ideas.

Trustworthiness

Triangulation was achieved by interviewing different individuals, i.e., representatives
from all areas of the organization (including administrative and non-administrative
personnel), individuals from other countries and provinces, as well as those outside the
organization (Creswell, 2008; Glesne, 1999 as cited in Powell, 2008). Triangulation also
occurred through the use of different methods of data collection. Member checking
occurred by asking participants to ensure descriptions, themes and interpretations are
accurate to ensure validity of claims being made (Creswell, 2008; Leech and
Onwuegbuz ie, 2007; Merriam, 1998). Additionally interviews were audio recorded and
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verbatim transcriptions were produced to ensure accuracy in the data collection. The
database was organized by type, e.g., interviews, observations, documents, and notes
(Creswell, 2008).

I am acutely aware that my own subjectivity and involvement w ith the organization could
influence my interpretation ofthe research. My intimate knowledge and connection to
the research site have the potential to prejudice my work. However, I worked to set those
biases aside and mainta in impartiality. In most case studies findings cannot be
generalized because of the small sample size (Teachers of Engl ish to speakers of other
languages, 2007). This study cannot be generalized but will contribute to the
understanding of the principle events under investigation.

Biographical Connection
My experience working with immigrants and refugees at the Association for New
Canadians has g iven me considerable insight and understanding regarding the myriad of
issues a round the settle ment process for immigrants. I have an intimate understanding of
the complexity of the issues and concerns regarding this process. Furthermore, I am
aware of the need for improved and additional programs and services to better ass ist
immigrants in the settlement process. Enhanced programs w ill he lp with settlement and
integration.

This research is meaningful to me on a personal level because of the connections I have
made w ith immigrants through my work. It is important that those who have experience
speak o ut and attempt to make a d ifference for those who are vu lnerable and cannot
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necessarily speak for themselves. This group of people can be a very vulnerable
population and it is essential to ensure the provision of programs and services that
adequately and appropriately meet their needs. I have a strong belief in the value and
worth of this research and I feel my extensive experience has helped in this research to
forefront some of the issues that may assist in the provision of better programs and
services for immigrants.

Timeline
The following is the chronology for this study:

November 2011:

Obtained approval from Memorial University
Research Ethics Board and the
Association for New Canadians

December 201 I :

Sought participants

December 20 !!-January 2012

Conducted interviews

February- April 2012:

Analyzed Data

May 2012 - November 2012:

Wrote Report
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Chapter Three
Historical Context and Overview
" ... settlement services provide not only for the well-being of immigrants but also
contribute to the well-being of the host country" (Vineberg, 2012, p. xi).

Introduction
This chapter provides an overview of the history of settlement services for immigrants
and refugees in Canada. It provides background knowledge of the history and
development of the settlement sector in Canada and informs the research that follows.
Furthermore, it situates research on the ANC, a local settlement agency, within a broader
context. According to Vine berg (20 12) there has been much research conducted on the
"modern settlement program" (p. xi) as well as the challenges and successes of settlement
and integration from a broad perspective However, within the context ofNewfoundland
and Labrador, in-depth research on how the ANC, the only federally funded settlement
organization for immigrants and refugees, has responded to the settlement needs of its
clients is lacking. This research explores the response to challenges at the local level and
out Iines some of the successes of an individual organization. Although not exhaustive,
this overview provides substantial background into the area being researched.

Background
In 20 II Canada accepted 248,748 permanent residents; refugees made up 27,872 of that
total. Newfoundland and Labrador received 682 of the total number of permanent
residents. For the year 20 11 , statistics specifically for the refugee class in Newfoundland
and Labrador are unavailable. However, the combined statistics for refugees arriving in
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Newfoundland and Labrador and Prince Edward Island is 225 3 (CIC, 20 12). Accord ing
4

to research informants , on average, Newfoundland and Labrador would receive about
half of that number annually. Cleghorn (2000) commented that, " Canada along with other
'fi rst world' nations has played a large role as a refugee receiving nation" (p. 36). The
increasing numbers of immigrants and refugees add to the "cultural and lingu istic
diversity [that] are among the characteristic features describing the Canadian landscape"
(Chan, as cited in Flinders a nd Thornton, 2009, p. 348). A recent Statistics Canada report
indicates that 6.4 million people speak an immigrant la nguage, that is, a language other
than English, French or an Aboriginal language (Statistics Canada, 201 1). With
increasing numbers of immigrants arriving in the country come the necessity to provide
effective settlement services and measures to ensure successful integration. These
serv ices are essential to a id in the difficult process oftransitioning into and becom ing
active members of life in a new society.

Early Settlement Services in Canada
The provision of settlement services for immigrants and refugees in Canada has a long
and diverse history. Formal settlement serv ices were not provided for the first
immigrants who arrived in Canada. Settlement ass istance was provided informally by
fami ly or members of various ethnic communities who had arrived previously (CCR,
1998, History section, para. 2; Handford & Tan, 2003, The History ofthe Settlement
Sector section, para. 1). Organizations were not government sponsored and were

3

4

The ANC is primarily a refugee servin g organization .
I use th e t erm informant in reference to those individuals who provided primary data for t his research.
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comprised of volunteers who recognized a need and had a desire to help (CCR, 1998,
para. 2). Volunteer organizations included the Jewish Immigrant Aid Society, the
original and longest continuously running organization, which was formed after World
War I (CCR, 1998, History section, no para.; Vineberg, 2012) and the Italian Immigrant
Aid Society in Toronto (CCR, 1998, History section, para. 6; Vine berg, 20 12). Church
organizations often formed to provide support and assist with settlement. One example is
the Manitoba Interfaith Immigration Council (CCR, 1998, History section, para. 5;
Vineberg, 20 12). Another was the Centre social d'aide aux immigrants (CSAI), founded
in Montreal in 1947 by the religious sisters ofNotre Dame du Bon Conseil (CCR, 1998,
History section, para. 4). Services provided by these religious organizations included help
with housing, employment, and medical and legal assistance, as well as providing loans
to help bring other family members (CCR, 1998, History section, para. 4). Volunteer
organizations were the primary settlement service providers for immigrants until after
World War II. After World War II non-governmental organizations were created to assist
with the delivery of settlement services (CCR, 1998, "The Community Response to,"
para. 3; Vine berg, 20 12).

Newfoundland and Labrador
Newfoundland and Labrador joined Confederation and become a province of Canada in
1949. While Newfoundland and Labrador was developed, in part, by European
immigrants, for most of its history, Newfoundland and Labrador has been a place of
emigration as people left in search of employment and better economic opportunities
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elsewhere. Newfoundland and Labrador was not a destination of choice for significant
numbers of immigrants in the late 19th and earl y 20th centuries perhaps due to its isolation
and lack of prosperity. However, those who did arrive included the following: Chinese,
Syrian, Assyrian and Maronite nationals (Higgins & Callanan, 2008). The latter three
groups of immigrants referred to themselves as Lebanese after the formation of the
Republic of Lebanon (Higgins & Callanan, 2008). Wright and Hong (n.d.) suggested that
while some members of the community and government supported Chinese immigrants,
there were those who were not particularly welcoming of the increasing numbers of
Chinese people who continued to arrive. In 1906 Newfoundland imposed a head tax for
Chinese people of $300.00, a tax which was the equivalent of three years ' wages at that
time (Higgins & Oillanan, 2008; Wright & Hong, n.d.).

Wright and Hong (n.d.) noted

that other ethnic or cultural groups have not had to pay this type of fee. Various
newspaper reports of the time indicate violence and anti-racism, especially against
Chinese people li ving in Newfound land and Labrador. The other group that arrived in
NL in the early 20 111 century was Jewish immigrants. According to The Atlantic Jewish
Council (20 12) there were 215 Jewish people in NL in 1935 and this increased to 360 in
1971. There were no formal settlement services provided for immig rants arriving in NL
and sim ilar to the rest of Canada, services may have been provided by church groups and
similar organizations.
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Post-World War II: Formal Settlement Services
Significant numbers of displaced people were forced to emigrate from Europe after the
war and consequently many new non-governmental organizations (NGOs) were formed
to assist the increased numbers of immigrants arriving in Canada (Vineberg, 20 12). In
response to the large numbers of people arriving, significant changes took place in the
development of the settlement sector in Canada immediately following the Second World
War. However, according to Kelley and Trebilcock (2010), "immigration policy rarely
attracted serious parliamentary debate and did not play an important role in any of the
federal elections that occurred" (p. 3 19) in the post war period, or in fact up to 1962.
Many immigrants who arrived at this time were suffering from the traumatic events of
war. Significant changes occurred in the types of services provided and how they were
delivered (CCR, 1998, "The Community Response to," para. 3). For the first time
professional social workers were hired and

~pecialized

social services were prov ided

through the Jewish Immigrant Aid Society (CCR, 1998, "The Community Response to,"
para. 3; Handford & Tan, 2003, The History of the Settlement Sector section, para. 3). In
1948 a Federal Settlement Service initiative was implemented; this was specifically for
settlement of Canadian soldiers and war refugees (Handford & Tan, 2003 , The History of
the Settlement Sector section, para. 5).

In 1949 formal establishment of settlement services occurred within the Immigration
Branch of the Department of Mines and Resources (Vineberg, 20 12). However, the
degree of importance of this branch is reflected in a description by (20 I 0) where they
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suggested it was "a minor backwater of the federal bureaucracy" (p. 319). According to
the Canadian Council for Refugees (1998) a Citizenship Branch ofthe Department of
Citizenship and Immigration was created which would provi de support for government
agencies and NGOs interested in supporting immigrants in the settlement and integration
process ("The Canadian Government Response to," para. I). A positive move was the
establishment of the Department of Citizenship and Immigration in 1950 which replaced
the Immigration Branch of the De partment of Mines and Resources and brought w ith it a
minister whose principle role was immigration (Kelly and Trebilcock, 20 I 0). At this
point immigration officers took on the responsibility of settlement (Y ineberg, 20 12).

Coi nciding with the passing of Canada's first C itizenship Act in 194 7 was much more
focus on c itizenship and integration and in " developing a greater consciousness of the
privileges and responsibilities of citizenship" (CCR, 1998, "The Canadian Government
Response to," para. 1). Similarly, Yineberg (20 12) noted, post-war efforts to he lp w ith
integration were a contrast to previously where settlement on farms was the norm and
immigrants were simply left on their own to make their way in a new country. Kelley and
Trebilcock (20 I 0) suggested immigration patterns began to change fro m agric ultural
workers to ski lled trades people and professionals, most of whom would settle in urban
areas as opposed to rural areas. By 196 1, only one in twenty was a farmer or agricultural
worker as opposed to one in fi ve immediate ly fo llowing the war.

A pivotal point in Canad ian immigration history was the acceptance of refugees from
Hungary in 195 7 (Troper, 20 I 0; Vine berg, 20 12). Canada accepted 37,000 refugees from
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Hungary (Troper, 2010). Vineberg (2012) suggested that these large numbers resulted in
significant changes with the recognition of the need for additional programs and the
instigation of new services. Furthermore, Troper (20 l 0) observed it would shape the
direction of many refugee programs and services in Canada for the next twenty years.

At this time the Adjustment Assistance Program (AA P) was implemented which
provided resettlement assistance for refugees from Hungary fo r one year after arrival in
Canada (Vineberg, 20 12). Troper (20 I 0) noted that two key parts of the resettlement
program were the "degree of hands-on effort and financia l commitment" which the
governme nt prov ided (p. 190). This was a significant addition to the prov ision of
settlement services and continued to be so as the AAP evolved into the present day RAP
program. This program will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter.

Development of Settlement Services
A more sophisticated and well developed settle ment sector began to emerge in the 1960's
(Handford & Tan, 2003, T he History of the Settle ment Sector secti on, para. 3; Vineberg,
20 12). One of the early attempts at assisting with credential recognition was assumed by
the Centro Organizzativo Scuo le Tecniche Italiane (COST!) which provided ass istance to
indiv iduals w ith skilled trades. This organization was formed to assist those individuals
who could not use their skills and provided both training and retraining to people w ithin
the Italian community (CCR, 1998, " The Community Response to," para. 7). In 198 1,
one of the largest immigrant serving agencies in Canada was created in Toronto w ith the
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combining of COSTI and the Italian Immigrant Aid Society (CC R, 1998, "The
Community Response to," para. 7).

Change in Direction of Settlement Services
After a long history of debate about whether or not the Settlement Service branch was
necessary or it could be handled under the National Employment Service (NES), the
Settlement Service branch came to an end in 1966 when it was moved to Manpower and
Immigration (M&l) (V ineberg, 20 12). With this change the government w ithdrew from
the provision of direct settle me nt services and focused on funding immigrant servi ng
agencies to provide initial settlement services (Handford & Tan, 2003 , The History of the
Settlement Sector section, para. 6). It was felt that immigrants could access mainstream
organizations for settleme nt needs (Vineberg, 20 12). This change was met w ith some
criticism as many people felt strongly about placing immigration under a labour
department. This debate lasted only briefly until a di vision was created and individuals
destined for the labour market were provided with economic integration and language
training under the M&I department whereas "social, cultura l and political integration
would be within the department of Secretary of State (Vineberg, 20 12, p. 25). Very
quickly there was recognition that the " hodgepodge" of settlement services being offered
was not a viable option. Eventuall y, the Secretary of State offered temporary programs
through the Local Initiatives Program (LIP) (Vi ne berg, 20 12). Accord ing to Vineberg
(20 12) an official department did not exist for e ight years and it was not until 1974 that
there was a specific program that provided immigrant services. Worthy of note was
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Canada's adoption of an official multiculturalism policy in 1971 which became the
Multiculturalism Act of 1988 (Handford & Tan, 2003 , The History of the Settlement
Sector section, para. 7).

Major Changes in the Development of the Settlement Sector
In 1974 significant changes took place within the settlement sector. A Cabinet dec ision
in 1974 that resulted in the creation of a Settlement Branch and an accompanying
mandate within the Department of Manpower and Immigration was a seminal moment in
the evolution of the settlement sector (Handford & Tan, 2003, The History of the
Settlement Sector, para. 6; Vineyard, 20 12). Included in the responsibilities for the
Department of Manpower were the reception of immigrants as well as help w ith
employment, accommodation, and settlement (Handford & Tan, 2003, The History of the
Settlement Sector, para. 6). Funding was also provided to create the Immigrant
Settle ment and Adaptation Progra m (!SAP) (CC R, 1998, "The Canad ian Government
Response to," para. 2; Handford & Tan, 2003, The History of the Settlement Sector, para.
6; Vineberg, 20 12). Through ISAP a ll immigrants received initial settlement services
inc luding informatio n and orientation sessions as well as referral to mainstream service
agenc ies (Handford & Tan, 2003, The History of the Settlement Sector section, para. 6).
The AAP, which began in 1957, was in place as well at thi s time and later became the
Resettlement Ass istance Program in 1998 (Vineberg, 2012, p. 3 1). RAP provides
reception services for GARs at point of entry, temporary accommodation, help to find
pe rmanent ho using and ho usehold items, financial orientatio n and, income support for 12
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to 24 months. Support up to 24 months is usuall y for refugees with special needs such as
those who have experienced high degrees of trauma (C IC Website, 20 11). Manpower
and Immigration also began working closely with volunteer organ izations and NGOs to
assist immigrants with settlement and adjustment (Handford & Tan, 2003, The History of
the Settlement Sector, para. 6; Vine berg, 20 12). As Vine berg (20 12) noted, this was an
important advancement in the revitalization of settlement serv ices for immigrants.

In the early seventies the Government, in a reconsideration of its approach to
immigration, initiated the beginning of changes to the Immigration Act with the Green

Paper entitled, Report of the Canadian Immigration and Population Study (Kelley and
Trebilcock, 20 I 0). As part of the Immigration Green Paper, tabled in Februa ry, 1975,
the serv ices to be provided for settlement were outlined " ... in an extensive chapter on
'Serv ices to Immigrants ' " (Vineberg, 20 12, p. 30). Various factors infl uenced the
gradual development and change of the settlement sector. In the early seventies Canada
responded to two groups of refugees in relative ly large numbers, these included people of
Asian ancestry living in Uganda w ho were forced out by President ldi Am in and, later,
refugees from C hile forced out by President Pinochet (C IC, 2012, V ineberg, 20 12).
However, the most s ignificant impact in the late seventies and early eighties was a result
of the massive numbers of refugees from Vietnam arriving in Canada. Vine berg (20 12)
suggests thi s resulted in s ignificant growth in the settlement sector in both " finance and
expertise" (p. 32). He further adds that in response to those refugees from Vietnam,
"settlement serv ices were established in almost every city of any size throughout Canada"
(p. 32). St. John ' s, Newfoundland and Labrador was one of those cities.
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Funding was prov ided through ISAP to assist w ith settlement services. However, despite
the creation of ISAP, funding for the program was limited and larger centres such as
Montreal, Toronto, and Vancouver received most of the funding. This inequity resulted in
inconsistencies across the country in terms of the provision of settlement serv ice and it
lasted for a number of years (Yineberg, 20 12).

Immigration Plan: 1991-1995

A new Federal Immigration Strategy was launched in 1991. In a report to Parliament in
October 1990 then Minister of Employment and Immigration, Barbara Mc Dougall
indicated that there was a "significant shift in the government's approach to immigration
planning" (p. I). In preparation for the new fi ve year plan cross-Canada consultations
were he ld (EIC, 1990). The government believed that the central focus would be
immigration levels; however, this was not the case (V ineberg, 20 12). Accord ing to EIC
( 1990) throughout the consultation process the number one concern expressed was that
settleme nt and integration serv ices should be a key focus in imm igration planning. And
rather than la bo ur market integration bei ng the focus of the settlement program, social
and cultural integration were deemed just as important (Vineberg, 20 12).

Three key aspects ofthe settlement program are ISAP, LfNC and HOST (Tilson, 20 10;
Yineberg, 20 12). It is through these programs that funding fo r settlement has been
directed s ince their inception (Tilson, 20 I 0). Changes to these three important pieces of
the settlement program were made (Y ineberg, 20 I 0).
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The Host Program that had been implemented in 1984 was made permanent in 1990 and
included immigrants as well as refugees. This program matches immigrants and refugees
with volunteers who assist with adjusting to life in Canada (CIC, 20 12; Tilson, 20 I 0).
The Host Program was seen as an important way to connect immigrants and Canadians
and to help learn about each other (EIC, 1990). Part of the new immigration strategy was
a change in direction for language training (EIC, 1990). In 1990 the Settlement Language
Training Program (SLTP), which had been implemented in 1986, became a permanent
program (CCR, 1998, "The Canadian Government Response to," para. 2). In 1992 the
Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada was implemented (Handford & Tan,
2003, The History of the Settlement Sector section, para. 8). In the same year a wider
spectrum of community organizations and groups was eligible to deliver ISAP in an
effort to offer enhanced services to a more diverse group of immigrants (Vine berg, 20 12).

The government realized that settlement is short term and transitional while integration is
ongoing (CIC, 20 I I). An increased commitment by the government had resulted in a
much more organized and sophisticated approach to settlement and integration. The
settlement program was seen as being related to immigration, not labour, with the
combining of "various elements of the settlement program within Canadian immigration"
(Vine berg, 2012, p. 40). The previous short-sighted approach to integration and
adaptation was changing. The government was changing its outlook on the immigration
process and was viewing it from a broader perspective. Settlement and integration were
about more than providing initial services; it extended to obtaining citizenship (EIC,
1990). Furthermore, integration was not only the responsibility of the immigrant but it
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also included Canadian society; it was a "two way street" (ElC, 1990, p. 14). In I 992
settlement programs were moved to the Immigration Sector from the Employment Sector
(Vineberg, 20 12). In 1993 the Department of Employment and Immigration became
known as Citizenship and Immigration (Handford & Tan, 2003, The History of the
Settlement Sector section, para. 6).

Change within the settlement sector has also been influenced by people and organizations
that are invo lved and work with immigrants and refu gees. One of the obvious
advancements since World War II was that organizations and individuals working within
those organizations developed an expertise (CCR, 1998, Introduction sectio n, para. 5).
Furthermore, they recognized the need to strive to better meet the needs of those
individuals being served; they have background knowledge and could offer suggestions
to improve the provision of settlement services. A natural development that followed
from thi s extensive experience and understanding was the desire to examine best
practices. In I 998 the CCR, after consultations with settlement workers, immigrants and
refugees, produced a document entitled, Best Settlement Practices: Settlement Services

for Immigrants and Refugees in Canada. It was a step towards enhancing serv ice and
ensuring some degree of accountability to those being served.

In 2000 the CC R published a document entitled, Canadian National Settlement Services

Standards Framework. This was the result of consultations w ith various other
organizatio ns w ith expertise in the area to develop some sort of framework for ensuring a
standard of serv ice that wou ld be the same across Canada. As Tam (2003) suggests, "the
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programs and operations of settlement service agencies have become increasingly
sophisticated over the past few decades as these organizations have accumulated
experience and expertise" (What is the Settlement Service Sector section, para. 3).

Government Involvement: Federal, Provincial and Municipal

In ensuring a particular standard of service is the need for a coordinated effort on the part
of all levels of government in conjunction with agencies in the local community (CC R,
2000, Preamble section, para. l ). CfC (20 II) in the Annual Report to Parliament on
Immigration noted that the Government of Canada and the provinces and territories must
work together to ensure effective coordination of the immigration program. Si milarly
there is recognition of the importance of all three levels of government in assisting w ith
successful settlement and integration (Tilson, 20 10, p. 1). Accord ing to the CCR (2000)
all levels of government are accountable for integration a nd immigrants as members of
society are entitled to provincial services suc h as education and social serv ices (Preamble
section, para. 4). These are considered provincia l responsibilities. Across Canada there
was recognition by many provincial governments of the necessity of specialized serv ices
for refugees and immigrants (CC R, 2000, Preamble section, para. 5). Nevertheless,
primarily it is the federal government who must ensure the provision of services (CC R,
2000, Preamble section, para. 5).
British Co lumbia and Manitoba have agreements w ith the Federal Government that
ena ble these provinces to design, deliver and administe r settlement and integrat ion
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programs and services. Quebec is responsible for settlement and integration under the
Canada-Quebec Accord (Tilson, 20 l 0).

Modernization of the Settlement Sector
CIC (20 ll) suggested that it has taken a more modernized approach in an attempt to
improve the administration and delivery of settlement initiatives. The three key aspects of
settlement, LINC, HOST5 and ISAP were combined under one single Settlement
Program. One of the benefits of the approach is that it is more flexible and responsive to
clients ' needs (Association for New Canadians, 20 12). Informants reiterated this point
and indicated this revised approach is a positive step. Acco rdi ng to Omidvar (200 I) a
significant change in attitudes to settlement and integration is that it "should not start and
end with immigrants and refugees at all - it should inc lude and invo lve all Canadians, all
our institutions and o ur public" (p. 4). Wayland (2006) makes a similar observation,
"the difficulties newcomers face as part of their settlement experience must be recognized
as Canadian problems rather than as ' immigrant problems'; and they must be addressed
and e liminated to the greatest extent possible" (p. iv). This belief has been recognized in
recent years (Wayland, 2006). Canada active ly participates each year in all meetings of
the United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) Stand ing Committee,
Executive Committee and Working Group on Resettlement (CIC, 20 11 ).

Conclusion
The evolut ion of the local organization can be traced w ithin this national context. In
many ways the organization has grown and developed in response to these changes.
5

Loca lly t he Host Program has transitioned into Volunteer Connections.
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However, implementation of programs and services within the local context mean they
are achieved differently. This research illustrates the growth and development of one
settlement organization within the local context. The research was explored in
conjunction with and in response to developments and growth within a national context
as outlined in this chapter. Organizations develop in a particular environment and with
influences specific to the context. They respond to local need and within the community
in which they are situated. Furthermore, they develop in response to the individuals they
serve. The next chapter illustrates this response in Newfoundland and Labrador.
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Chapter 4
Settlement
" I am a refugee torn from my land, cast off to travel this world to its end. Never to see
my proud mountains again but I still remember them" (Earle, 20 I I, track I 0).

Introduction
The focus of this chapter is the founding of the Association for New Canadians and the
factors that precipitated the inception of the organization from a historical perspective.
discuss the global influences that have resulted in the migration of different peoples to
Newfoundland and Labrador and therefore the need for an agency providing settlement
services. A constantly changing demographic has significantly influenced the overall
direction in which the organization has moved. The ANC's response to the needs of an
ever- changing clientele has had an impact on the diversification and evolution of
programs and services. I explore the evolution of programs and services within the
context of Newfound land and Labrador. Additionally, I examine how changing policies
on immigration, at both the Federal and Provincial levels has effected change in
programming and services. I investigate how increased Government involvement in and
commitment to immigration has resu lted in the development and professionalization of
the settlement sector. While the original mandate of the ANC was the provision of
programs and serv ices for refugees 6 , it has provided, and continues to provide, services

6

"A refugee is different from an immigrant, in t hat an immigrant is a person who chooses to settle
permanently in another country. Refugees are forced to fl ee" (CIC, 2012) .
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for other groups of immigrants. However, primarily, it is a settlement service agency for

Preamble
The term refugee generally refers to a specific class of immigrants; those who are forced
to leave their home country for fear of persecution because of race, religion, nationality,
membership in a social group or political opinions. Immigration is never a choice for
refugees; it is a necessity. In the film, Monsieur Lazhar, Bashir Lazhar is an asylum
seeker8 living in Montreal awaiting his refugee hearing. He poignantly remarks that the
immigration process "for most immigrants [is] a trip, without papers, uprooted to a
culture that is foreign" (Dery & McCraw, 20 I I). This comment is to a friend who
encourages him to share his experience as if it were some sort of romantic adventure. In
reality, there is nothing romantic about the plight of the refugee and, if not forced, few
refugees would ever choose to emigrate.
Ron Atkey (as cited in Grigsby, 1979), when describing the work being done by the
Toronto Mennonite Church to assist refugees from Vietnam who were coming to Canada
in 1979, suggested that neither is this work romantic or glorious. As one research
informant remarked, often refugees are coming out of very "extreme and horrible
situations". Individuals working in service delivery organizations for refugees a nd
7

Government assist ed refugees are " Convention Refugees Abroad whose initial resettlement in Canada is
entirely support ed by the Government of Canada or Quebec. This support is delivered by CIC-supported
non-governmental agencies". Also included is, th e " Country of Asylum Class [which] is for people in
refugee-like situations, who do not qualify as Convention Refugees" (CIC, 2012) . .
8
Asylum seekers are individu als who claim to be refugees but who have not been evaluated (Unit ed
Nation s High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), 2012).
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immigrants are acutely aware of the difficult and horrific s ituations most refugees have
endured. These individuals are a key part of the successful delivery of settlement
services. As well, service delivery organizations are responsible fo r the administration of
effective, accountable and responsive programs (CCR, 2000, Settlement Organizations
section, para.!).

Historical Background
Canada became a co untry in 1867 and, according to Kazimi (as cited in Mann, 20 12), for
the first hundred years Canada considered itself a w hite settler soc iety. For a significant
part of its history Canada had a very exclusiona ry immigration policy and was not
we lcoming of immig rants who were not of European descent (CC R, 1998; Frideres,
2007; Kelley and Trebilcock, 20 10). William Lyon Mackenzie King, Prime Mi nister of
Canada from 192 1 to 1948, was particularly concerned with Canada remaining a white,
A nglo-Saxon po pulation. Particular events throughout Canada's history demonstrate
racist attitudes a nd policies. For example, in 191 4 the Komagata Maru, a Japanese cargo
ship, arrived in Vancouver, British Columbia carrying 376 British subj ects from India
seeking refuge in Canada. They were detained in Vancouver Harbour for two months
and refused entry into Canada because they were non-whites a nd further because of they
we re of south As ia n origin (Kazimi, as cited in Mann, 20 12). However, changes towards
immigration and immigration policy began to take place in the post World War II years.
Kelley and Trebi lcock (20 I 0) suggested that " .. . Canada' s wartime polic ies, . .. w ith

9

Although thi s term refers t o a specific group of people, throughout the rest of this thesis I use this term
in a genera l sense to refer to variou s groups w ho emigrate.
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respect to prospective immigrants and resident aliens . .. were formalized in statutes that
were sweeping in scope, that sanctioned extensive delegation of authority, and that were
relatively free from parliamentary or judicial scrutiny" (p. 314). Worthy of mention is
that these policies were for the most part supported by the general public (Kelley and
Trebilcock, 20 I 0). However, in post war Canada there was public outcry, including from
various ethnic groups, over Canada's exclusionary immigration policies (Kelley and
Trebilcock, 20 I 0; Knowles, 2007; Omidvar and Richmond, 2003). A significant change
involved the veteran community who developed a respect for ethnic communities they
had worked beside in the Canadian Forces overseas, as well as from the new immigrant
population themselves (Dirks, 2012, "The Post-war Era and," para. 3; Kelley and
Trebilcock, 20 I 0). Furthermore, the public was highly conscious of Hitler's atrocities
and the potential results of the belief in racial superiority; thus people were less accepting
of any overt expressions of racism (Kelley and Trebilcock, 20 I 0).
However it was not until 1962 that a new period began in Canadian immigration policy
when the government put forward new regulations that essentially removed racial
discrimination as an explicit aspect of its immigration policy (Kelley and Trebilcock,
20 I 0; Knowles, 2007; Makarenko, 20 I 0, " Immigration Policy Following the," para. 3).
Furthermore, the demographic profile began to change as source countries changed to
those from South a nd Central Europe, restrictions on Asian immigration were lifted, and
British immigration decreased considerably (Kelley and Trebilcock, 20 l 0; Omidvar and
Richmond, 2003). The primary source of immigrants to Canada from 1900 to 1965 was
Europe (mainly Britain) (Makarenko, 20 I 0, Contemporary Canadian Immigration Policy
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section, para.6). Notable changes in immigration policy, both in "substance and
process" (Kelley and Trebilcock, 2010, p. 350) occurred which was a radical departure to
what it had been for most of Canada's hi story. Community groups became a key part of
policy development (Kelley and T rebilcock, 201 0). According to Kelley and Trebilcock
(20 I 0) " . .. the values and the interests that were driving immigration policy had taken on
- politically, economically and legally - a much more liberal complexion" (p. 351 ).

In 1969 Canada signed the United Nations Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees
and its 1967 Protoco l

10

which stipulated that a person would not be returned to the

country of origin if the person had grounds to fear persecution (C IC, 20 12). However,
the Immigration Act of 1976 was a dramatic shift (Gushu lak, 20 I 0; Kelley and
Trebilcock, 20 I 0) that was ground breaking as it explicitly outlined the essential
principles and goals of Canadian immigration policy (Knowles, 2007, p. 208). The 1976
Immigration Act came into effect in 1978 and this was the first time that Canada
established officia l measures to determine claims to Convention refugee status
(Makarenko, 20 I 0, " Immigration Policy Following the," para.5). T hus, there was no
official recognition of refugees as a legitimate class of immigrants unti l 1978

11

(Makarenko, 20 I 0, Contemporary Canadian Immigration Policy section, para.4).

10

The 1967 Protocol rem oved geogra phical and tempora l restrictions from th e Convention (UNHCR,
2012).
11
"Since 2002, Canada's immigration program has been based on the Immigration and Refugee Protection
Act and its Regulations. IRPA cha nged the focus of refugee selection, placing greater em phasis on the
need for protection and less on the abi lity for a refugee t o become established in Canada" (CIC, 2012).
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Canada and the impact of the Vietnam War
In 1978 the movement of people from Vietnam had gained momentum. A lthough the
Communist regime had taken control in 1975 it was not until this point that large
numbers of people began leaving the country. Those in opposition to the Communist
regime or fearing persecution were forced to leave the country. Between 1978 and 1981
the escape route from Vietnam, for over a million people, was via the ocean, thus the
moniker "Boat People" (Dugas, 20 I 0). Their journeys were frau ght with danger in
overcrowded vessels and often they were at risk of losing their li ves. By 1979 the
Vietnam War had displaced over 290,000 people who were forced into refugee camps
while many others died in their attempts to flee the country (Ke lley and Trebilcock, 201 0;
Knowles, 2007).

Television broadcasts of the Vietnam War brought a heightened awareness of the reality
of this contl ict and clearly depicted the atrocities and horrors of war. An increased
consciousness of the plight of many people from Vietnam resulted in the realization of
the need for other countries to respond (Hawkins, 1988). In Canada, know ledge of the
displacement of hundreds of thousands of people and the sub-standard conditions they
were forced to live in caused significant public outcry. It was a defining moment in
Canada' s immigration history as it created awareness and forced people to question what
Canada's ro le should have been. Initially, the Canadian government refused to get
involved in a situation that was a direct result of United States involvement, but public
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protest by Canadians regarding the plight of refugees from Vietnam forced the
government to respond (McNeil, 1979a).

The plight of these displaced people gained international attention that resulted in an
international conference w ith Canada and a number of other resettlement countries
meeting to determine what role they would play in this increasing humanitarian crisis
(Kelley and Trebilcock, 20 I 0). This move on the part of the Canadian government
demonstrated a movement away from racist po licies towards a more humanitarian
approach in the late 1960s and early 1970s (Jakobsen, 1997, 1970's Refugees section,
para. I). Canada's acceptance of refugees from Vietnam was a humanitarian gesture to
save the li ves of many who were in danger of drowning in the South China Sea (Atkey,
as cited in Grigsby, 1979).
The sheer number of people resulted in a demand for both public and private sponsorship
as it was the hi ghest number of immigrants to Canada of any one ethnic group since
1945 (McNeill, 1979a). The Government of Canada hoped that by the end of 1980 a total
of 50,000 refugees would be taken from Southeast As ia on a matching basis. The
government would sponsor one refugee for every one that was privately sponsored.
However, the government could not honour the commitment to match private
sponsorships due to the sign ificant numbers of individuals or groups to offer sponsorship
(Kelley and Trebilcock, 20 I 0). However, Canada accepted 60,000 Vietnamese refugees
between 1979 and 1980 (CIC, 20 12). Previous to this, Canada had taken in 10,000
refugees from Vietnam between 1975 and 1978, w hich was considered a relatively low
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number in relation to the huge numbers of people displaced as a result of the war
(McNeill, 1979a).

Settlement Services: The Beginning
Both formal and informal settlement services have been offered in Canada for many
years but the development of a specialized settlement sector has been a gradual process
(CCR, 2000, Historical Context section, para. I). Various government departments have
been responsible for delivering services for immigrants for many years. However, it was
not until 1974 that NGOs started to receive funding to provide settlement services for
immigrants and refugees (CCR, 2000, Historical Context section, para. I).

In 1979 when refugees arrived from Vietnam, St. John 's, like many other Canadian cities,
did not have a settlement service organization. A local St. John 's paper reported in March
of 1980 that "this influx necessitated the establishment of an offshoot of the Department
of Employment and Immigration to cope with their assimilation" (Hedderson, 1980, p.
I 0). An employee of this "temporary operation" was responsible for the settlement of 45
Vietnamese refugees living in the city. His job included finding housing and clothing,
dealing with educational issues, and eventually findin g employment 12 • Three Refugee
Liason Officers worked with refugees from Vietnam in St. John's (T. Hawco, personal
communication, January 27, 20 12). However, one informant commented, while "the
Department of Immigration would see to their financial needs and accommodation needs

12

At this time funding for integration and essential services w as provid ed by Citizenship and Immigration
under the Adjustm ent Assista nce Program (CIC, 2012).
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... there was no department in charge of the well being of the refugees", especially with
such large numbers of people.

Organizations sprang up all across Canada to assist with the settlement needs of the large
numbers of refugees from Vietnam entering the country (McNeill, 1979b). According to
informants the organization that responded in St. John ' s became known as Friends of the
Refugees, which was established in the summer of 1979. According to Vineberg (20 12),
many of the immigrant serving agencies currently operating, can "trace their roots" (p.
32) to the response to assisting the refugees from Vietnam.

One informant noted that, Friends of the Refugees was a volunteer organization and the
founding of it was a human response to helping the "government deliver what it had to
deliver" ... because " the Department of Immigration ... had no [settlement] programs" .
Implicit in the name is the fact that it was a response to a particular class of immigrants.
As an informant commented, the mandate of the organization was " very much focused o n
the Vietnamese Boat People". Another suggested, " [it] was the organization that took
care of the well being and the welfare ofthe refugees that were coming in here". Several
informants suggested the organization was a group of people extending humanitarian
service to individuals in need of assistance in a new country and a new culture.

One

informant recounted an incident that demonstrated the genuine compassion extended to
this group of people when a volunteer (a nursing mother) nursed a Vietnamese child
because the child' s mother had stopped lactating due to extended travel and extreme
fati gue. Likewise, another informant remarked that he "was interested in seeing that
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these people were settled in the best manner possible and that [their] situation was
stable" .

Volunteer Organization
According to an informant, initially, the organization ran on the efforts of vo lunteers
who, "acted as settlement workers, accompanying refugees to their various appointments,
he lping them to find lodging, to shop, etcetera" . Another suggested that "the delivery of
services that is now the norm .. . is not how it started". Many informants indicated there
was a lso a lot of church sponsorship of indiv idual families. One informant noted that
despite the financial assistance of the Federal government there was stil l a large
community effort with donations of clothing and various household items to assist with
settlement needs. And certainly the Government did not or could not provide the human
resources req uired to adequately assist these large numbers of people in the adju stment
and settlement process. As Tom Hawco (20 12), a former Refugee Liason Officer w ith the
CEIC suggested, his time was limited as he was one person who had to ass ist
approxi mately fi fty people w ith various activities and a ll with a range of needs (personal
communication). Yineberg (20 12) suggested the situation was the same in many cities
across the country. Accord ing to a national report on immigration by Manpower and
Immigratio n ( 1974, as cited in Yineberg, 20 12) "even the most dedicated manpower
counse lors could not provide the intensive and time-consuming counsel ing required by
immigrants .. . " (p. 33).
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Individuals who have limited understanding of the culture and limited ability to
communicate in a new language can find daily living quite challenging (Nepal, 2008).
Potentially, they can also be very vulnerable. Unfortunately, there were individuals who
exploited the situation and took advantage of this vulnerability. Informants suggested
some landlords saw the potential to make money without providing adequate housing and
living conditions. One informant related a situation where he expressed to a landlord his
disgust of the inadequate bathroom facilities for a family from Vietnam and the
landlord's response was "oh well, where they come from that's what they do" . The
informant further remarked, " [he was] very upset about it and right away [he] looked for
other places for these people so that they could have conditions that would match
[Canadian] conditions. He further added, "after all we need[ed] to give them something
that [was] acceptable to us". Another informant suggested there were some "dismal
situations" in terms of housing and accommodation that volunteers with the Friends of
the Refugees dealt with on behalf of the refugees from Vietnam. She remembered one
particular place that " ... had four Vietnamese in a room so small that you would hardly
put one person there ... " . It was very clear that " the Friends of the Refugees were a
sounding board not very far in the background" (T. Hawco, personal communication,
January 27, 20 12), advocating on behalf of the refugees, including keeping an eye on the
government bureaucrats who were working with them. Initiall y, volunteer organizations
and individual groups were responsible for taking care of the well being of immigrants
and refugees. Despite the advances within the settlement sector, at thi s point, it was still
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developing and individuals who had extensive experience working with immigrants and
refugees were in the minority (CCR, 2000, Historical Context section, para. I).

Change in Direction
While the arrival of refugees from Vietnam was the impetus for the founding of the
organization, informants noted that these people did not remain in the province. As one
informant noted " it was a two year, very intense exercise and then they started leaving" .
One informant suggested that around this time the organization changed from "what was
a purely volunteer [organization]" for a specific group of people as the name Friends of
the Refugees suggested to something different. She further commented that, " .. . because
ofthe need that kept growing was the desire to organize one' s self better and to become a
full-fledged , non-profit organization. So then you could actually set up shop and hire
somebody and do work like that" . Many organizations that are a part of the settlement
sector network were founded in the 1970s or early 1980s (CCR, 2000, Historical Context
section, para. I).
In 1981 13 , the name was changed to the Association for New Canadians because, as one
informant suggested, the "original name wasn't quite reflective of the work [being] done"
as the organization was providing service to a more di verse group of people. Therefore,
"as the flow of Vietnamese refugees decreased the organization changed its name but
continued to help newcomers settle here" (King, 1988, p. 18). At this point it became a

13

There is some discrepancy over this date; news reports of the time suggest it was 1981. However, it
was in the very early 80's and an informant stated that records indicate the organizat ion was incorporated
in 1984.
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non-profit organization and received funding from the Secretary of State (Fraser, 1984)

14

•

The organization also moved to a new location 15 • These changes were in response to the
changing clientele the organization was now servicing (King, 1988; Fraser, 1984). While
refugees from Vietnam continued to come, they were but one of various other groups of
immigrants and refugees who were arriving in Newfoundland and Labrador. As one
informant noted, it was obvious that immigrants would continue to arrive in St. John 's
and there was a need for the organization to continue its work and to expand. The
continual arrival of refugees to the province is undoubtedly a reflection of changes in
federal government policies with the 1976 Act and the "ongoing commitment to fulfill
legal obligations towards refugees" (Challinor, 2011 , Refugee and Asylum Policy
section, para.!).

The diversity ofthe population the organization was working with meant that " it had to
change its focus to meet the needs of all incoming persons and since more Po les and
Cubans rather than Vietna mese were defecting, the ANC had to broaden its scope"
(Fraser, 1984, p. 23 ). Fraser ( 1984) noted that the objectives of the organization were
twofold, and in addition to helping " new Canadians," its other aim was to promote
multiculturalism. According to Knowles (2007) multiculturalism was an immigrationrelated issue that gained prominence in the 1970's. However, it would not be until 1988
that it became law (Comeau, 2007). As one informant remarked, gaining non-profit

14

Similarly, throughout Canada settlement services are provided through community based, non -profit
agencies with volunteer boards of directors. Organization s vary in size and range from primari ly vol unteer
run organization to those with hundreds of paid employees (CCR, 1998, Immigrant and Refugee-Serving
Organization s section, para. !).
15
See Appendix E for different locat ions of the organization since its inception.
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status allowed the organization to receive funding to expand and to increase services.
Nevertheless, it still remained a very small organization and according to one informant
was " ... operating on an absolute shoe-string". As Vine berg (20 12) suggested there was
an inequality in the provision of funding for settlement organizations in the early years
and those outside the larger centres of Montreal, Vancouver and Toronto lacked adequate
financial ass istance.

Changing Clientele: Refugee Claimants
While initially the organization was dealing with mainly one official class of immigrants,
(i .e., Government Assisted Refugees) in the early eighties s ignificant numbers of asy lum
seekers or refugee claimants 16 were defecting in the town of Gander, in central
Newfoundland and Labrador. Informants suggested that the number of Cuban and Polish
natio nals defecting in Gander resulted in the organization becoming much busier. People
have emigrated from Pola nd to Canada in different phases and the period between 1981
and 199 1 is referred to as the sixth major phase of immigration to Canada for this
particular group (Radecki, 20 12). In 1980, with the birth of Solidarity, peaceful
resistance and strikes inspired change within Poland (Korab-Karpowicz, 20 12). In an
effort to suppress the solidarity movement martial law was imposed (Ke lley and
Trebi lcock, 20 I 0). T he resulting economic and political crisis in Poland caused many
people to emi grate (Radecki, 20 12). Glasnost or the period of openness that rose in the
late 1980' s in the former Soviet Union allowed thousands of Eastern Europeans and

16

Refugee claimants are those individuals who are making refugee protection claims from within Canada.
Th e organization w as stil l dealing wit h GARs as well.
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Cuban nationals who lived in the former Soviet Union to book Aeroflot flights through
Gander (Bailey, 1993).

Changes within the organization were very much contingent on what was happening
worldwide and often as a result of international crises; the changing immigrant
population arriving in the province was a reflection of these global shifts. Furthermore as
Knowles (20 I 0) noted, " improved communications, cheaper transportation, and the
growing gulf between rich and poor nations had led to soaring numbers of people seeking
to escape overpopulation a nd a dearth of economic opportunities in their homelands for a
better life in developed countries ... "(p. 221). The 1980's was a period in Canada' s
immigration history that was dominated by refugee claimants arriving in Canada seeking
asylum (Kelley and Trebilcock, 20 I 0; Knowles, 2007; Yineberg, 20 12). According to
Knowles (2007), in the first six weeks of 1987 more than 6000 claims were made.
However, in 1987, in Newfoundland and Labrador, acting president of the ANC,
Bridget Foster, still described the organization as a " large ly-volunteer group" 17 with
funding from both the Secretary of State and the Department of Immigration (Guy, 1987,
p. 21 ). Thus, significant expansion of the organization did not occur until sometime later,
as according to one informant, " it didn ' t really explode until 1990" .
The number of defections increased so dramatically that a temporary, full-time settlement
worker was hired by the ANC to work in Gander

17

18

(Hebbard, 1993a). Increasingly large

There w ere 30 volunteers tutoring English and 10 volunteers assisting with driving people to
supermarkets, schools and hospitals (Guy, 1987, p. 21).
18
"Th e record number of refugees leaving international flights at Gander in one year is 2,894 in 1989.
Most of them leave Aeroflot flights" (" Another 80 refugees defect at Gander", 1992, p. 11).
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numbers of refugee claimants continued to come to Newfoundland and Labrador into the
early 90's. Those who came in the late eighties and early nineties were mainly from
Bulgaria and the former Soviet Union. This period of political change and upheaval in
Eastern Europe lead to the collapse of the Communist regime in Bulgaria in 1989 and the
break-up ofthe fo rmer Soviet Union by 1991 (Dakova, n.d.). Thus restrictions were
lifted and people were ab le to leave more easi ly.

Godfrey ( 1990) noted, "the Bulgarians ofNewfoundland ... [may have represented] the
biggest wave of immigration since the Iri sh potato famine . . . " (p. C 1). The significant
numbers of people for which the organizatio n provided serv ices at that time are
illustrated in the fo llow ing descriptions from various informants:

I remember first w hen I started [in I 989] there were three flights of sta irs [in the
office] and it seemed like every day ... there were people lined up on the stai rs.

They were lined up and down the stairs and up and down [Cochrane] Street
[where the office was located].
I remembe r my first six months [in 1992] there were two CN [Canadian National]
buses pulled up to the front gates and I remember Barnes Road [where the office
was located] from one e nd to the other, [there was] nothing but luggage. People
worked twenty-four hours around the c lock to find them places and get them
settled in one day. They were a ll from Bulgaria.
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A similar observation was made in a newspaper report of the time. Foster (as cited in
White, 1990a) remarked, " I shall never forget. l came back from lunch [when we were
on Cochrane Street] and there must have been 400 people in the streets waiting for our
help" (p. 8).

The ANC was the only organization providing settlement services in Newfoundland and
Labrador 19 • Premier Clyde Wells (1990) remarked that there were limitations on w hat
could be done to help suc h large numbers as "only Gander and St. John's [had] the
immigration and interpreting services necessary to properly attend to the needs of the
refugees" (p.l ). Consequently, while the ANC was still prov iding settlement serv ices for
GARS, they were very invo lved in the provision of settlement serv ices for refugee
claimants.

Acco rding to an info rmant, initially, settle ment services for the refugee

claimants were provided through the Department of Social Services but the ANC
eventuall y took over the provision of a ll serv ices for refugee claimants on behalf of the
Province. She further noted that "the Assoc iation approached the Province and they
indicated that if [the organization] could provide the same level of serv ice for the same
cost then [it] could try a pilot" . The organization felt it was better positioned to provide
for and to meet their needs. The organization was more attuned to the needs and
concerns of immigrants and knew better how to address these issues. As an informant
suggested, one concern was that the refugee claimants were being inappropriate ly housed
19

It remains th e only federally-fund ed immigrant serving agency in Newfound lan d and Labrador. Other
agencies t hat provide servi ces or advocacy are The Refugee and Immigrant Advisory Cou ncil Inc. (RIAC),
Newfoundl and and Labrador Mult icultu ra l Folk Arts Council, Coalition on Rich er Diversi ty (CORD),
M ult icu ltural Wom en's Organization of New found land and Labrador, Friends of India Association, t he
Hebrew Congregation of Newfou ndland and Labrador, the M uslim Association of Newfoundland and
Labrador, the Newfoundland Sikh Society and th e Ph ilippine Associat ion (Clarke, 2009, p. 9).
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as "they were being put in shelters in the downtown area that were not there to meet their
needs [and] it was pretty depressing".

The organization provided refugee claimants with basic settlement services. As one
informant commented, " because of the sheer numbers it was basically providing people
with a decent place to live, basic furnishings and a cheque every week" . She further
added that as a result of the large numbers of refugee claimants, " when they all came it
was utter confusion". Unlike GARs, refugee claimants could not avai l of federallyfunded programs and services. They first had to gain permanent resident status

20

.

Refugee claimants did not have access to language training nor were they able to gain
employment. This put the refugee claimants in a very precarious situation w hereby they
were essentially unable to move on with their lives

21
•

As Omidvar and Ric hmond (2003)

remarked, the lack of accessibility to language programs and other serv ices places
considerable stress on individua ls, leaving them w ith little or no co ntro l over their lives.
Efforts were made by various groups w ithin the province to provide language training for
refugee claimants until they were granted asy lum and were able to enroll in official
language training programs (Campbell , as cited in White, 1990b; Foster, as cited in
White, 1990a). Refugee cla imants also received language training through a tem porary

2011

.. . people wh o make refugee claims in Canada (either at a port of entry or a CIC office) are not permanent
residents. In order to become one, these people must receive a positive decision on t heir refugee claim from
the Immigration and Refugee Board. Th en th ey must apply for and be granted permanent resident status" (CIC ,
2012).
21

M easures w ere taken to speed up th e hearing process as it w as felt some refugee cl aim ants may have
had to w ait up to two years due to th e backlog of application s. As w ell, Federal Immigrat ion Minist er,
Barbara M cDougall agreed ref ugees cou ld obtain a work permit aft er the first hearing (" Federal move
st emming flow of refugees", 1990, p. 3).
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program that was established with both federal and provincial funding. The Avalon
Community College offered a program that located teachers in the hotels where refu gee
claimants were staying (" More than $100,000 spent to teach Eng lish to refugees", 1990).
They received informal language support services from the AN C and other groups w ithin
the community. According to informants many of the churches got involved as we ll as a
significant numbe r of vo lunteers.

Provincial Context: Economic Conditions

The initial years of the founding of the ANC were difficult years econom ically for
N ewfoundland and Labrador. Gove rnment reports fo r the period from 1979 to 1985
suggest employme nt growth was slow and une mployment rates steadil y increased
(Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, 1988). Thus wh ile increased numbers of
immigrants arrived in the province, a substantial portio n of the native born population of
Newfoundland and Labrador was forced to migrate to other prov inces. Newfoundland
has generally had high rates of net o ut-migration. From 1972 to 1993 the a nnual net outmigration averaged about 3600 (Government of N ewfo undland and Labrador, 2006).
Juxtaposed with the record numbers of refugee claimants arriv ing in the prov ince was the
closure of N ewfoundland ' s 400 year o ld cod fishery. [n 1992 the c losure of the cod
fi shery resulted in the loss of twenty thousand j obs and 700 million do lla rs a year in
Newfoundla nd and Labrador (S mith, 1992). While not di rectly affecting the city of St.
John ' s it had a tremendous impact on much of rural Newfoundland and Labrador. There was
a dramatic increase as we ll in out-m igration in the 1990s which was largely a result of the cod
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moratorium. In 1997 "there was a net out-migration to other provinces of 8,522 (6,963
arrived; but 15.485 left)" (Government of Newfoundland, 2005. p. 15).

This content is notewotthy as attitudes towards immigrants tend to be negative when
economic conditions are poor and individuals in the local context are struggling as a result
(Milne, 1990, as cited in "Understanding secondary migration: An exploratory study",
2008; Bucket al., 2004; Citrin et al., 1997; Cornelius and Rosenblum, 2009; Espenshade
and Hempstead 1996, as cited in Bittner and Tremblay, 20 11). This tendency is
evidenced in comments from individuals who were working with immigrants arriving in
Newfoundland and Labrador during periods of economic downturn in the province. T.
Hawco, former Refugee Liason Officer, with CElC remarked that "a lot of people didn't
understand about refugees. A lot of people within the Department [CEIC] and the public
saw [the money spent on refugees as] a handout. We were giving taxpayers' money
away" (personal communication, January 27, 20 12). Similarly, Paulette Campbell (as
cited in Hebbard, 1993a), an ANC employee during the 1990s, made the comment that,
"[immigrants] are sometimes criticized for overburdening the welfare system and accused
of taking jobs from Newfoundlanders" (p. II). There has been hostility expressed
towards various groups of refugees who have immigrated to Canada because of the
concern that they would threaten the economy and take away employment opportunities
(Dyck, as cited in McNeill, 1979b).
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Economic Migrants or Political Refugees
A point of contention was whether some refugee claimants were escaping persecution or
economic hardship. Knowles (2007) stated that " ... because it was patently obvious that
many claimants were not genuine refugees but merely individuals seeking to improve
their economic prospects in Canada, this category of newcomers began to excite a lot of
controversy" (p. 224). Bruce Matthews (as cited in Hickey, 1992), former acting
manager for Immigration Canada in Gander, suggested the refugee claimants from the
former Soviet Union did not have the same political circumstances as refugee claimants
defecting in Gander from countries such as Sri Lanka and Somalia. He maintained that it
was largely economics that caused large numbers of defections from the former Soviet
Union at that time. However, Paulette Campbell made a very astute point. Campbell (as
cited in Hebbard, 1993a) suggested that it is a strong commitment to go through the
immigration process and "anybody attempting to go the refugee route to a better job
would soon find the price demanded of them too high" (p. II). Similarly, Foster (as cited
in Guy, 1987) remarked, " it takes a lot of fortitude to leave everything" and immigrate to
a new country with nothing (p. 21 ).

A number of refugee claimants from Bulgaria interviewed at the time suggested that
economicall y their lives were re latively good but the political situation forced many
people out (Germanov, as cited in Jones 1990a; Kolev , as cited in Jones 1990b;
Stoyanov, as cited in Jones 1990a; Todorov, as cited in Ryan, 1992). They further added
they were disillusioned with the communist regime in Bulgaria and displeased with the
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governmental control that existed there. Among the refugee claimants from Bulgaria
who came to Newfoundland and Labrador were a number of arti sts who fe lt creative
expression was non-existent in Bulgaria (Jones, 1990b). Many refugee claimants from
Bulgaria noted that intellectual freedom was absent under communist rule as well (Jones,
1990b; White, 1990). However, any obvious opposition to the Government resulted in
the imposition of economic sanctions. Furthermore, according to refugee claimants from
Bulgaria they experienced religious freedom for the first time when they arrived in
Newfoundla nd and Labrador (Jones, 1990a).

Many Bulgarians who e mi grated had high levels of formal school ing and some were able
to bring professio nal documentation with them that had been translated into English
(Jones, 1990a). Undoubtedly, being well-educated and hav ing professional
documentation are beneficial for adjustme nt and integration in Canada. Tom Hawco (as
cited in Hedderson, 1980) suggested that when refugees have no professional
documentation, employers often "take a cynical view of their qualifications" (pp. I 0-11 )
and therefore it is di ffic ult to find employment. Certainly, refugees who are flee ing their
country because of war and unrest are at a distinct disadvantage as is demonstrated by the
following comment: "Take, for example, those coming in a refugee situation. If war
breaks out, everything' s closed, you can' t go to the university and say ' Oh, can I have
transcripts?' Nobody's there" (Quaicoe, as cited in Porter, 2004, p.20). Credential
recognition has been an ongoing issue for immigrants and refugees and wi ll be di scussed
further in c hapter seven.
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A Different Group

One informant suggested that those requi ring the serv ices of the organization were a very
di fferent group from those w ho had arri ved previously . One informant noted that the
refugee claimants from Eastern Europe and Cuba " . . . were educated and they knew w hat
they wanted". N ewspaper reports indicated they were " highly trained" (Foster, as cited
in White 1990b, p. I 0) and "well-educated professiona ls" (Rowley, 1990, no page
number). Furthermore, o ne info rma nt described them as being very resourceful.
According to other so urces ma ny Easte rn Europeans, such as Russian, Polish and
Bulgarian nationals who arrived in Canada, we re educated and had high quali fications in
both trades and professions (Multicultural Canada, n.d). According to research regarding
Po lish immigration, "their education and qualificati ons a larmed some institutions in
Po land ; between 1982 and 1992, I 0 pe rcent of all uni versity teachers left Po la nd, and 845
came to Canada (Radecki , 20 12).
Info rmants suggested that in addit ion to those defecting by depla ning in Gander, there
were also refugee cla imants who left ships in St. John ' s harbor, a nd other parts of
N ewfoundland and Labrador as we ll (Evening Telegram Staff and The Canadian Press,
199 1; Porter, 1991 ). Franc;oise Enguehard (as c ited in Fraser, 1984 ), fo rmer Coordinator
of the ANC, remarked, "there is a great diffe rence between a 35 -year old Poli sh sai lor
who has been around the world on ships a nd a 16 or 17 year o ld Vietnamese [youth] who
has never been away from his v illage" (p. 23). A multitude of factors, incl ud ing the type
of immigrant, the particular group of people, and their prev ious experiences necessitates
the provision of di fferent services and programs to meet their unique needs. This point is
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relevant in terms of the evolution and development of services and programs at the ANC.
Enguehard (as cited in Fraser, 1984) remarked that initially the organization had to be
flex ible and constantly changing in order to adapt to the individuals it was serving.
Likewise, several informants made the same observation:
·' ... you have to keep changing or at least adapting to the clientele that changes, as
we did".
" I think most of the changes have been dictated by the changing clientele".
" I think we have been quick and sensitive to respond as the needs change" .

The basis of the organization is the individuals it is serv ing and as one informant
rema rked, "everything comes down to advocating for the client" . Similarly, several
informa nts suggested teachers often have to adapt and make changes within the
classroom . They stated:
"The classes are based o n stude nt need ... " .
" I think it was a ll in response to student need" .
" [C ha nges were] probably in response to a perceived need on the part of the
students or something that they asked for" .
Informants were unanimous in their belief that client need has been a key factor in the
direction in which the organization has moved throughout the past thirty-two years.
Furthermore, as one informant noted, " ... the organization w ill adapt as the needs arise"
and therefore wi ll always be evolv ing.
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Expansion of the Organization

From its inception in 1979 up to 1989 the ANC was still a relatively small operation,
according to most informants who were involved at the time. Staff numbers did not
increase radically and volunteers continued to play a significant role. Informants
described it as still being "a little cottage industry or "a very, very small operation" up to
the late 80's and early 90's. According to one informant, significant expansion began in
the earl y 90's. News reports in 1990 suggest the number of refugee claimants arriv ing in
Newfoundland had reached "crisis" proportions in relation to capac ity. In February, 2500
people mostly Eastern Europeans, had arrived in Newfoundland and " the refugee flood
quickly overwhelmed local resources" (White, 1990a, p. 8). In March of 1990 Premier
C lyde Wells issued a statement in the provincial Ho use of Assembl y stating that " .. . 82
per cent of a ll available hote ls, motels and tourist cottage fac ilities on the island of
Newfoundland [were] occupied by refugees" . Wells (as cited in Doyle, 1990) suggested
that two to three hundred claimants would be a reasona ble number for the province to
accom modate at any one time but actual numbers we ll exceeded this limit. In order to
address the backlog of applications from refugee claimants waiting for hearings a local
lawyer left private practi ce to work full-time w ith refugee claimants only ("Lawyer
Comm its Full Time to Refugee Backlog", 1990). Additiona lly, six other lawyers, still in
private practice, worked with Legal Aid to assist w ith refugee claimant cases (" Lawyer
Commits Full Time to Refugee Backlog", 1990).
The provincial governme nt was a lso feeling the financial strain of the overwhelming
numbers of refugee cla imants. While there was a split between the provincial and federa l
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governments to share the cost of food and lodging for refugee claimants (Roberts, 1990)
the province was overburdened with the financial debt it was incurring. It was costing
the province $1.25 million per month for accommodations (Wells, 1990). It was
antic ipated that the bill could rise to over $8 million in 1990 (Roberts, 1990). The
provincial government expressed concern that the poorest province in Canada had to
incur such a large debt (Wells, 1990). More importantly, however, was the fact that
people were being housed in less than ideal conditions due to the shortage of adequate
accommodations (Wells, as cited in Doyle, 1990). It was felt that that they were not being
provided for in a humanitarian way as the facilities were just not there to satisfactorily
provide for them.

In response to this influx, in 1990, the Canadian government introduced a visa
requirement for all European fli ghts with a stopover in Canada to try to curb the flow of
refugee cla imants into the prov ince (White, l990a). As a result, '"the visa system meant
that unless people had v isas to travel through Canada, they weren't allowed to get on an
international aircraft"'

22

(Foster, as cited in White, l990a, p. 8). Prior to this, individuals

trave lling on fli ghts refue ling in Canada did not require passengers to have a visa
("Association for New Canadians fear impact of immigration changes", 1990). W ith
such large numbers of people defecting it opened up the possibility of individuals who
may not be at risk of persecution in their home lands defecting simply as a means of
expediting the immigration process and entering the country without legitimate reason.

22

Exceptions t o thi s regu lation were citizens of the home country of t he airline (White, 1990b, p. 13).
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As Knowles (2007) suggested, the visa requirement was one of very few ways
immigration authorities had of maintaining some control of the flow of refugees entering
Canada. According to then federal Immigration Minister Barbara McDougall, the new
regulation would help to " control abuse and maintain integrity of the Canadian
immigration system (White, l990b, p. 13). Howeve r, some expressed concern that this
new visa requirement may affect "genuine" refugees from finding safety (Foster, as c ited
in "Association for New Canadians Fears Impact of lmmigration Changes", 1990, p. 1).
A number of host families of refugee c laima nts in St. John's expressed concern that,
while rules and regulations regarding refugee claims were put in place, there were
extenuating circumstances for some people that were not being considered. Another
concern was the fact that those who were politically appoi nted to the refugee board
viewed matters from a North Ame rican perspective and had a very limited concept of life
in communist countries (Porter, 1991 ). A noteworthy observation by Kelley and
Trebilcock (20 I 0) was that individuals escaping from communist regimes could more
easily enter Canada as they had less restri ctions placed on them compared to those from
right-wing, a uthoritarian regimes.
The 1990 visa regulation resulted in fewer refugee c laimants arriving in NL but there
were sti ll large numbers remaining w ho required the serv ices of the ANC. Th us, the
increased numbers of refugee claimants who needed assistance resulted in sign ificant
growth within the organization. The influx of refugee claimants a llowed the organ ization
to expand and, as one informant noted, "anything you can do on a bigger scale is more
practical" . She further added, "we started off looking after a handful of people but
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nobody anticipated the large numbers

23

of claimants that [eventually came in]". With the

increased numbers, however, it enabled the organization to be more efficient in the
services it was providing. The economy of scale allowed the organization to expand24 .
As one informant suggested, the "whole impetus of the refugee claimant movement
... expanded the scope of what [the organization] did" and it was a period that enabled the
ANC to establish itse lf and enhance its profile.

Furthermore, as informants noted, many of the refugee claimants, after receiv ing refugee
status, remained and availed of serv ices provided by the ANC.

25

One informant made

the following comment,

I thought this [v isa regulation] would be the end of us. [However] because there
were so many people in prior to that restriction that allowed us to carry on with
huge numbers into the mid-nineties and even further. That w hole process of
people 's hearings and waiting for decisions; we were still quite a force in those
days.

The increased numbers of clients resulted in an increase in the number of paid
empl oyees. Accord ing to informants, staff was hired to work specifically with refugee
cla imants. Add itiona lly, as one informant comme nted, the increased numbers of clients

23

On e source suggests the ANC was dealing w ith as many as 2600 people at on e point ("Security
Intelligence Review Committee Annual Report 1990-1991", 1991).
24
Funding for refugee claimants w as based on a fifty-fifty basis between the provincial and federal
governments (Hebbard, 1993, p. 11). The ANC also received federal fundi ng fo r Government Assisted
Refugees. Currently the orga nization receives federa l and provincial f unding to provide a range of
services (Clarke, 2009, p. 9).
25
Numbers of refu gee cla imants in the province were significant enough to w arrant volunteer lead English
Language classes into th e early 2000's.
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enabled the organization to acquire the financial resources to " get the infrastructure and
establish an identity" . The ANC acquired a property at 144 Military Road that would
house its offices, a classroom and, a daycare facility. The main office for all aspects of
settlement service remains at this location today. According to one informant it also
allowed for a down payment on another property at 156 Military Road. As one informant
suggested, the organization established "a [sounder] financial base" simply because ofthe
numbers 26 . Prior to this acquisition the office buildings were small and humble. Several
informants used the following descriptors: " basic facilities", " Spartan-like furnishings"
and ''basic service". A factor that may explain these comments is that "many settlement
agencies in fact struggle with inadequate financial support" (CCR, 2000, Settlement
Organization section, para. 2). However, a former client suggested, "a lot of [people]
succeeded in finding .. . coziness in a modest building at 65 Cochrane Street, the office of
the ANC" (Grouev, 1990, p. 19). The modest and basic facilities and limited funding did
not impede the work being done. According to many informants, the dedication and
drive of many hardworking individuals created an organization where significant work
was done despite the Iimitations. Indeed, according to Grouev ( 1990) it was the place
where " most problems were solved" (p. 19).

Volunteers
Despite the growth, volunteers were still a vital and necessary part of the organization.
One informant stated that in 1985 the ANC had a staff of approximately fi ve to six paid

26

Th e organization would invoice t he Provinci al Governm ent at a " flat ra t e [b ased on] per person, per
day" (informant}.
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workers. Another informant provided a fitting description of the type of work being done
and the necessity of a vo lunteer commitment to the work. She stated,

in the early days . .. most of us were paid for part-time work but generally stayed if
it was necessary, on a volunteer basis. We are not working with the government
or a business that can lock the doors at five o ' clock. We are dealing with people's
lives and the emergencies don ' t stop at fi ve o'clock.

Barron (as cited in Hebbard, 1993b) made a similar point regarding the need for staff to
make the volunteer commitment. She noted, " it's necessary because you're dealing with
people on a daily life bas is a nd you just neve r know what problems will arise and when
they ' II arise" (p. II). Similarly, an info rmant noted the involvement in and com mitment

to the work. She stated, " it is very hard to try and leave this worry at the office". Many
hired employees became involved, initially, as volunteers, including the Executive
Director at the time of this researc h. As one informant commented, even immigrants
would assist with translating whe reby "the newcomer communities would help new
arriva ls". Similarly Fraser ( 1984) noted that "vo lunteers [were] an essentia l part of the
organization" and inc luded those from St. John ' s as we ll as a variety of others including
both former Cuban and Vietnamese nationals (p. 23). King ( 1988) notes, the
Association' s " volunteer tutoring program" had 40 vo lunteers at that point (p. 18).
Hebbard ( 1993b) noted that there was a staff of 35 people including full-time, part-time
and vo lunteer workers in 1993. T he organization has always had a so lid vo lunteer base
and does to the current day. The current program is Volunteer Connections which
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recently transitioned from The Host Program and was started in the mid-eighties.
According to an informant, today there are over one hundred volunteers who assist with
program delivery for ANC clients.

Restructuring: Government Assisted Refugees

The ANC evolved from a volunteer organization to one with a combination of both paid
employees and volunteers. One informant noted, "the organization grew tremendously
in the early 90' s and scaled back to about fifty. Another indicated that, currently [there
are] between sixty to seventy employees depending on the time of year". An info rmant
remarked that the operation of the organization is " radical ly different" than it was
initially. Several informants suggested it evolved from an informal, large ly vo lunteer
operation to what is now more of a bureaucratic structure (Appendix F).

The ANC, like many other organizations in Canada, was instituted and has developed in
response to a changing clientele with a diversity of needs. The addition of the refugee
category in the 1976 Canadian Immigration Act, the significant numbers of refugees from
Vietnam who arrived in the late I 970s, as well as large numbers of asylum seekers
coming to Canada resulted in a respo nse by many organizations specifically to those in
the refugee class who needed assistance (CCR, 1998, "The Community Response to,"
para. 8; Vine berg, 20 12). Furthermore, globalization has resulted in a changing
population with increas ing numbers of people moving from one country to another
(Cumm ins, 200 1b; Kelley and Trebi lcock, 20 I 0). Refugees make up a significant part of
this population. Currently, the ANC provides services to approx imate ly 155 GARs and
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also to those in the family class, business class, and provincial nominee categories. The
organization also ass ists some privately sponsored refugees and other permanent
residents. As well, there is a small number of clients who pay for language training. 27
Informants suggested that the ANC does not see any refugee claimants now, that is,
individuals who do not have status and are making a claim w ithin Canada.

Nevertheless, the ANC remains an immigrant service agency whose clientele are
primarily government assisted refugees. On average the numbers of GARs have been
fairly consistent within the range of 130 to 150 per year while numbers have been lower
in particular years. However, as one informant suggested, while numbers have remained
consistent the organization has expanded as it has " branched off and done other things",
as is evident in the broad range of programs and services offered (ANC, 20 I 0).
Informants suggested that in 2012 Newfoundland and Labrador is expected to receive an
additional 25 GARs.
Government assisted refugees do not necessarily choose where they wi ll live but are
assigned to various cities w ithin provinces across Canada. A matching centre based at
Citizenship and Immigration Canada in Ottawa determines whic h location w ill best meet
the needs of refugees resettling in Canada.

This centre works in conjunction w ith

27

1f there is space avai lable VISA holding students who wish to avail of la nguage traini ng while in t he
province can avail of language services offered by th e ANC, however priority is given to GARs and
permanent residents. Th e numbers range from one to four a year; generally numbers are aro und one or
two. The ANC has been offering this service for several years. M any of t hese cl ients come f rom St. Pierre
et Miquelon.
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Citizenship and Immigration Canada visa offices outside of Canada, which enables a
better understanding of w ho the people are and their background. Decisions are based on
language, work experience, where friends and family live in Canada, ethnic, cultural and
re ligious communities in the region, medical issues and availability of settlement
services. A consultation is made w ith the province to determ ine a suitable destination
based on the total number of GARs arriving in Canada. Upon arrival in Canada all GARs
have permanent resident status (C IC, 2012).

The ANC, as a service delivery organization aims to meet a range of needs for
immigrants and refugees; the programs and services it provides are dictated largely by
those who require assistance. As it is an organization that primarily assists GARs, it must
respond to the needs of this particular group. Vineberg (20 12) indicates that refugees as a
group have "settlement needs [that] are greater than the average immigrant" (p. 4 7). A
di stinction must be made in terms of officia l immigrant class as the needs of GARs are
very diffe rent (Papillon, 2002, as cited in C larke, 2009; Guene, 2009 as cited in Ti lson,
20 I 0 ; Niazi as cited in Tilson, 20 I 0). Informants noted that the integration process can
be more difficult and GARs may have diffe rent needs depending on their country of
origin. Some may have come from countries and situatio ns w ithout the advantages and
oppo rtunities that those emigrating from other countries may have. Some may have had
the ir schooling interrupted, due to confl ict and vio lence, w hile others may have been
unable to avail of any formal schoo ling. Many may have left family members behind and
others have been hi ghly traumatized. Lloydetta Quaicoe (as c ited in Porter, 2004)
remarked " if you come from a situation where you couldn' t talk to strangers, you had to
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protect your child, you had to run for your life and hide in the bush for three months, your
whole sense of the world is different from someone who never had to lock the door a day
in their lives" (p. 20). A number of informants noted that the organization works with
people who have lived through some extremely d ifficult circumstances that have had an
impact on their lives and those invo lved in this work must be highl y conscious of this
fact. An info rmant pointed out that GARs are not chosen on the "standard immigration
criteria" as this program is a humanitarian program and their selection is based on need.
One informant stated that, "as such, the time involved in resettlement and the nature,
scope and duration of supports and programming can be impacted significantly".
Similarly, Sorrento (as cited in Tilson, 2010) observed, " ... refugees may require more
extensive education, training, retraining, and emotional support since many of them have
suffe red from violence and trauma" (p. 6).

As noted by a number of informants, the cliente le of the organization is determined by
instability and upheaval in various other parts of the world. They are people w ho have
been forced to leave their homelands largely due to war and political unrest. Their
circ umstances vary from those who li ved in their home country until conflict erupted to
those w ho were forced into exile for many years and knew nothing about life outside of a
refugee camp. One of the key issues of which organizations and communities need to be
aware of is that GA Rs do not choose to leave their home countries and " [organizations]
need to be sensitive to the ci rcum stances that led [them] to immigrate" (Inter-cultural
Association of Greater Victoria, 2007, p. 5).
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Refugees do not choose to leave and, if at all possible, they would return. Nahlah Ayed
(as cited in Lee, 20 12), CBC reporter and author, discussed how the drive to maintain
lingui stic and cultural identity as well as family connections was demo nstrated by her
parents' decision to leave Canada and return to their homeland. As Shelagh Rogers
(20 12) aptly remarked, " this would give her something Canada couldn't" (Radio
Broadcast). Ayed (as c ited in Lee, 20 12) recounted her family ' s journey from St.
Boniface, Manitoba where" . .. [they] had a very lovely, normal, ordinary, Canadian life"
in a nice house on a pleasant street to return to A mman, Jordan to live in a refugee camp
in "a windowless, concrete home with rusted bullet holes"(Radio Broadcast) when she
was s ix years o ld. Since they returned to be close to family, they lived in a refugee camp
as thi s is where most of their family was living. They remained until she was thirteen
years of age. This family ' s story is a pe rtinent reminder of the need of people to maintain
their ide ntities after immigrating to a new country. Similarly, Quaicoe (as cited in Porter,
2004) points out that returning to he r homeland was so much a part of her plan that for a
long time after immigrating to Newfoundland and Labrador she kept many of he r
personal effects packed in boxes until war broke out in S ierra Leonne and she real ized
returning was not possible.

In reality, most people are una ble to return to their homeland therefore organizations and
indi v iduals working with immigrants need to be acute ly aware of the desire and the
necessity to preserve identity and culture. Immigrant serv ing agencies must be cognizant
of the s ign ifica nce of lingui stic and cultural ide ntity and the importance of preserving
both, often in order to maintain familial connections. Undoubtedly, successfu l integration
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and acceptance into the new culture is the desire of most immigrants. However, at what
cost does integration come and, indeed, should it come? Berry (2007) made a very
perceptive comment as he remarked, " .. . we forget, erased by assimilation, that racial
differences become over-powered by national identity; that is " White" as the norm, the
standard" (p. 23). This issue can be addressed by teachers and educators and Quintero
( 1994, as cited in James, 2000) described the impact of this loss experienced by all those
involved if it is not addressed. He stated:

when learners' ways of understandin g the world a re not hea rd and accepted,
everyone loses - the learners, who bring thi s knowledge w ith them to schools; the
parents, who want to pass on cultural traditions but find themselves fighting both
the school informatio n and their children's perceptions of the va lue of their own
cultural beliefs; and the teachers, who could be opening new worlds of
exploration to children and themselves while prov iding a bridge between the
culture of the schoo l and the culture of the home. (p. I).

Furthermore, whi le competence in English is necessary for both academic and
employment success " ... we must rema in aware of the socia l and interpersonal dangers of
rapid lingui stic assimilation in order to ensure effective communication between parents
and children" (Mouw & X ie, 1999, as c ited in McDaid, 20 11 , p. 23). Essentially, denying
people their language and culture is denying them their identity. Juno Award-w inning
artist, K' naan, orig inall y from Somalia, described his story of " findin g [his] identity and
experiencing that confrontation with a new culture and language" (Champ ions for
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Children and Youth, 2011, p. 9). He offered some very pertinent advice to youth who
have immigrated to Canada. He encouraged young people to remember that despite how
they may fee l, "they are not starting from zero" in Canada. He further reminds people
that they "didn ' t come here empty" ... [and]"don ' t be afraid to be yourself. Bring all of
yo urself, contribute, and you can lead change" (Champions for Children and Youth,
201 I, p. 9).

Clientele: 1979 - 2011
The ANC has provided serv ice to GARs from all over the world in the past thirty years.
From I 979 to I 981 the Vietnamese were the main clients for the organization. Refugee
claimants began a rriving in I 98 I and up to 1994 were a significant part of the
organization. While the organization also provided service for many GARs during this
time, complete records are not available for this particular period. Refugee c laimants
who obtained permanent resident status also rema ined part of the organization after 1994.
From I 994 to 20 I I, the ANC provided service for GARs from approximately forty-six
different countries 28 . During this period the countries of origin of ANC clientele were
large ly fro m Eastern Europe ( 15) and the continent of Africa. Included as we ll were
people from countri es in Asia (8) and the Middle East (5) as well as Centra l and South
America (3). In the early nineties with the start of the Yugos lav ian civil war the various
countries that comprised Yugos lavia began to declare their independence. The former
Yugoslavia inc luded Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegov ina, Serbia and Montenegro
28

Data for th e numbers an d source countries of GARs for the period of 1994 t o 20 11 was obtained f rom
ANC reco rd s.
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and Macedonia. Three religious groups were represented: Orthodox Christians, Roman
Catholics and Muslims (CIC, 2012). Muslims, a specific target of violence, were forced
out of their villages and as a result in 1992 Canada accepted 5000 Bosnian Muslims
(CIC, 2012). The continued violence and increased tensions from the impact ofthis war
resulted in many more people emigrating from the former Yugoslavia. From 1995-1998
the ANC received a large number of clients from the former Yugoslavia. In fact, 90% of
the client population was from the former Yugoslavia (Understanding secondary

migration: An exploratory study, 2000). Individuals representing cultures of all of these
countries of the former Yugoslavia arrived in St. John 's. In 1999 a group of Kosovars
came under the Joint Assistance Sponsorship Program, a program whereby refugees were
resettled through a partnership between community groups and families w ith the
Government of Canada (CIC, 20 12). A civil war between ethnic Alban ian Kosovars and
Serbs in 1998 resulted in many Kosovars coming to Canada. Then President, Slobodan
Milosevic, initiated a policy of ethnic cleansing against A lban ians that forced hundreds of
thousands of people into exile (CIC, 20 12). While in smaller numbers, people continued
to come from the former Yugoslavia up to 2005. Significant numbers came from Serbia
and Montenegro from 2006 to 2008. A significant number of African countries are
represented throughout this period although the numbers for each indi vidual country are
not necessari ly hi gh. Of these groups the highest numbers came from Sudan. These high
numbers are a result of the ongoing c ivil war between North and South Sudan from 1983
to 2005 (BBC News, 20 12).
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GARs from Colombia make up another significantly large group that has been part of the
ANC. From 2006 to 2009 more than 3900 Karen refugees were resettled in Canada
(C IC, 20 12). Recently significant numbers of Karens from Burma29 have come to
Newfoundland and Labrador. The Karens, a minority ethnic group, have suffered
persecution throughout their history (C IC, 2012). In 1995 the Burmese government army
launched a major offensive against the Karen National Un ion forcing them to flee their
country (CIC, 20 12). Many have lived in refugee camps for twenty years. In 2008 the
resettlement of refugees from Bhutan began with the first group com ing to Newfoundland
and Labrador in 2009. The refugees from Bhutan are of ethnic Nepalese descent and
ori ginate from the southern part of Bhutan. The Bhutanese government instituted
di scriminatory measures that targeted people of Nepali origin who were then forced into
exile and lived in refugee camps (CIC, 20 12).

GARS: A Changing Population

In recent years the refugees the ANC is receiving have changed significantly. O ne
informant remarked that previously individuals were " really hi ghly educated and they
were selected based on their ability to resettle in Canada". Another suggested the
refugees being accepted are " really hi gh needs" because of a change in legislation. As
Knowles (2007) noted, in contrast to the previous act IRP A provides a "more generous
refugee protection program" (p. 260). Indeed, " IRPA 's impact has been far-reachin g,
29

" 1n 1989, the military government of the Union of Burma changed t he name of t he country to t he Union
of Myanmar. Becau se these changes w ere imposed by a government that the oppositi on fe lt w as
illegitimate ... the opposition refused to acquiesce to them" (Stein berg, 2001, p. xi). It is usua l for GARs
from thi s cou ntry to refer to the country as Burma rather than M yanmar.
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influencing both the characteristics of refugees selected as well as their needs upon
arrival in Canada" (CIC, 2012). CIC's recognition ofthe very different resettlement
needs resulted in the provision of additional funding, beginning in 2006-2007, for the
RAP program; this would extend for three years (Tilson, 20 I 0). As Gushulak (201 0)
noted, "associated with these demographic shifts are cultural, linguistic, economic and
social changes in the composition of migrant populations" (p. 45). One informant noted
that now they are selected purely for humanitarian reasons. Informants commented that
in many cases people have lived in refugee camps for extended periods of time; some for,
perhaps, most of their lives. They have come out of extreme circumstances whereby their
lives had been disrupted for significant periods of time. A number of informants
commented that the ANC is a humanitarian organization and one must not lose sight of
this fact. It is their mandate to help people who have lived through some extreme
circumstances and who have very high needs. Thus, in response to the changing "client
base" the organization " continually updates its programming to correspond with
emerging needs" (ANC, n. d.).
This change is reflected in many aspects of organization programming and services.
According to an informant this change is reflected in orientation presentations based on
the clientele [the organization is] working with" . Although orientation presentations are
always done through an interpreter, it became clear that the use of a power po int
presentation was much "too wordy" and " boring" for many of the clients. Thus, as one
informant suggested, the change to more "animation and pictures" made for a more
accessible and useful presentation . The need for this change was dictated by the
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individuals the organization was servicing and is further demonstration of one of the
many ways the organization responds to the changing clientele.

Changes in Settlement Services/Organizational Structure

The organization evolved from a volunteer organization with volunteers who acted as
settlement workers to one where the settlement team involves a staff of six employees.
The team involves a settlement manager, three settlement workers, a settlement health
worker and a settlement social worker. Nevertheless, there are still only two direct
settlement workers as other workers have combined duties. However, as one informant
noted "with five people working in settlement as a team then we ensure that all aspects of
the client' s [settlement needs are] looked after" . Another informant indicated that this is
a contrast to ·'the early days [when] the settlement worker was responsible for all areas of
settlement with help sometimes from newcomers who had already settled in St. John ' s" .
In 1999 ClC introduced Settlement Workers in the Schools as a pilot program.
According to an informant the ANC had its first contract for the SWIS program in 2006.
Currently the ANC has four SWIS workers in the schools; this number will vary
depending on the time of year. SWIS is designed to assist refugee children and youth
with the transition into the Canadian school system and community (ANC, 201 0). A
number of informants suggested that programming for children and youth has been
expanding significantly within the local organization. These programs include youth
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groups, homework club, summer enrichment program

30

,

as well as symposia and

presentations for youth. According to Vine berg (20 12) programs to assist with settlement
and integration for children and youth are relatively new and it is an area that was largely
ignored in federal settlement programs. He further suggests however that it is an example
of an area that settlement agencies recognized as a need quite some time ago.

The overall structure of the organization has changed in terms of settlement and how it
operates. This is due, in part, to the increased focus on the settlement sector by the
Federal government (CCR, 2000, Historical Context section, para.2; Vineberg, 2012).
Tolley et a l (20 II ) suggested that, "as a result immigration and settlement issues have
risen in prominence on the policy agenda ... " (p. 2). Increased commitment to the
settlement of newcomers has resulted in expenditures more than tripling since 2006
(Tolley et al., 20 II). Informants stated that the local level funding has increased from a
base funding point of about $80,000 to multiple contracts that can at some points reach
over $2,000,000. With the increased funding, many informants discussed the change
from a small, informal operation with little accountability to one where they "are
measured in outputs and outcomes" . Furthermore, informants noted that while there has
always been a certain level of accountability for how funds were dispersed, the process
has become much more rigorous. The ANC competes for funding from C IC through a
bidding process (Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, 2005). Therefore, as one
informant noted, " because we compete for our fund ing we need to demonstrate that we

30

This is a summer program funded by the Provincial Government to help youth adapt to the local school
system (Informant).
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are meeting our outcomes" . The organization receives funding from both federal and
provincial governments.

While no one doubts its need, accounta bility is viewed as both positive a nd negative.
Some info rmants suggest that accountability has made for a less flexible and more
" regimented" and " rule bound" approach. One informant commented that " now [we]
have to track the minutes [we] spend with the clients" . Similarly, another suggested,
''there is much more accountability in terms ofthe details on the serv ices that we provide
to clients" . Such changes alter the character of the organization.

Those who initia ll y worked with the organization had a sense of a different type of
organization than now exists. The smaller scale, the largely volunteer commitment of
those w ho were working and the sense of do ing very va luable and necessary work created
a very different organization and atmosphere within it. As one informant suggested, " I
think there was much more of a sense of we are building something good and we want it
to succeed" . Another commented that initially, " it was commitment, drive and sheer
passion that enabled a sma ll team to get the work do ne" . T he smaller organization
allowed a different type of service to be provided.

Various info rmants felt that there are indi vidua ls within the organization who need more
personal and ongo ing attention than can now be provided. A n informant suggested that
the degree of paperwork limits the amount oftime a worker has to spend directly with
people. A nother adamantly stated, " [workers] can' t be in the office doi ng settlement
work" . Whether or not this is so may depend on individual c lients and their specific
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needs that may require a different kind of assistance. A number of informants suggested
that the degree of intimacy and more personalized attention has been lost to some extent.
One informant commented that previously it was "a different kind of settlement work. It
was more hand holding" . According to one report, "a mentoring approach rather than
orientation might be more appropriate for some" (Goss Gilroy Incorporated, 2005, p. 56).

According to many informants there is a degree of informality in a smaller operation and
it is lost as the organization increases in structure and accountability, which has happened
within the ANC. For example, one informant related a story of a situation where a
woman visited a doctor but lacked the language skills to convey her problem. The doctor
called the ANC and had a settlement worker inform him of the problem on the phone. As
she commented, this spontaneity and informality would never happen today. However,
as one informant suggested, accountability is not necessarily a negative thing. Informants
noted that it does bring more rigor and professionalism, which has become evident within
the organization. It is inevitable that with increased funding and government
involvement there is a demand for greater accountability. However, there is a need for
accountability to the individuals the organization is serving as well. One informant
remarked that the accountability issue is gone to an extreme, which in her view should be
taken back to " something a little more manageable" .

Programs and Services
The growth in the organization is reflected in the range of programs and services that the
ANC offers. Informants suggested that undoubtedly, the passion, drive and
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resourcefulness of Bridget Foster, Executive Director for the past twenty-seven years,
have resulted in tremendous financial growth as well as diversification of programs and
services. The increase in the number of immigrants and refugees being hired to work at
the ANC is an encouraging and enlightened change. An informant noted that immigrants
comprise approximately 25% of the staff and they work in various areas within the
organization. Another informant suggested, " [the ANC does] try to hire people to reflect
some of the divers ity and [she feels] that is helpful for the clients to be a ble to relate to
the people they are working with" . Similarly, Whittaker (as cited in Tilson, 20 I 0)
observed that "to be able to access services from people who fundamentally understand
your values, who look like you, in many instances, and who can speak the language of
the serv ice that you're demanding" is very important (p. 15). The necessity of hav ing
employees who have an intimate understanding of the settlement process is welldocumented (Cottrell, 2008). Increasingly, the settle ment sector is an area where new
immigrants work and they " [bring] their own experience of the settlement and integration
processes" (CC R, 2000, Historical context section, para. I).

Immigration: Provincial Context

According to Tolley et al. (20 11) " in the past 15 years the provinces and territories have
become particularly active, which has dramatically changed the immigration landscape
not only in terms of the po licy agenda but also in terms ofthe avai lab le resources,
program delivery models, a nd community invo lvement" (p. 4). Similarl y, Yineberg
(20 12) suggested the progression of federal-provincial relations has had a significant
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effect on both settlement and integration. He further commented that in the 1980s and
1990s constitutional debates were of primary importance. One informant for this
research suggested " ... there has been a tremendous interest in immigration; the whole
landscape has changed" in recent years. There has been increased commitment to and
involvement in immigration related issues by both the Federal and Provincial
governments. As Tolley et al. (2011) suggested," interest in immigration, integration and
inclusion is evolving" (p. I 0). According to informants the Association for New
Canadians has been a key contributor to this change at the local level in Newfoundland
and Labrador. An example of this contribution was that the ANC established the
Coordinating Committee on Newcomer Integration (CCNI) with the aim of attracting,
retaining and servicing immigrants in the province. This committee will be discussed in
more detail in chapter six.

Historically, smaller provinces have not played a proactive role in immigration
(Government ofNewfoundland and Labrador, 2005). However, immigration and issues
related to immigration have ga ined a much higher profile in Newfoundland and Labrador.
In September, 2005 consultations began to develop an immigration strategy for the
province. Then Minister of Human Resources Labour and Employment (HRLE), Joan
Burke (2005) remarked that " ' over 200 representatives from many sectors including
education , economic development, government and immigration groups [were] invited to
the consultations' " (Government ofNewfoundland and Labrador, 2005). In the spri ng of
2006 the Government began publication of The Newcomer, a newsletter on immigration
in Newfoundland and Labrador. In March 2007, the Provincial Government launched the
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provincial immigration strategy entitled Diversity - Opportunity and Growth
(Government ofNewfoundland and Labrador, 2007). One of the explicit goals outlined
in the new strategy is " to increase and enhance settlement and integration services in the
province . . . " (Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, 2007, News Release). This
was a positive move and beneficial to both the organization and those whom it serves. In
January 2008 the Office of Immigration and Multiculturalism opened, which " is a key
element of the $6 million provincial immigration strategy, Diversity-Opportunity and

Growth" (Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, 2008). In June of 2008, the
provincial government launched its Policy on Multiculturalism (Appendix G). With the
launch of this new policy the government aims " to combine all immigration-related
matters under one branch of government and encourage newcomers to stay in this
province" (" Immigrant Office Open", 2008, p. A 7). All of this is having a significant
impact on immigration and immigration related issues. A number of informants
commented on the fact that Newfoundland and Labrador is becoming a more
multicultural place and that people do tend to stay here longer and, indeed, many have
settled here.

Conclusion

Globalization and changes in the movement of groups of people with more accessibility
to travel has resulted in significant numbers of people immigrating to Canada.
Additionally, changes in immigration policies and Canada's commitment to assist those
in need have contributed to thi s trend. Increased commitment by both the Federal a nd
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Provincial Governments in helping immigrants and refugees resettle in Canada has
brought significant changes within the ANC. All aspects of the organization have
changed from increased funding to the addition of new programs. While the basic
structure of the organization has remained, there is some fluidity in terms of
programming. When deemed necessary and funding is available, programs are added to
meet that need. There is a constant evolution as the organization adapts to the needs of
the clientele. Another key aspect of the settlement and integration services provided by
the Federal Government, language programming, will be discussed in the next chapter of
this thesis.
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Chapter Five
Language
·' . .. ethnic identity is twin skin to linguistic identity - I am my language"
(Anzaldua ( 1987 as cited in McDaid, 20 II , p. 22)

Introduction
Language training was not part of the ANC's initial mandate as language programs for
immigrants and refugees were offered through other agencies. However, since 1986 the
ANC has offered language training through various federally funded programs (Budden,
1989, as cited in Bassler, 1990). Since 1992, the primary language program offered by
the ANC has been the Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada Program, a
national, settlement language program funded by Citizenship and Immigration Canada 31•

This chapter provides an overview of the language programs that have been offered by
the Association for New Canadians. The particular focus of this chapter is the
development and expansion of the UNC program both nationally and locally, in
Newfoundland and Labrador. I discuss how changing clientele and client need have, in
part, shaped the evolution of language programming nationall y. Furthermore, I examine
how the LfNC program has been adapted and changed within the local context at the
Association for New Canadians.

Federally Funded Language Programs: An Overview
For many immigrants the initial excitement of coming to a new country is often followed
by the reality of having to learn to live in a new culture (Gormley & Gill, 2007). As one

31

The LINC program w as created by the former Canada Employment and Immigration Commission (CEIC) .
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informant noted, "the initial phase is that they are excited and happy w ith a new place
with a change if they are from an environment where it is not secure and safe. It is a big
relief.... the next phase is they start to look around and say what can I do?" This is when
the "day to day challenges of life in Canada mount" (A u, 2009 as cited in Tilson, 20 10, p.
8). Language is fundamental to being able to survive and participate in that new culture
(Gormley & Gill, 2007). When immigrants arrive in Canada, many are unable to speak
either of the two official languages (C leghorn, 2000). Fri ere ( 1990) contended,
''this . .. compounds the socia l and cultural traumas experienced by refugees" (p. I). Thus
the prov ision of language programming is essential. However, limited access to language
training has been a key issue in the past. In 1990 only 28% of immigrants were receiving
language training; this lack of access ibility was seen as

a major problem (Cray, 1997;

Vineberg, 20 12).

The introduct ion offederally funded English lang uage programming began in 1947
(C leghorn, 2000). Canada introduced the C itizenship and Language Instruction and
Language Textbook Agreement (C IL T) (Burnaby, 2003). In late nineteenth century
America the massive influx of immigrants resulted in '"A mericanization' and citizenship
programs [becoming] a prom inent form of adult education" (Merriam & Caferella, 2007,
p. 6). S imilarly, in Canada, both the Citizenship Act and the new language training
program were introduced in post war Canada (C leghorn, 2000). The focus of the
language program was to prepare immigrants w ith the language and knowledge to pass
the citizenship test (Burnaby, 2003). C iccarelli ( 1997, as cited in C leghorn , 2000) argues
that thi s was likely an effort to create national unity in the post-war era and an attempt to
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"encourage assimilation and keep Canada white, Anglo-Saxon and English-speaking" (p.
28).

In the mid- 1960's a booming economy and high levels of immigration saw a change
from the focus on language training for citizenship to one of language training for
employment (Bettencourt, 2003; Burnaby, 2003; Cleghorn, 2000; Morgan, 2002). This
federal initiative was called the Canadian Job Strategies Program (CJS). However, it did
not necessarily meet the needs of all immigrants. Participation in the labour force does
not help those in the refugee and family classes with the " problem" of integration
(Cleghorn, 2000, p. 38). Rather," ' language ability' emerges as a major focus and factor
of immigrant integration that, for the family and refugee classes, will be the first step
toward the goal of economic integration" (Cleghorn, 2000, p. 38). Under the Citizenship
Act some language classes were still offered for those not seeking employment
(C leghorn, 2000, p. 29).
Governments responded to criticisms of generic programs by experimenting w ith "cosponsored ESL partnerships and ESL partnerships with non-governmental organizations,
school boards, and immigrant settlement agencies" (Morgan, 2002, p. 145). Programs
that followed include the Newcomer Language Orientation C lasses (NLOC) in the
1960's. In 1986 the federal government, through the Settlement Branch of Canada
Employment and Immigration Commission, introduced the Settlement Language
Trai ning Program (Burnaby, 1988; CEIC, 1986 as c ited in Vineberg, 20 12). Previously,
community based ESL delivery was a provincial responsibility and the federal
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government only had direct involvement through funding (Burnaby, 1988, p. 27).
According to Vineberg (20 12), " language training was delivered for the most part
through the direct purchase of seats in provincially approved institutions" (p. 31 ). SLTP
was a pilot program designed primarily for women at home who were unable to avail of
other language programs 32 (Bassler, 1990; Burnaby, 1988; CEIC, 1986, as cited in
Vineberg, 20 12). Under the SLTP program the support services provided were daycare
and transportation. A training allowance was not provided unlike other language training
programs (Bassler, 1990; Kayed, 20 II). In 1989 SLTP was renamed the Settlement
Language Program (SLP) and it was no longer a pilot but a regular program (Cleghorn,
2000; Morgan, 2002; Vineberg 20 12). Around the same time the Volunteer Tutor
Program was also offered (Bassler, 1990). Burnaby ( 1996) maintained that "Canadian
ESL delivery has made slow but steady progress from practically nothing in the early
1960's to a large and complex undertaking" (p. 159).

Changes in programming reflect the social a nd political influences at particular times.
Hannon (2004) observes that school literacy is continually open to change as a result of
social processes and decisions about literacy education are often political. Likewise, as is
language programming for immigrants and refugees. In 1992 the Federal Government
introduced the LfNC program which was desi gned to facilitate the integration and
settlement of immigrants and refugees in Canada.

32

This program wa s designed for those who were un likely to join the work force but th e main t arget was
immigrant wom en at home. There w as other language training available through Job Entry programs
(Burnaby, 1988).
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LINC Program: Overview

The establishment of the Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada Program in
1992 was an essential part of this Canadian Federal Immigration Plan for 1991-1995
(CIC, 20 12). Bettencourt (2003, as cited in Pi net, 2006) stated that in an attempt to better
meet the needs of immigrants and refugees this new immigration plan reflected the
government's view ofthe importance ofthe necessity of the prov ision of settlement
services at all stages of the settlement process and included the creation of Language
Instruction for Newcomers to Canada (LIN C) program 33 (p. 8). With the introduction of
the new immigration plan came a focus on settlement and integration of immigrants and
refugees in Canada (Hajer, Robinson & Witol , 2002). Learning one of Canada's two
official languages, English or French, would help "facilitate .. . social, cultural and
economic integration" (CIC, 2004, "Evaluation of the Language Instruction,"
Background section, para. 2).

Hajer et al. (2002) noted that the LINC program was created by the Canada
Employment and Immigration Commission (EIC). Innovations in Training (EIC,
1991 a) and New Immigrant Language Training Policy (EIC, 199 1b) outlined the
policy of the LINC program (Cray, 1997). According to Hajer et al. (2002)," its
ma ndate is to provide free basic language instruction to adult newcomers in both
official languages and to facilitate the settlement and integration of immigrants and
refugees into Canadian society" (p. 6). Classes are offered on both a fu ll and part33

In French, th e program is Cours de langue pour les immigrants au Canada (CLIC) (CIC, 2012). The
standard on whi ch it is based is Niveaux de comp etence linguistique canad iens (NCLC) (Kayed, 2011).
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time basis and most UNC centers offer free childminding. Classes are offered from
basic to intermediate levels of English proficiency (C IC, 20 12). The standard on
which class levels are based is the Canadian Language Benchmarks, which range
from levels o ne to twelve. Other programs offer advanced leve ls of English
programming such as the Enhanced Language Training program (ELT) which is
focused on occupation specific language training and preparing peop le for work in
Canada (CIC, 20 12). Provinces

34

offer varying levels of LINC classes. LINC has

become a major part of adult ES L instruction in Canada since its implementation
(Gormley & Gill, 2007). In fact, " LINC is a key element ofC IC 's integration
programming, accounting for the largest part of settlement funding" (C IC, 20 11 ,
"'Evaluation of the Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada (LINC)
Program," Relevance and Design section, para. I).

Language Programs in Newfoundland and Labrador
The first la nguage program for non-English or French speaking immigrants and refugees
in St. Jo hn ' s was a direct response to the arrival of refugees from Vietnam in 1979
(Bassler, 1990). Informants stated that this ESL program was implemented by the
provincial Department of Education through the Div is ion of Adult and Conti nuing
Education. The program was federally funded and separate from the settlement
organ ization. ESL courses continued to be provided through other agencies in St. John 's

34

In British Columbia, Manitoba and Quebec the development and delivery of settlement and integrat ion
programs is a provincial responsibility. These provinces receive federal funding to administer th e program .
(CIC, 2012, " Evaluation of th e Language Instruction fo r New comers to Canada (LIN C) Program",
Background section, para. 2).
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with federal government funding up to 1992. However, according to an informant, in
1992 the ANC was contracted to offer the LINC program. Prior to this the ANC obtained
seats in language training programs for students; the seats were purchased through EIC
from provincially approved institutions that offered ESL programming (King, 1988).
Informal language training was also provided, through the ANC, with the assistance of
volunteers (Bassler, 1990; King, 1988). Around 1986 the ANC offered the Volunteer
Tutor Program which was funded through the Secretary of State (Bassler, 1990). In this
program refugees were matched with volunteers in the community who provided one-onone instruction for a minimum of two hours per week 35 (Bassler, 1990).

According to informants, the ANC received funding to offer the SLTP pilot program
shortly after the program was introduced in 1986. The organization continued to receive
funding to offer the renamed SLP when it became a regular program. Informants who
taught both the SLTP and SLP suggest very little changed other than the name. Burnaby
( 1988), in a study of the pilot program, indicated that teachers interviewed in other
provinces commented on the lack of "pedagogical support" and " limited resources" in the
implementation of SLTP (pp. 33-34). Similarly, informants noted the lack of guidelines
and suggested curriculum development was the teacher's responsibility. One informant
commented, " it was just stuff I cobbled together myself'. Kayed (20 II) also noted a lack
of consistency within the program as each service provider used their own methods to
determine proficiency level and their own form of assessment. The program was offered
35

Currently, the ANC offers a variety of programs to assist with language learning through it s Volunteer
Connections Program. These programs include one on one tutoring of adu lt s and youth (both in and
outside of school setti ngs), academic tutoring, as w ell as various group activities that provide
opportunities to improve language skills.
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with limited resources and in very basic facilities which is clearly illustrated in the
following comment by an informant:

It was the most bas ic kind of service you could think of. When I went to work at
the ANC first, I taught on Gower Street upstai rs in a bedroom with one bare light
bulb hanging down and balloon wallpaper on the walls.

Bassler ( 1990), in her description of an SLP classroom, suggested there was a "virtual
absence of modern teaching aids" (p. I 06). Similarly, Winter (1990) noted that what
served as a blackboard was white plastic against a wall. However basic, it was not
reflective of the atmosphere, which emanated warmth, friendliness and a sense of fun
within the classroom (Bassler, 1990; Winter, 1989). Likewise one informa nt noted, in
he r description of the building in which the class was he ld that "the windows were
covered in plastic and it was freezing cold" but despite the surroundings" ... it was the
neatest group and it worked". She further added, " I was teaching men and women,
everyone a ll together, it was quite a lot of fun ... " . Furthermore, as one informant noted,
the lack of structure and direction a llowed the instructor to tailor the program to the needs
of the specific group of students being worked with.

The basic facilities and resources reflected the limited funding provided to deliver
programs and support for this particular group. C leghorn (2000) noted that when the
SLTP was introduced as a pilot program funding was limited to I 0 per cent of the total
budget and the other 90 per cent went to the Canadian Job Strategies Program. One
informant ins isted that women at home sti II require more support services than are
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available. This is an ongoing issue and the necessity of increased programming for this
group is noted by many researchers (Cleghorn, 2000; Cottrell, 2008; Landsborough,
2009). The informant for this study felt that often women are unable to gain access to
child minding because of waitlists which results in iso lation and discontent 36 .
Lands borough (2009), in a study of one group of immigrant women, found that the key
informants indicated a need for more space in the LfNC child minding program as it was
a s ignificant barrier in terms of gaining access to the language program. Often, in a
language educati on program, equally important to language learning is the socia l support
and relief from iso latio n (Bassler, 1990, Burnaby, 1988; McDonald, George, Cleghorn, &
Karenova, 2008; Landsborough, 2009). One informant insisted that " as things get bigger
women and children get lost" . The ANC delivered the Settlement Language Training
Program until it was phased out with the introducti on of the LINC language training
program in 1992.

Developments in the Field of Second Language Education
The movement of people such as refugees from one country to another has important
implications for educators (Cummins, 200 I b). Alfred (2004, as cited in Merriam &
Cafere lla, 2006) suggested that the diversity w ithin the immigrant population ind icates
the challenge faced by curric ulum developers and planners of educational programs to
meet the myriad needs and expectations of this group. In an attempt to better meet the
needs of immigrants, the LINC program was established. With the introduction of LINC,
36

The Itin erant Language Training Program for Wom en enables women to avai l of some la nguage t raining
if unable to attend LINC classes due to w aitl ists or responsibilities in t he home. Thi s program wil l be
discussed in more detail later in this chapter.
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the focus was on improving communication skills and taking a more modern ized
approach to language teaching with the recognition of new developments in curricula,
teacher orientation and methodologies (Bettencourt, 2003; Cray, 1997 as cited in Pinet,
2006).

Significant changes were taking place in the fi eld of language education. Several " applied
linguists [had] begun to redraw the boundaries of Eng lish language teaching, arguing that
the la nguage is taught, both domestically and internationally, in a social, economic,
political, and c ultural context that must be taken into account and studied if we are to
understand second language learning and teaching" (Auerbach, 1986; 1995; Penneycook,
1989, 1994 1996; Phillipson, 1992; Tollefson, 1991 , 1995 as cited in Cray, 1997, p. I).
Nunan (2004) suggested language education was no lo nger viewed as learning a set of
grammatical rules and memoriz ing vocabula ry.

The theoretical framework that guides the LINC program is communicative competence,
which is the ability to effectively function in society. The five competencies outlined are
lingu istic, textual, functional, socio-cultural and strategic competencies (Hajer et a l,
2000).

In many areas of the world the aud io-lingual method was replaced by the communicative
approach a round the 1970's (Lessard-C louston, 1997, Culture Teaching in L2/FL
Education, Background section, para 3). Hinkel ( 1999) noted lingu ist Dell Hymes, whose
work ga ined prominence in the late sixties and early seventies, first introduced the
communicative approach. He further noted that Hymes' work has significantl y
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influenced research and teaching methodologies in second language. According to
Hymes ( 1972b, as cited in Hinkel, 1999) " ' communicative competence' included both
' speaking' and behavioural competence and ' interpretation' of speech and behaviours
according to the norms of the speech community" . The focus is on the functions the
second language must serve for the learner and not just the vocabulary and structure of
the language (Piper, 200 I). However, it is not simply teaching the language; rather it is
teaching within the context of actual use and by providing realistic practice, if not in the
actual context (Piper, 2001). An informant made the following comment:

One thing I notice is that, personally, as a teacher I have moved into a more
communicative way of teaching. I try to get the students to practice more hands
on and bring [in] the outside, to bring authentic things to help in the classroom. I
can say that as a school, too, we have changed.

Similarly, another noted, " the main focus for me is that they are able to communicate" .
Context and the role of culture in both second and foreign language curriculum were
emphasized and was influenced by the work of Seelye (1974) and Lafayette (1975)
(Lessard-Ciouston, 1997, Culture Teaching in L2/ FL Education: Background section,
para. 2). The role of language in people' s lives cannot be seen just from the study of
grammar. Culture is essential to language for it is people interacting and invo lved in a
world of social action (Ashton-Warner in De Rolf, 20 II; Berns, 1984; Duranti, 200 I) .
Ashton- Warner, as cited in De Rolf, 20 II) suggested " it is our most important link with
the world around us" (Notes section, para. 6). Lessard-Ciouston ( 1997) suggested
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that" ... in describing their framework for communicative competence Canale and Swain
(1980) claimed that ' a more natural integration' of language and culture takes place
' through a more communicative approach than through a more grammatically based
approach' (p. 31)" (Culture Teaching in L2/FL Education: Background section, para. 4).
Recently, as well, there has been an emphasis on learning as a social process and "and
socio-cultural theories are beginning to be drawn on in addition to (or even in preference
to) cognitive theories (see, for example, Lantolf, 2000)" (Nunan, 2004, p. 6).

Two theoretical components underlie the current Canadian Language Benchmarks. These
are Krashen ' s acquisitional model of language learning and Nunan ' s framework for task
based learning (Pinet, 2006). Experiential learning is an important conceptual basis for
task-based learning (Nunan, 2004).

Similar to Dewey, this approach suggests starting at

the point of the " learner' s immediate personal experience" (Nunan, 2004). Nunan (2004)
suggested :
The philosophical reasons for adopting a learner-centered approach to
instruction have been informed by research into learning styles and
strategies (Willing, 1988; Oxford, 1990), as well as conceptual and
e mpirical work in the area of learner autonomy (Benson, 2002). p. 15

Krashen 's theory of second language acqui sition (SLA) had a significant impact on
second language research as well as teaching (SchUtz, 2007, Introduction section, para.
1). Krashen ' s work has been very influential in supporti ng the Communi cative Language
Approach (Gunn, 2003). ESL teaching practices are guided by research on SLA, that is,
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the process of learning to speak a language other than one' s native language.
Furthermore, ''recent research has focused on learner motivation, opportunities for
interaction, task-based learning, and focus on form in instruction" (Centre for Adult
English Language Acquisition (CAELA) Network, 2011, Second Language Acquisition
section, para. I). Research has shown that key to learning a language is " integrative
motivation", that is the desire to integrate and assimilate in the community which
encourages SLA (Masgoret & Garnder, 2003 as cited in CAE LA Network, 20 II).
Furthermore, research has shown that the desire to integrate supports SLA in learners of
all ages and in both second language and foreign language education (CAELA Network,
20 II , Motivation section, para. I).

Another key issue in second language education for adult immigrants and refugees is
adult learning. Gormley and Gill (2007) suggested that adult learning can be influenced
by various factors ''including adjustment to a multicultural and multiracial society;
physical condition; background experiences; motivation; and learning styles and ability
(Brown, 2000; Lightbrown and Spada, 1999)" (p. 9). Adult learners, especially refugee
and immigrant learners, vary in terms of characteristics (Gormley & Gill, 2007; Tyacke
and Medelsohn, 1986). As an informant for thi s study commented,

when the learners sit in front of you they are adults. You have to know the
principles and philosophies of adult learning to be a really good ESL instructor.
Every learner is so different a nd needs so much respect and time, and
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individuality like children do but I th ink it is more critical for adults, and they
need flexibility.

A variety of factors will influence language learning (Kottler& Kottler, 2002 as cited in
Gormley & Gill, 2007; Tyacke & Mendelsohn, 1986). Gormley and Gill (2007)
suggested that the diversity of experiences that adult ESL learners have is a very va luab le
classroom resource.

The LINC program is a settlement language program modeled on the former SLP
(Ananiadis et al, 2007, History of LINC, Slide 3). As one informant remarked, " .. . al l of
our teaching was to be geared to [the] settlement issues [of] clients" . With the
introductio n of the LlNC program the focus was on "general instruction and newcomer
integration" rather than labour market prepa ration (Shane, 1992, as cited in McDonald et
a t. , 2008, p. 2). However, as Fleming ( 1998) noted, with Canada' s new immigration
policy for 1991-1 995, there was a focus on the importance of increasing immigration
levels to help w ith economic growth. Immigrants would bring the required ski lls but
"they could only be effectively put to use for the nation through the deve lopment of more
efficient and effective language training" (C IC, 1991 , 1994 as cited in Fleming, 1998, p.
22). As with SLP, support services in the LINC program included provision fo r child
minding and transportation a llowance thus enabling those who, otherwise, would be
unable to attend (Bettencourt, 2003).
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LINC: Program Development
The ANC offered levels one to three of the UNC program shortly after its introduction
in 1992. However, the program was still in the developmental stages as program
guidelines were not drafted until 1993 (Hajer et al., 2002). Placement was determined by
a student's level of English proficiency with level one being the lowest. However, one
informant noted that placement of students was somewhat speculative and arbitrary,
initially, as there was no assessment tool to determine proficiency level. Therefore,
according to an informant, students were grouped according to levels as " you best saw
fit"

0

While materials were gradually developed and distributed to the various provinces across .
Canada, informants reported that initially there was very little guidance and, similar to
the SLTP and SLP, the LINC program was "fleshed out" and developed by instructors. It
was noted that, in the beginning, the program was directed by

ere staff and language

training was not their area of expertise (Ananiadis, McMullin & Douglas, 2007, History
of LINC, Slide 3). Thus, shortly after the introduction of the LINC program the Ontario
Region LINC Advisory Committee (ORLAC) 37 was formed, which was a group of
·'experts representing deliverers who helped develop tools and shape the program"
(Ananiadis et a l., 2007, History of LINC, Slide 3).

37

OR LAC still exists and it s mandate "is to provide advice and guidance to Citizenship and Immigration
Canada (CIC) on operational issues and policies rel ating t o the Language Instruction for New com ers to
Canada (LINC) Progra m" (Teachers of English as a Second Language(TESL) Ontario, 2012).
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Informants noted the obvious lack of structure when the program was first implemented.
One informant suggested it was somewhat "amorphous" in the beginning while another
suggested that basically the textbooks provided structure. Additionally, according to
informants there was a lack of materials available because resources were being graduall y
developed. Furthermore, accessibility and availability of materials in Newfoundland and
Labrador was very limited until ANC staff began attending national conferences where
material was more easily sourced.

In 1997 the government introduced levels four and five of the LINC program

38

;

the ANC

offered level four in 2000 and level five in 200 I. Bettencourt (2003) suggested that
expansion of the program was, in part, a response to the needs of a changing clientele.
Similarly, all informants suggested that change and adaptation within the LINC program,
at the local level, is undoubtedly based on client need. Many informants asserted that
immigrant needs reflect the countries and circumstances from which they come. Hence,
as Bettencourt (2003) remarked, programming changes are a reflection of" . . . shifts in
immigration patterns and newcomer needs ... " (p. 27). In 2002 service providing
agencies identified a lack of higher level classes as one of the gaps in LINC training and
thus the need for expansion (Bettencourt, 2003). The expansion of the LINC program to
hi gher levels reflected the changing clientele, the source countries and hi gher levels of
education among clients (Bettencourt, 2003). This pattern has been reversed in recent
years due to changes in government policies and the changing source countries of

38

LINC w as only introduced in t he province of Ont ario in 1997 (CIC, 2004, Evaluation of the Language
Instruction for Newcom ers to Canada (LINC) Program, Mod es of del ivery section, para. 1).
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immigrants and refugees as a result. As was previously stated, with IRPA, individuals
chosen were now those deemed to be in greatest need. Clients were coming from
countries where they had experienced some very difficult and extreme circumstances. As
a result many individuals were unable to avail of formal schooling and many had spent a
significant portion oftheir lives in refugee camps. As one informant noted, the ANC
"changed the focus of[its] programming [by] providing supports at a lower leve l in
response to emerging client needs" 39 . A significant change, locally, has been the gradual
increase in the number of foundation or pre-benchmark level language classes. Increased
numbers of clients were arriving with little or no fo rmal schooling and no ability to
communicate in English. T hus, language classes were created at levels suited to their
needs. Foundation level classes were further sub-divided into levels A, Band C

40

w ith

Foundation A being the beginning level class. The creation of three fou ndation level
classes was a response to the diversity of students' needs at this level. It became obv ious
that grouping people simply on their inability to communicate in English was not
adequately meeting the needs of the stude nts at the fo undation level. Other factors,
including age, background, and level of formal schooling, had to be considered.
According to one informant, othe r provinces are now considering thi s mode l that has
been implemented at the ANC and feel it is a good approach to use in working w ith
Foundation level stude nts. One informant suggested, programming changes have been

39

The ANC offered Enhanced Language Training (ELT), a LINC program t hat w as started in 2003/2004 to
provide advanced levels of la nguage training with a focus on being able to communicate in work related
situations. However, as on e informant noted t his program was eventual ly phased out as the need was not
there and support was needed at t he lower levels.
40
At the t ime of writing t wo temporary, Foundation classes were added to accommodate new arriva ls in
Newfoundl and and Labrador. Incidentally, bot h of these classes were at the Foundation A level.
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determined by client need in the past and, likew ise, will determine the future directions of
the organization.

Expansion of the LINC Program in Newfoundland and Labrador
Informants suggested that the LINC program is an area that reflects signi ficant growth
and expansion within the ANC. The LINC program grew from having three instructors
and one childcare employee to nine LINC instructors, a technology instructor, and six
childcare employees. Currently, classes range from pre-benchmark to Level Five

41

.

Additionally, there is a Computer Ass isted Language Learning (CALL) program that all
levels avail of once a week. C lassroom teachers are also allotted one c lass period a week
in the computer lab, which is used at the teacher' s di scretion.
LINC childminding42 is an unlicensed centre that provides care for chi ldren wh ile
parents attend LINC classes. Childminding programs that are delivered under the
auspices of the LINC program are the responsibility of the serv ice provider organization.
UNC childminding centres are overseen by C IC sponsored Childminding Monitoring
Advisory Support (CMAS) (ClC, 201 2).

In 2006, the ANC created two childcare centres. A centre for chi ldren aged 12 to 36
months is a LINC childminding centre overseen by CMAS. An informant noted that
International Friends is a reg istered daycare centre for children ages 36 to 69 months

41

Currently, two classes are offered at Level Two, however t his may change to another level depending
on need.
42
The term childminding is used to refer to LI NC centres as they are not registered daycares but
unlicensed centres wh ere a parent must always be on site. Daycare refe rs to a registered centre.
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under the supervision of Eastern Health ' s childcare services. Both centres provide
childcare services for LINC students and have a staff of three each. The UNC
childminding centre requires that one parent always be on site as it is not licensed.
However, informants noted, an advantage of the registered daycare is that it provides a
little more flexibility for parents as it enables them to leave for necessary appointments.
As one informant indicated this flexibility is particularly valuable for single parents who
do not have the option of having another parent remain on site. The UNC program
provides a transportation allowance; however, the ANC provides transportation services
for GARs to and from language classes

4'
J

(A C, 20 I 0). The organization owns six

passenger vans for transportation purposes.

With the growth and expansion of the organization, language classes and the
childminding centre have been housed in various locations, including the main office
building. However, with the introduction of the UNC program , a larger space was
required to house the school and childminding centre separate from the main offices.
From 1993 to 200 I the school and chi ldminding centre were located on Duckworth Street
in a former office building. In 200 I, both moved to a former school building on
Smithv ille Crescent. The Association for New Canadians Adult ESL Language T raining
Centre remains at this location today.

The expansion and changes locally are reflective of changes at the national leve l.
Informants suggested that since the implementation of the UNC program twenty years

43

Provision for transportation is also provided for others with a demonstrated need (ANC W ebsite, 2010).
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ago, it has expanded and developed into a more formal, structured, and professional
program. The fo llowing resources have been developed to assist with program de livery:

Table 1.1
Year
1993
1994
1996
1997
1997
1998
2000
2002
2002
2006
2006

Resource
LINC guidelines were released
Draft LINC Literacy Component was introduced
The Canadian Language Benchmarks-Working Paper was released (CLB
Document)
1997 LlNC curriculum guide lines for levels one to three were revised according
to the 1996 CLBs.
Revised LINC Literacy Component was released.
Curriculum guidelines for levels four to five were developed, in accordance with
the 1996 CLBs.
A revised version ofthe CLBs was released in 2000.
ESL for Literacy Learners: Canad ian Language Benchmarks introduced
Niveaux de competence lingistique canadiens (NCLC) established for French
language learners ofCLIC (translated vers ion ofCLBs).
LlNC 1-5 was published under one cover, in accordance with the revised CLBs.
A revised and more rigorous version of the NCLC developed
Curriculum guidelines were deve loped for LlNC levels six and seven
Programming began in Ontario for LlNC levels 6 and 7 and curriculum
guide Iines were developed for those levels

In 2002 two separate documents LINC 1-3( 1993, 1997) and LINC 4-5(1996) were
combined to create the LINC 1-5 Curriculum Guidelines. The rev ised document
included a number of changes as we ll. The combination of these two documents
coincided with aligning the program with the new Canadian Language Benchmarks
2000 (Hajer eta!., 2002). The CLBs are "a set of task-based descriptive levels in
three areas: reading, writing and speaking/ listening" (Cleghorn, 2000, p. 46). The
CLBs "are the national standard used in Canada for describing, measuring and
recognizing the English language proficiency of adult immigrants and prospective
immi grants for living and working in Canada" (CCLB, 20 12). Thus, the
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Benchmarks allow people to be placed in appropriate levels. The Centre for
Canadian Language Benchmarks was formed in Ottawa in 1998 (C legho rn , 2000, p.

46).

A separate set of Benchmarks were designed for literacy learners. T hese
Benchmarks were designed for Adult ESL learners a nd provide descriptors fo r
progression in reading and writing. "This set of Benchmarks is uniq ue for ESL
learners who are not literate in their own language or those individuals not familiar
with the Roman alphabet" (Johansson et al., 2000, p. iv).

Formalized Assessment/Placement
In 1992 the Vancouver Community College deve loped the A-UNC placement test
(Bettencourt, 2003). A-LIN C provided a more formal method of assessment for
determining the level of proficiency in English as a Second Language. In 1993, the
federal government established the National Working Group on Language Benchmarks
which would oversee the "design and development of a set of language proficiency
standards" fo r adult immigrants in Canada (CLB, 20 12). The Canad ian Language
Benchmarks provide a standa rd of communicative profic iency fo r adult ESL students.
There are twelve benchmarks or "reference points" which include four ski ll areas:
reading, writing, speaking and listening (CLB, 20 12). The National Working Group on
Language Benchmarks was comprised of representatives that included ES L teachers,
academics, learners and all levels of government. In 1995 a draft version ofthe CLB was
piloted where by various groups, including learners, offered input for the workin g
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document that was issued in 1996. In 1996 the Canadian Language Benchmarks became
the " standard framework" teachers would use for planning and assessment in Canadian
Adult ESL programs (CLB, 20 12). The revised version, Canadian Language

Benchmarks 2000, was later released (CLB, 20 12). This latter document has undergone
further revision and is soon to be released (CLB, 20 12). A second CLB document is the

Canadian Language Benchmarks 2000: ESLfor Literacy Learners. There are a number
of assessment tools used to determine a learner' s benchmark level. However, the main
assessment tool used at the ANC is the Canadian Language Benchmarks Placement Test
(CLBPT). The ANC currently has seven CLB certified assessors on staff and it is the
only centre providing assessment in the province (ANC, 20 I 0). Informants noted that
workshops and conferences have increased professional development and provided
greater accessibility to program resources.

Individuals who are unable to attend LINC classes in person can now take advantage of a
distance program, the UNC Home Study program. This program was piloted in 1995 in
the province of Ontario where it has continually expanded. In 2008 UNC Home Study
was piloted in three more Canadian provinces. It is currently offered in Alberta, Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick, Saskatchewan, Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland and
Labrador (Ti.iregi.in, 20 12).

The Itinerant Program is another aspect of the LINC program. This program is delivered
by an itine rant teacher through weekly tutoring sessions and is based on the CLBs (CIC,
20 12). According to an informant, the ANC had its first itinerant teacher in 2008. The
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Itinerant Language Training Program for Women offered by the ANC enables immi grant
and refugee women who cannot attend classes to benefit from language training within
their homes. The Itinerant Program is mainly for mothers with young children who,
because of family responsibilities and wait lists, are unable to attend school
(Landsborough, 2009). One informant suggested that it would be useful to have at least
four or five itinerant teachers in St. John's to deal with the number of women who are at
home with young children. Itinerant instructors are teaching in Newfoundland,
Saskatchewan and Alberta (CIC, 20 II , "Evaluation of the Language Instruction
Program", Management and Delivery Section, para. 3). T here are a lso " rural itinerant
teachers" in Alberta and Newfoundland (CIC, 20 12).

As with all aspects of immigration, government funding for programs has increased
significantly resulting in more accountability. According to C leghorn (2000)
·'accountability and competition (the marketization of federal ESL programs) are the
catchwords that underwrite the LINC program" (p. 58). One informant noted the
competitive aspect of the program and suggested that the organization is continually
evaluated in terms of its outcomes. A nother informant remarked that " there are clear
expectations and outcomes that [the organization is] expected to achieve w hich
demonstrates [its] results. In terms of settlement programming, accountab ility is an
expectation by C IC in terms of both funding as well as outcomes attained (CIC, 20 12 ,
Strategic Outcomes and Program Architecture, Program Description section, para I).
Furthermore, info rmants suggested the ANC must look at maximiz ing outcomes and
processing the numbers because the organization must be accountable to its funde rs. As
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one info rma nt noted, a key issue for government is " ... getting value for [the] money" .
In a non-profit organization where funding is always uncertain there is a degree of
pressure on the organization to produce results. According to informants, there is the
consideration that other organizations may be in competition for funding to provide some
of the services that the ANC currently provides.

Certainly, accountabi lity a nd competition are necessary. However, when the focus is
standardization and the measuring of outcomes and outputs, important human aspects can
be overlooked and ignored. According to one informant, the LINC program " ... felt like
a bureaucratic, federal , standardized thing [where] everybody had to tick boxes and
accommodate to their local circumstances as much as they could" . A nother info rmant
noted the lack of accountability, initially, suggesting it may have gone to the other
extreme. She fut1her suggested this may change " back to something a little more
manageable" .

Additiona l Language Services
The ANC prov ides other language serv ices for individuals w ho are " ine li gible" or not
ab le to attend day time classes (ANC, 20 I 0). These services include the outreach tutor
program, ESL Evening C lasses and Evening Pronunci ation classes (ANC, 20 I 0).
Programs are subj ect to change as the provision of programs is often dependent on
funding. For a number of years the ANC provided vo lunteer lead language classes fo r
refugee cla imants who could not avail of regular language programming. Th is program
no longer exists as the number of refugee claimants does not warrant classes.
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Curriculum: Adaptations at the Local Level
The implementation of the Canadian Language Benchmarks to provide a national
standard to determine proficiency level and the development of curriculum guidelines are
valuable resources for instructors of the LfNC program. However, the guidelines are
simply that, guidelines, not a standard curricu lum (CIC, 20 II , " Evaluation of the
Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada (LINC) Program", Weaknesses section,
para. 2). The guidelines provide a list of topics but they are not necessarily taught in the
order in which they appear, nor are a ll topics necessarily covered. In fact, it is suggested
that "instructors should choose only those that are relevant to their learners' needs"
(Hajer et al., 2002, p. 13). A number of informants noted that it is a needs based
program. Most informants do not feel restricted in how they present the suggested topics.
Informants in a national evaluation of the LINC program felt it does ·'allow the flexibility
to meet the varied needs of immigrants and the community context in which the
immigrants are learning" (CIC, 20 12). Likewise, a number of informants noted the
importance of community context. One informant suggested that " because it is a
settlement language program ... you are supplementing your objectives [and] your
outcomes that you have to meet with materials, resources and local information ... [and] it
has to adapt to the local environment" . Another informant suggested that if immigrants
are going to live in Newfoundland and Labrador, teachers on the island portion of the
province have to address the fact that as an island it has a unique culture and a different
way of doing things whe n compared to other major cities.
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The majority of informants believe UNC teachers have a fair degree of autonomy and
they suggested the UNC curriculum is often adapted by the instructor, and therefore
changed at the local level. According to one informant " [this] is really necessary
considering the group of students, so it is not just to give the teachers leeway to chose but
it is mostly directed by the needs of the students" . Similarly, another informant
suggested, a teacher's approach must vary depending o n the indi viduals with w hom one
is working and this program provides flex ibility.

Since its implementation in 1991 the UNC program has evolved and adapted to the
changing needs of those individua ls for whom it was developed. As Bettencourt (2003)
stated " ... shifts in immigration patte rns and newcomer needs have been reflected in
programming changes" (p. 27). A lthough UNC is federally funded by CIC, through
partnerships with the provinces, the development and administration is a provincial
responsibility (C leghorn, 2000). The rationale for the partnership arrangement is that it
allows for the admini stration of services by indi vid uals and groups who have a
connection to the communities providing the services (CIC, 1996c as cited in C leghorn,
2000). Adult settlement programs "are very much organized around the identities and
settle ment services that define a particular location" (Morgan, 2002, p. 143). Morgan
(2000) further suggests that this specificity is seen as one of the primary strengths of
community based programs as it allows for the identification of necessary settlement
serv ices for specific demograph ics and services can be tailored to meet their needs and to
their advantage.
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Bettencourt (2003) suggested the current UNC program has been influenced by the
development of community partnerships and increased support for the UNC program.
One informant made the following comment, "[the ANC is] more of a community
organ ization and we have always been a non-profit but now we are a community serving
agency because we are linked with many partners ... Even though we are the only
federally funded settlement agency in the province we are really community based" . A
number of informants noted the increased community partnerships as we ll as the
importance and value of these connections. Autonomy enables administrators to adapt to
the local conditions and context and it allows for programs to be develo ped and adapted
to best suit individual or particular demographic needs.

Cleghorn (2000) noted "there is also, in UNC, a strong 'client needs' discourse that
surfaces in the early policy documents, in the curriculum guidelines, and in the talk of the
teachers and administrators of UNC that" (p. 90) recognizes the importance of teacher
autonomy in making curricular decisions based on what students feel they need to learn.
ESL and UNC teachers have no explicit mandate in terms of following the curriculum
and they do not feel obliged to do so (C leghorn, 2000; Fleming, 1998; Power Analysis
Incorporated, 1998).

According to The Revised LfNC Literacy Component (1997),

similar to the UNC guidelines, it offers instructors a 'way in ' for LfNC teaching" (p. 5),
thus allowing individual teachers to modify and adjust as they choose. It is clearly stated
in the LINC Curricu lum Guidelines (2002) that topics shou ld be chosen in response to the
learner' s needs. As Cray ( 1997) suggested, ·'at the classroom level, language policy is
reali zed in different ways depending on teachers ' perceptions and understanding of the
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policy and the local conditions of implementation" (p. 36). Learning does not occur " in
splendid isolation from the world in which the learner lives; ... it is intimately related to
that world and affected by it" (Jarvis, 1987, as cited in Merriam & Caferalla, 2007, p. 5).

Similarly, an informant noted the importance of the recognition of adult learners and that
instructors are a significant part of their lives. He noted, "as adults, teaching other adults
a second language, I don' t think we can remove ou rselves from their lives. I think we
have to be able to ta lk to them about the real needs, what are they thinking about?"
Burnaby (1988) noted the importance ofteachers in the lives oftheir students. She
remarked that frequently "ESL teachers are often the first contact an immigrant has with
someo ne who can authoritatively interpret the new society fo r them". Being cognizant of
the diverse needs of the individuals in the LINC classroom is critical. However, as one
informant noted, it is not easy ·'to accommodate a ll those different learning sty les and
people with different histori es" . One informant suggested that everyone invol ved in
working w ith immigrants and refugees must remember that they are working w ith "adults
[who] are quite capable of making the ir own decisions, whether or not [workers] agree
with the ir decis ions or not". A nother informant suggested people' s "self-esteem and
worth" are necessary cons iderations. Teachers must acknowledge that they are teaching
adults w ho have previous life and learning experiences a nd remember they are often
proficie nt in many languages (James, 2000, p. 42). As one informant noted, Eng lish is
just an add itional language and it is the "communication piece" at this point in time. As
Willinsky ( 1998) aptly stated, it is not "the only medium of inte lligible communication"
(p. 208). Eng lish is but one means of comm unication. Cummins (200 l b) argued that it is
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important that educators are aware of " the linguistic, c ultural and intellectua l resources
[students] bring from their homes to our schools and societies" (p. 20). LINC teachers
work with culturally diverse groups and may sometimes have as many different cultures
as students (Fleming, 1998; James, 2000). Gormley and Gill (2007) suggested that it is
possible that LINC learners can be v iewed as a "generic group of people with some very
general characteristics" but it is not an accurate reflection of the individua ls they are with
their unique needs, goals and personalities (p. 9). As one informant commented,

we ll you have students who the only things they have in common is learning
English. T hey are all ages, all dispositions a nd you are putting them in the
classroom, one room , that structure, it is hard. Some of them, especially th is
population you are dealing with, you don ' t really know where they are coming
from , w hat they are go ing through and to expect them to sit and learn a ll the same.
It is really hard.
T his one s ize fi ts all approach to education is often part of the design of institutional
curricula and programs in which there is little consideration of the diversity of those
being taught. Undoubtedly, different pedagogical approaches mi ght be required.
Certainly, as one informa nt noted, "classroom stuff might not be the best for some of
them" . This was a recurring theme throughout the research. However, if a particular
approach does not work, it is too often seen as an individual rather than a systemic
problem. While teachers may attempt to deal w ith students on an indi vidua l basis and
recognize the diversity w ithin their class, they are limi ted in what they can do. A
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consideration of alternative approaches and programs may be required to effectively
respond to all students' needs.

Many of the informants noted the importance and necessity of community invo lvement
for learners:

I think it is good to get out into the community.

Because of the constraints of funding we have certainly [decreased] the number of
excursions that students might have gone to before and I think that was an
important part of their education, to go to these places .. .

Taking students out on field trips, giving them the o pportunity to participate in
cultural events, we used to do that one time to a certain extent. We don' t anymo re
because there are transportation issues, money issues, insurance issues and that
kind of thing.

Informants noted that, in addition to being a learning experience, the importance of such
experie nces is making contact with people in the local community and fee li ng a part of
that community. If people are go ing to stay in Newfound la nd and Labrador, then maki ng
them aware of their community is essentia l.

One informant noted there is a continuum of needs, and fl exibility is a positive aspect of
the progra m. She further added that the expertise of the instructor, especiall y in the area
of ES L, cannot be di scounted w hen teaching this program. The importance of the
knowledge and expertise of working with this particular demographic was noted by many
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informants. Fleming ( 1998) maintained that " in order to ensure quality of ESL
instruction, policy-makers, program administrators, and curriculum developers must
support measures that enhance instructor autonomy" (p. 3 1). While flexibility can be
posi tive, one informant felt that because there is no mandated curriculum it can be prone
to wasting time. Furthermore, as an informant noted, the lack of direction tends to be
somewhat frustrating for " teachers who [were] used to teaching a [set] program.
According to Fleming ( 1998), teachers can be frustrated w ith the lack of preparation time
despite the freedom to choose activ ities and resources for the classroom (p. 3 1).
Similarly, local informants noted lack of preparation time as an issue for them.

According to many informants, the complexity of students' li ves is a key issue of wh ic h
teachers must be acutely aware, so as one informant o bserved, "they try to meet the social
needs of the client not just their academic needs as well" . Although students may be
highly motivated, there are many issues that can affect their participation in the LINC
program and their work w ithin the classroom. Informants provided pertinent descriptions
of some of these concerns in the following comments:

There is a lot of change happening w ith our clientele. It is not like everyth ing is
settled in [their lives] and now [they] go to school. There' s a w ho le bunch of
things that are happening, settle ment, family things, fam ilies partially here, not
here.
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When they come he re they are not thinking about adverbs, adjecti ves and
pronouns. T hey are thinking a bo ut where is m y life go ing and I' m not sure how
we can address that.

I think the biggest challenge is the social issues that students have to deal w ith.
Most of our clients are very motivated- they want to learn English.
Unfortunately, some people get weighed down w ith housing proble ms, medical
problems, and many j ust want to have a j ob. When those things are on the ir m ind
it is reall y diffic ult fo r the m to foc us on language learnin g.

It is too much to assume that people can arrive in a new country and easil y settle into a
routine of a " norma l" life after many years of li v ing in extreme ly diffi cult circumstances.
Furthermore, to assume that people necessarily want to attend school needs to be
reconside red. One informant felt that " many of the young men just want to work and
some of the m aren' t students really" . Another ma intained that, the be lief for many is that
you wo rk and you work hard; it not acceptab le to sit back and not work. Many informants
suggested that the need for employment is one of the key factors that can impact school
attendance and hence language learning. As one info rmant noted, "the thought of com ing
to school is good but they may have press ing demands fro m the ir home countries".
Help ing prov ide financia l support for famil ies in the ir home countries is an expectation
fo r many people. Accord ing to a report by Goss G il roy (2005) the financial pressure is
one of the key reasons w hy refugees in particular are una ble to attend language programs
regularly and may even leave completely.
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Language Learning: The Implications
One of the main goals of the UNC program is to aid the integration of immigrants and
refugees into Canadian society. However, Cleghorn (2000) suggests,

... the symbolic values associated with learning ' a language' are weighty. The
path that leads to ' integration' through ESL instruction is littered with issues of
identity, race and ethnicity and assimilation that makes becoming ' integrated ' a
much more complicated journey. (p. 53)

According to McFadyen (2008, as cited in La Morgia, 20 II), " language is a core element
in the expression and preservation of cultural identity" (p. 13).

It is an essential part of

one' s being and it cannot be separated from who one is (Corbett, 20 I Oa; Wit Iinsky,
1998). Furthermore, essential to maintaining identity and ethnicity is the preservation of
family and inter-generational connections. Cummins (200 I b) maintained that loss of a
first language undermines family communication. The language of home and identity is
key to preserving connections and communication within generations and " ... loss of a
primary language, particularly when it is the only language spoken by parents, can be
very costly to the children, their fami Iies a nd societies" (Wong Fillmore, 1991 , p. 323).
Yet Cleghorn (2000) asserted that lingu istic, raci a l and eth nic diversity are often seen as
problems to be solved and the solution is " lingui stic homogeneity" (p. 51). Similarly,
Berry (2007) contended that, " ... racial integration still means ass imilation into the
·standards ' designated by Whiteness" (p. 27).
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Cummins (200 I b) noted, that if students are not accepted for who they are there is less
chance of having their active participation in the classroom. This is true of at all levels of
education, including adults. Cummins (200 I b) further asserted that an affirmation of
people's lingui stic and cultural capital is a rejecti on of the 'negative attitudes and
ignorance about divers ity ... " (p. 20). It validates people and suggests they have a
contribution to make. If we become aware of w hat people from other cultures have to
offer rather than seeing them as a " problem to be so lved, the cultural lingui stic and
intellectual capital of our societies will increase dramatically" (Cummins, 200 l b, p. 20).

Thus, denying people their language and their culture is denying the ir identity. A young
First Nations woman in Canada commented that " many of her people had been forced to
sever ties with their language and culture through mechanisms such as residential
schools" (Champions for children and youth, 20 II , p. 8). The result for her personally
was that she would never know her lan guage. She encouraged young immigrant youth to
remember where they came from and to ensure they taught their ch ildren the ir language.

However, there is often conflict between maintaining, or losing, one ' s first language and
the desire and necessity to learn the language of the new country (Cummins, 200 l a, p. 2).
As Willinsky ( 1998) very poignantly noted,

languages are not lost by acc ident or unw illing ly fo rsaken. T hey give way to other
des ires, desires to join and be heard in other conversations, which left us happy
enough to leave behind the accent and inflection of o ur former history and
geography. (p. 190)
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Certainly teachers believe that for students to learn English, and in so do ing to adjust and
integrate into Canadian society, is a demonstration of success. As Si lan (2003)
suggested, " .. . the acquisition of new skills and know ledge [is] only to be placed in the
profit column" (pp. 263 -264). However, there is a multiplicity of issues around language
learning, especially for second language learners. It is crucial to understand how highly
conflicted lives can become as a result of language learning and language loss. Policy
makers, educators and immigrant serving organizations have to be aware of and
respons ive to the possible demands placed on individuals through li teracy and language
learning.

Undoubtedly, success in a new country is desirable and necessary. According to Garc ia
( 1995, as cited in Mc Daid, 20 II), there is some ev idence to contest the necessity of
·' lingui stic ass imilation" for economic success (p. 19). He points to the success of many
Cuban-Americans w ho have not linguistically ass imilated. Nevertheless, the necessity of
learn ing the language that immigrants will use for schoo l and work is undi sputable
(W illinsky, 1998). Inab ility to communicate in the new language compounds problems
and makes life much more difficult both socially and culturally for refugees (Friere,
1990). The acquisiti on of the new la nguage is a form of empowerment that helps lead to
independe nce. As Williams (2005) suggested " .. . access to power and financi al security
[is what) many ma rgina lized students want from education and literacy" (p. 346).
However, the new language should not come at the loss of former languages; it does not
have to be an either/or situation. Nepal (2008) indicated that be ing a ble to maintain "dual
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identities" where both operate as ''equals" is an integral part of successful settlement and
integration in a new culture (p. 74).

Cleghorn (2000) contended that the acquisition of language skills does not necessarily
mean "access to resources" (p. 57). Dunbar (2008, as cited in MacDaid, 20 II) indicated
that for immigrants from Africa living in Ireland the key barrier to gaining employment is
·'ethnic background or perceived racial identity"(p. 19) as opposed to their proficiency in
the language. As Frideres (2007) reminded us, " white teachers have to take seriously
trying to understand what it means for people of colour to live in a rac ialized world" (p.
51).

A key part of the immigration plan for 1991 - 1995 was " to help immigrants and
Canadians to learn more about each other" (EIC, 1990, p. 15). However, James (2000)
noted that in the UNC curriculum guidelines little focus is given to learning about the
other cultures in the UNC classroom (p. 47). Finding a balance between providing
information about the new culture, while at the same time recognizing the cultural values
and beliefs of immigrants, is crucial. Cummins (200 l b) suggested that if the language
and culture of students is not recognized then ultimately they are denied an essential part
of who they are (pp.l9-20).

In this scenario, there is a potential for loss for both teacher

and students. James (2000) noted that

[t]his loss might occur in adult ESL classrooms when the cultures and background
experiences of learners are not considered. It may be easy to get caught up
foc usi ng on the L2 culture, and trying to help learners to find ways to fit in. If
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this is done to the exclusion of the learners' cultures, however a potentially rich
teaching a nd learning resource may go unnoticed. (p. 47)

Recognition of cultural and linguistic diversity and a pos itive attitude toward learners and
their culture is essential to successful learning (Gardner & Lambert, 1959 as cited in
James, 2000; Ludwig, 2003). It is important for educators and po licymakers to
understand " what it means to teach English" (W illinsky, 1998, p, 207) and to reflect o n
whether they value and support linguistic diversity and he lp students to find w here they
be long in this country.

Conclusion
The expansion and professio nalization ofthe LINC program is reflected at the local level.
One informant suggested the expans ion of the LINC program and the educational aspect
of the organization has changed the focus from settlement. It is her contention that too
much ofthe focus is the school as opposed to settlement. However, another informant
noted ·' ... the LINC program [is] first and fo remost a settlement program ... it [is] linked to
the settlement needs of imm igrants" . T he focus on language training reflects the changes
in attitudes towards immigratio n and immigration policy. Indeed both at the federal and
provincial level attracting immigrants for econom ic reasons has increased signi ficant ly.

Language education is important to econom ic integration. In 2007, Shawn Skinner, then
provincial Minister of HRLE, suggested that "the primary objective of the immigration
strategy is to foster econom ic development" (Government of Newfoundland and
Labrador, 2007). T hus government invo lvement in immigration and an interest in
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attracting immigrants to fill skills shortages appears to have become a key focus. The
programs are focused on getting people into the workforce thus no longer requiring
government assistance. Therefore, the government has become much more interested in
assisting with employment related issues. The delivery of labour market services has
become a key aspect of settlement and integration. The growth and expansion of the
employment centre of the Association for New Canadians will be discussed in chapter
SIX.
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Chapter Six
Employment
Introduction
The e mployment div ision, as w ith other areas of the ANC, has grown exponentia lly since
its inception. Initially, the· prov ision of employment services was limited in scope and
serv ices were delivered with short-term fundin g. Accord ing to informants the ANC did
no t offer any fo rmal employment programs initially. Currently, AX IS Career Serv ices,
the employment divi sio n of the ANC, provides a wide range of emplo yment programs
and career services to ass ist immigrants, refugees and other newcome rs in Newfoundland
and Labrador. AXIS prov ides assistance for the following groups: permanent residents,
prov incial no minees and their sponsors, families of international students, international
medical graduates (IMGs) and the ir families, internationally educated health
professionals (IEHPs) and their families, and o thers who choose to li ve in Newfound land
and Labrador (AXIS Career Services, 20 12). A ccording to the Ontario Counc il of
Agenci es Servi ng Immigrants (OCAS I) (2 01 2) empl oyment serv ices fo r immi grants and
refugees a re accessed mainl y thro ugh o rgani zatio ns that serve thi s populati o n. Labour
market integration is a key aspect of settlement and integration and the importance of
labour market integratio n fo r a ll immigrants has been recognized at all levels of
government.

Employment Services: The Beginning
Acco rding to informants the ANC has been offeri ng some fo rm of employment assistance
since around 1987. Prior to this, the A NC did not provide employment services and
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Federal government depariments were respons ible for employment and labour market
integration for immigrants. Newspaper reports suggested that in August, 1987 the
organization ran a "Job Finding Club" (King, 1988, p.l8) that was funded by EIC.
Contracts for Job Finding Clubs continued and according to Foster (as cited in Winter,
1989), these initial contracts were a response to the difficulties had by many new
immigrants finding employment in Newfoundland. As informants indicated, initial
contracts provided funding only for a period of about three months and support was
largely through attempts to assist with resume writing and job seeking. One informant
noted, " ... these early job finding clubs ... would have two facilitators and six to eight
clients". An informant suggested that up to 1993, this was the extent of employment
support provided by the ANC.

Initial expansion of the employment sector coincided with the introduction of the LINC
program. In 1993 the research and development of the Labour Market Language
Training (LMLT) program was a new and important initiative. Both LINC and LMLT
were national programs and were offered side by side under EIC (Social Research and
Demonstration Corporation, 2002). According to an informant the research and
development of the LM LT program took place in 1993 and in 1994 this program was
implemented to facilitate communications for work. Howeve r, informants suggested that
in 1995 there were significant developments in terms of securing fundin g and expansion
of programs in the employment sector of the ANC. At this time with increased funding
the ANC was established (AXIS Career Services, 20 12).
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Expansion of Programs and Services
Informants suggested that in the mid to late 1990's many of the refugee claimants, who
had arrived previously, eventually received permanent resident status and could avail of
services offered by the AN C. The large numbers of refugee claimants had a significant
impact on all areas of the organization. As informants have suggested, the refugee
claimants were highly educated and needed program s to respond to their needs. One
informa nt remarked that most of the newcomers avai ling of employment services in the
late 1990s had post secondary education. Boyd (2009) noted that compared with those
arriving prev iously, immigrants who arrived in the period of 1996 - 2006 had higher
levels of education .

According to one informant, " [in the latter part of 1996] given the growing numbers of
newcomers who were seeking employment and the complexity of issues, [the ANC]
began a pre-employment readiness program". She further added, "these programs were
developed to facilitate newcomers accessing and effectively competing in the local labour
market, while reinforcing self confidence and encouraging the local business sector to tap
into the ava ilable talent of Internationally Trained Workers (ITWs)". In this same year
the following programs were introduced: a five week vo lunteer work placement

(Employment Plus - Skills on Change); pre-employment ski lls and development training;
a work placement component; a counseling component; and Test of English for
International Communication (TOE IC) and TOEFL preparation courses.
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The establishment ofthe CCNI in 1998 was a local initiative ofthe empl oyment
divi sion
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.

The CCNI is made up of various stakeholders including provincial, federal ,

and municipal governments as well as the universi ty and various others. An informant
stated that a key item on their agenda was the establishment of an immigration policy that
they worked to initiate. She further remarked that one of the turning points was a
presentation " prepared for three provincial min isters on the value of immigration and the
need for an immigration strategy". One criticism of this committee is that it is not seen as
being " inclusive" as the ANC is the only community representative. The suggestion is
that the ANC " does not represent all aspects of immigration and immigrants" (Goss
G ilroy Inc. 2005, p. 54).

As mentioned in the previous chapter, in 2000 the language school and the employment
centre of the ANC moved to a new location which enabled the provision of more
programs and serv ices. These serv ices included add itional skills development trai n ing,
job coaching and j ob maintenance, expanded bridge to work programs and the
establishment of a new entreprene urial program. Accord ing to an inform ant, in 2004 "the
employment divi s ion undertook a new strategic direction and began a rebranding process
to promote the program a nd serv ices in the community". Thus, AXIS Career Services
was established. An informant stated that, at this point more staff was hired to deliver
additional programs and serv ices to meet the parti cular needs of a larger and increasingly
diverse clientele . From 2007 to 2009, AX IS led a provincial employer feas ibility study
that was funded by the Foreign Credent ia l Recognition initiative. There were two phases
44
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of this study: Phase I: The Integration ofImmigrants into the Newfoundland and

Labrador Worliforce and Phase II : Taking Action: Connect Immigrants with
Opportunities. According to an informant, the FCR recommendations resulted in the
launch of three new initiati ves. These included a skills matching database, a new website
(AXlScareers.net) and a 12 week Internship Placement Program ( IPP). Informants noted
that AXIS is connected to various, provincial and national, committees, boards and
organizations. As one informant said, "we a re linked to community partners through the
Community Career and Employment Partnership Program (CCEPP) as well as through a
wide range of community and prov incial stakeholders and [we] are funded by multiple
partners" . She further noted that through CCEPP, AXIS is " ... one of twenty partners in a
community partnership e mployability model. . . " . CCEPP was established in 2008 by the
provincial government a nd it connects com munity based agenc ies that deliver career and
employment programs and services on the Ava lon45 (CCEP P, 20 I 0). One informant
noted this is a considerable benefit as it prov ides immigrants w ith access to a range of
agencies with expertise in different areas to deal with specific needs.

AX IS is also connected to the Atlantic Region Association of Immigrant Serving
Agenc ies (ARA ISA). ARA ISA, established in 1994, is an umbrella association of
immigrant serv ing organ izations in the Canad ian Atlantic Region: New Brunswick,
ewfoundla nd and Labrador, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island (ANC, 20 I 0).
Nationally, AX IS is connected to the Canad ia n Immigrant Settlement Sector A llia nce -
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Alliance Candienne du Sector de I'Establissement des immigrants (CISSA/ACSEI), a
pan-national settlement group that includes both provincial and national organizations
(The Alliance of Sector Councils, n.d.). An informant noted that increased partici pation
in national conferences is invaluable as it results in "active partic ipation" on committees,
working groups and other initiatives that enable the sharing of ideas with other settlement
agencies.

In the past three years AXIS has assisted " ITWs to complete language proficiency
examinations, licensure examinations courses, [and] registrations for regul ators
membership ... " through the Immigrant Inte rest Free Small Loans Program. These loans
provide funding up to $5000. The Immigrant Access Fund (lA F) (20 12) provides
similar funding and as was noted, this recognizes that many newcomers do not have the
financi a l means to pay for licensing and accred itation in their particular field. Thu s it puts
people one step closer to achieving successful labour market integration and being ab le to
use the skill s and expertise they already have.
In 2010 some of the funding for programs and services, offered by AX IS, was devolved
to the province ofNL under the new Labour Market Development Agreements (LMDA).
These agreements are designed to " .. . enable provinces and territories to design, deliver
and manage skills and employment programs for unemployed Canadians . .. " (H uman
Resources and Skill s Development Canada (HRSDC), 20 12).

In 20 12 the Employment Cou nse lling Program was expanded to support newcomers who
li ve and settle througho ut Newfoundland and Labrador. A key part of this expans ion was
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the introduction of e-employment/career counselling. As one informant commented,
·'now we are really providing services for the whole province" . She further added that " if
someone comes to Labrador tomorrow the Office of Immigration and Multiculturalism
will give them our email or contact and they will call or e-mail and we' ll figure out the
plan for that person. That is the service we are expected to provide" .

The AXIS Career Services division currently offers a broad range of programs and
services (AXIS, 20 12). As one informant stated, "today we work with over 400 job
seekers, a team of nine practitioners and a full suite of programs and services [and] we
provide services to a very wide range of newcomers from over 60 countries with varying
education and skill backgrounds from post graduate to lower level skill occupations" . In
terms of labour market preparation one informant noted that there is "a real cross section
of clients" . The diverse nature ofthe clientele with a broad range of needs means that
programs and services must be continually revi sed and changed to respond to those
availing of the services. As one informant indicated, the " ... programs thi s year do not
look like the programs last year [and] ... delivery models are not the same". Informants
in all areas of settlement service and programming within the organization noted the
effect of the changing source countries and the changing clientele. According to one
informant, having the connection to various community partners allows for the
employment division to better address clients' needs as they can access additional
services through these associations.
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Emp loyment is a crucial issue for a ll immigrants. One informant remarked that, ·
·'employment is abso lutely the sine qua non for integration for most immigrants" . A
study by OCASl (20 12) suggested that ·'[n]early two-thirds of the respondents identified
employment as their highest concern". Similarly, an informant noted the importance of
employment for immigrants and refugees: ·'everyone that I have ever spoken to, for all
the years I have been working [at the ANC], they want to work" . Papillon (2002, as cited
in C larke, 2009) states that one disadvantage, for refugees, is limited financial and social
resources. This is a crucial issue for the ANC as it is primarily providing services for
GARs. Many informants noted the pressure on people to enter the work force . One
informant summed it up in the following way: "[the pressure] puts a lot of the clients into
a position where they want to try a lot of things before they are actually ready to integrate
into the work force ... in that way it becomes such a challenge .. . " . Another informant
remarked, this support is not necessarily a "demand" but " it is a practice" for those who
may be a little more financia lly secure to ass ist [family members] who are less so. For
many people the need and desire to support one 's family is important in terms of selfesteem, dignity and se lf-worth. Immigrants and refugees have many responsibilities and
commitments and both language education and employment are important for integration.
Economic demands weigh heavy on the choices they have to make and it is evident that it
is not a black and white issue. There is a need to provide flexibi lity in programming and
services that better meets their needs.

The evolution of programs and services at the ANC has been influe nced by national
developments as we ll as federal government polic ies and programs. The growth and
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deve lopment in thi s sector is ev idence of the increased focus on immigration and
immigration po licy as well as develo pments w ithin the settlement sector. The need fo r
newcomers to fill skill s shortages has resulted in more focus on addressing the issue of
labour market integration and employment generally. A number of informants recognized
the impact of increased government involvement and interest in immigration a nd
immigration re lated issues. One informant commented, " l think the government of
Canada has been making great strides in trying to he lp the newcomer progress through
English and he lp them meet the ir needs in te rms of getting a j o b". Labour market
integration is a vital pa rt of settlement and integration.

The employment centre has grown because of increased funding and the development of
pa rtnerships. As one informant noted, " we had to do a lot of marketing, a lot of build ing
awareness to let the community know our clients were here" . According to the Social
Researc h and Demonstration Corporati on (2002) strong employer relations are critical to
the fac ilitation of refugee j ob placement. Similarly, an info rmant fo r th is research
suggested that "empl oyer engagement is an important piece of[ the] work" .

Newfoundland and Labrador has had an inc reasingly strong economy in recent years.
Strong growth in employment in 20 I 0 and 20 II has " resulted in provinc ial employment
levels recovering from recession re lated losses recorded in 2009 .. . " (Government of
Newfoundla nd and Labrador, 20 II , p. 9). As a result of hi gh levels of outm igration prior
to 2009, there was a sixteen year population decline (Government ofNewfound land and
La brador, 20 II ). Due to increased e mployment opportunities and a much stronger
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economy, increased levels of net in-migration in 2009 and 20 l 0 were expected to
continue in 2012 thus increasing population levels (Government of Newfoundland and
Labrador, 20 I I). As one informant suggested, "the whole climate has changed because
of the positive economic growth in NL ... and ... public perception is more open and
welcoming to immigrants". Furthermore when there are job shortages and people are
anxious about their own economic s ituation they are not as open to immigrants. However,
the government is actively recruiting for immigrants in the ski lled-worker class to he lp
with labour shortages (Government ofNewfoundland and Labrador, 2008).
Papillon (2002, as cited in C larke, 2009) suggests that, compared to this class, refugees
may be at a disadvantage. T he increased Government focus on skilled-workers and the
business class may not necessaril y benefit the majority of the GA Rs that the ANC serves.
However, C IC (20 II) stated that it is committed to maintaining Canada's humani tarian
role while still responding to the needs of the labo ur market . One informant for th is
research suggested that there is concern that the Government may attempt to have private
sponsors for GARs and the ma in focus for Government w ill be on other types of
immigrants. Nevertheless, the ANC, including the employment divi sion, has benefitted
from both the more active role the Provincial Government has taken in imm igration
related issues and the o pening of a provincial immigration office.

T he growth and expansion of the employment division is a refl ection of an awareness of
the necessity to fund programs and serv ices that help immigrants w ith economic
integration. Increasing numbers of immigrants are coming to Canada as it seeks to fi ll
labour market shortages. Increasingly more w ill be required to fill these shortages as the
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baby boomer generation reaches retirement age (Alexander, 20 12). According to
Alexander (20 12) many of the current programs are desi gned to address short-term
issues. The current federal Conservative government has been criticized for placing too
much emphasis on short term ga ins and in so doing making Canada ''a less welcoming
environment for immigrants and refugees" (Levitz, 2012, para. 3). Similar to other areas
of settlement and integration, there has to be a commitment in the employment sector to
providing programs that address long-term issues.

As the discussion in this and prev ious c hapters demonstrates, the ANC offers integrated
serv ice de livery w he reby it provides assistance in the three areas of settle ment, language
training, and employment. T his integrated delivery offers clients the advantage of be ing
able to access all services from one organizatio n, even if not from under one roof. Yet,
there is de bate a bo ut thi s approach to service delivery, as w ill be outlined in the following
concluding section.

Integrated Service Delivery
The Association for New Canadia ns has an integrated service delivery approach. The
term refers to a mode l of program and service delivery that combines three distinct
sectors within one organization; that is, settlement serv ices, language training and
employment programs and services. Shan (2009, as cited in Tilson, 20 I 0) contended that
its goal is to offer an " innovative, responsive and ho listic approach" to settlement and
integration for both immigrants and refugees (p. 3). Accord ing to C lutterbuck, Lords,
Earle, Sq uire and Cramer (20 I 0), both clients and workers benefit from this model w ith
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enhanced service delivery in terms of both efficiency and effectiveness. Similarly, most
informants agree the approach is beneficial for both staff and cl ients. One informant
remarked that,

in a fiscally constrained environment, having fully resourced Settlement and
Adaptation, ES L and Career and Employment programs and services in a
centralized area allows for streamlining programs and services, as well as sharing
infrastructure costs resulting in greater efficiencies. Additionally, it allows
participants easy and flex ible access to a wide range of on-site services.

An informant suggested the value and benefit of this approach, has been recognized by
other immigrant serving agencies across Canada and many are considering its
implementation. According to another informant, "one of the things the [ANC] has that
makes it stand out is ... the complete range of programs" under the one umbrella. One
informant suggested that while there are critics of this approach in her view it has both
positive a nd negative aspects, a point reiterated by severa l other informants.

A positi ve aspect of this a pproach noted by many informants was the ease of access to a
wide range of services. Immigrant serving agenc ies in larger cities where services are
divided among various organizations report that immigrants and refugees experience a
great deal of difficulty in trying to access the serv ices required. C lutterbuck et a l. (20 l 0)
suggested that,

the process of settlement becomes inconvenient, time consuming and very costly,
especially when someone has just arrived and may be economically unstable, may
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not speak fluent Engl ish, if any, and is unaware of how to navigate the Region's
various systems : transit, health care, education, etc. These factors are further
complicated by the fact that services are often confusing. Newcomers do not
necessaril y know where they need to go, or in what order, or even what m ight be
ava ilable to them. (p. 38)

The integrated service delivery model was named as a best practice according to "several
witnesses" in a Report of the Standing Committee on C itizenship and Immigration
(T il son, 20 I 0, p. 3). Similarly, informants noted the multiple benefits of this approach.
As one informant suggested, because settlement workers are part of the ANC, they are
often in the schoo l and " [c lients] can get help with settlement issues at the schoo l and
therefore hopefull y miss less class time". Furthermore, one informant noted, because the
schoo l and employment centre are at the same location, it means " [clients] can a lso
access work related classes to facil itate a smoothe r transition from school to work.
Another advantage of the integrated serv ice delivery mode l is that it provides a sense of
connection among clients and workers. One informant commented:
we have a variety of ways that we try to address the needs of newcomers and
share informati on to try to he lp them. So there are a number of internal
committees in place across the organization so that there is a meeting to talk about
if somebody transitions from settlement into the language trai ning program; there
is communication and lots of support there. It is a rea ll y organized, holistic
approach to serv ice de livery.
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Similarly an informant stated that it is "more helpful for the student to feel connectednot isolated" . According to suggestions made by LINC learners across Canada, they felt
that by staying with the one service provider it allowed for more "'consistency" in their
lives and in program deli very (CIC Website, 2011). Informants felt this connection
allows staff members to have a better understanding of clients' issues and concerns and
enables staff members to work together to address these matters. Accordin g to
informants, the key aspect of the integrated model is that it allows for a much more
holistic approach and works in the best interests of the indi vidual. One informant
suggested that" . . . because we work so closely with the newcomer, because we see them
when they first arrive, where they are with their language, where they are w ith their needs
in terms of attachment to the labo ur market. Working closely like this on the frontline
yo u know what the needs are" .

Another stated, " .. . such knowledge gives us a broader base to assess how our students
are doing overall" . Likewise, an informant noted it is " ... helpful for the settlement
worker to realize how [a] problem may be affecting schoo l" . As wel l, a number of
informants fe lt it does a llow for a more efficient and cost effective operation. Accord ing
to one informant this effic iency allows for problems to be dealt with in "a timelier
ma nner" .
However, the re can be negative aspects to this approach as we ll. Informants suggested
that an integrated service delivery mode l can work well but it has limitations if an
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individual has problems with an organization. If it is the only organ ization in town there
is no alternative if problems arise with that organization. One informant suggested that,

this umbrella can and does have some benefits, but problems present themselves
if the individuals looking for help fall o ut of favo ur for whatever reason with the
ANC. If this happens the newcomers have now here else to turn. I'm sure you've
hea rd of cases like this. Monopolies are not always benevolent.

Similarly, another informant felt that ifthere is a problem with clients, " . .. perhaps
another organizati on could look at them in a different way ... ''. One informant suggested
that servic ing GARs requires working with people who have " issues" . There needs to be
a match between both clientele and personnel. It is her be lief that this requires staff w ho
are committed to and want to explore a lternative ways of providing the necessary
supports and services for thi s clientele. She further contends that more support is
required for GARs in terms of labour market integration. A counter-agency may be able
to provide alternative serv ices.

According to most informants the integrated approach can work we ll as long as everyone
is working together and there is contact within the various areas of the organization .
However many informants commented on the need for more interaction as the fo llowing
statements suggest:

as long as everyone is working we ll together, perhaps the one stop serv ice is an
efficient model, but when one department is not ab le to communicate w ith
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another department, perhaps it falls short of 'good ' and is perhaps not serving
immigrants optimally .

. . . even though we are under one roof. .. we do not always know w hat the othe r
groups are doing .

.. . there is still too big a gap between the employment side and the language
side ... I don ' t think we have enough interaction there.

Conclusion
Certainly, communication among the three sectors of the organization and among staff
members can be an issue. While informants felt there were benefits with an integrated
approach, some suggested that there is not always enough interaction between the school
and the settleme nt workers. This approach does have multiple benefits for both cl ients
and workers alike. It facilitates a smoother running of the organization and provides more
convenience and easier access for clients. As one informant indicated, " a key component
of hav ing an effective one-stop model is to ensure that there are quality services and
strong leadership to advance continuous innovati ve and collaborative partnerships to
better serve the immigrant community" . Ultimate ly, the aim is to provide service that is
mo re effective and helpful to the immigrant community.

In the next and final chapter of the thesis I wi ll discuss some of the issues and concerns
that have ari sen from this research and present a series of recommendations related to
these areas.
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Chapter 7
Recommendations
·'And we cannot do this if a ll the effort is concentrated on the immigrant, without
concentrating w ith equal force on the ability of Canada to make this happen. Otherwise, it
is like the unheard sound, of one hand clapping" (Omidvar, 200 l , p. 4).

Introduction
The Association for New Canadians provides a w ide-range of programs and services fo r
immigrants and refugees. According to a report by Goss Gilroy Incorporated (2005),
·'[the organization] tailor[s] services to the needs of individuals within program
guide lines. Programming is delivered through linkages with mainstream service
providers and community volunteers" (p. ii). The ANC serves a diverse group of people
with a multiplicity of needs. According to the Canad ian Council fo r Refugees ( 1998)
although "settlement services are a kind of social service, [it is) .... one where the need
derives from the external s ituation rather than the ' neediness' of the client" (Sett lement
Serv ices Today section, para. l ). Many immigrants have been forced to make radical
lifestyle changes because of situations over which they have no control (Intercultural
Association of Greater Vancouver, 2007). However, Montgomery et a l (200 I, as c ited in
Nepal, 2008) reminded us that " ... they are not simply victims of a world gone wrong;
they are actors in their own history" (p. 80). One young imm igrant resented the fact that,
·' 'when you say you ' re a refugee or immigrant, people treat you like you ' re somehow
damaged ' " (Champions for Children and Youth: The BC Summit, 2011 , p. 6.) However,
people who are new to a country can be vu lnerable and open to exploitation when they
have limi ted new language skills and little understanding of the new culture. Settlement
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organizations and immigrant serving agencies must ensure that people receive the
necessary supports and services to avoid mistreatment and to successfull y settle in the
new society (CCR, 2000; Omidvar & Richmond, 2003).

The diverse population the ANC serves is evident in one informant' s comment about the
UNC program. She stated, "when you think of the o lder folks that come, moms with
young children, and the young folks who have never been to school and are straight out
of refugee camps ... it doesn 't suit them all, how could it possibly?" A one size fits all
approach cannot possibly work. The need for a range of programs and services to
support this diversity is applicable to a ll areas of settlement service. However, as one
informant suggested, " I don 't think we ' ll ever get to the fu ll needs of the people" .
Similarly, another noted, "we are not doing everything; there are gaps for sure. There are
things outside our control. But I think there are tremendous supports in place". Personal
and systemic barriers must be considered as we ll (Goss Gi lroy Incorporated, 2005, p. ii).

Many informants noted the organization is attempting to do all it can w ith the financial
and human resources available. Handford and Tan (2003) suggested that a lack of " core
funding [means] executive directors and others are stretched beyond their capacity"
("Code of Good Practice," section, para. 2). As one informant remarked, " [much]
probably depends on the finances of the government and how much they want to put into
immigration and language support" . He further added the government is only willing to
provide a certain amount of financial support. Securing adequate funds is a barrier faced
by immigrant serv ing agenc ies in the prov ision of appropriate programs and services
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(CCR, 2000; Omidvar & Richardson, 2003). Funding is provided through various
agencies for the settlement sector; however, it is seen first and foremost as a federal
government responsibility. Funding, therefore, is somewhat restricted except for that
which the federal government provides (Handord & Tan, 2003). Thus, there is a need for
a firm funding base. The following are recommendations or areas for consideration that
have arisen out of this research, the realization of which is, undoubtedly, dependent on an
increased financial commitment.

Immigrants
Seniors
Informants noted both the provision of adequate services and the need for alternative
programming for seniors as areas of concern. One informant remarked, "the senior
citizen clients have different needs so this could be [an] area of change" . It has been
well-documented that adjusting to life in a new and unknown environment creates
particular social needs for seniors (Durst, 2005 , as cited in Bernhard, Hyman & Tate,
20 I 0, p. 71 ; Gurunge & Santos, 2008). One informant proposed that,
... what older people need is the chance to socialize, not onl y to learn English. But
they mainly need to be able to speak English and they really don ' t need to spend a
lot of time learning their ABCs . . . a lot of them just want to be able to talk to
somebody. I don ' t know maybe they just need conversation classes and that is
something that [the organization] could look at.
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Kilbride, Farrell, DiSanto and Sadeghi (20 I 0) in a study of issues facing senior
immigrant women, found that socialization and conversation with other senior Canadians
was key in terms of language learning. Similarly one informant commented, " .. . it must
be very hard for [the older people] to sit [in a classroom]. I wonder how much they are
getting out of it. They are getting out of the house" . Often the onl y socia lization senior
immigrants have is through English classes (Kenny & lhor, 2002, as cited in Ricento,
Cervatiuc, MacMillan & Masoodi, 2008).

Providing opportunities to engage w ith the

community, espec ially other seniors, is necessary. Alternative approaches and venues for
learning Eng lish mi ght be considered depending on age, background and future goals of
the individual. One informant suggested that, "classroom stuff might not be the best for
some [people]. Maybe if they were in a work place just to get them out [it wou ld be
better]".

Employment

Various informants felt that often people just want to work as opposed to attending
language c lasses. If immigrants are indeed "actors in their own hi story" (Montgomery et
a l., 200 I, as cited in Nepal, 2008), does the government decide what is best or is it an
individual choice? T here are important socio-cultural cons iderations for settle ment
organizations that are dealing w ith di verse populations. Informants stated that many
immi grants are frustrated because they need and want to support fam ilies sti ll liv ing in
their first countries. Moreover, as one informant noted, it is a part of how they
demonstrate respect and concern for those w ho require the ir ass istance. According to an
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informant the stress of having to work " . .. puts a lot of the clients into a position where
they want to try a lot of things before they are actually ready to integrate into the work
force and ... other sectors, [including] education. In that way it becomes such a challenge
to try and meet [their needs] or to try to convince the immigrant that this is what he [or
she] needs for now". This might be alleviated as one informant noted " if we had a little
hi gher income in the inco me support program [and] less stress on them with regard to
working". According to the Ontario Ministry of Finance (20 12), the need for additional
support is characteristic of refugees as compared w ith other classes of immigrants as the ir
needs are more complex (Recent Trends in Immigration section, para. 8; Vineberg,
20 12). The hi gh proportion of immigrants in the refugee class necessitate that local
programs and se rv ices designed to support with settlement and employment must focus
on the " unique challenges" of this demographic (Coombs-Thome & Warre n, 2007, p.
22).

Credentials: Recognition/Equivalency
While immigrants need a nd want to work, one barrier they often confront is credential
recognition (Houle & Yssaad, 20 10). One informant suggested that, " ... qualifications is
an issue and we should somehow find a better so lution for qualified people so they are
able to go to work faster" . Non-recognition of both forei gn credentials and work
experience of immigrants is a pervasive problem (Knowles, 2007; Omidvar & Richmond,
2003). Acco rding to Kell ey and Trebilcock (20 l 0), immigrants have had to deal w ith
more economic and integration issues in recent years and this is attributed, in part, to both
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language barriers as we ll as non-recognition of foreign credentials. Refugees have much
lower rates (less than 15%) of foreign credentials recognition (FC R) as compared wi th
those in the other categories, especially skilled workers (Houle & Y ssaad, 20 I 0). One
informant felt strongly about the need for the employment centre to prov ide more
programs and services for refugees who have less formal education and lim ited language
skills.

According to Vine berg (20 12), the description in the Federa l Immigratio n Policy White

Paper of 1966 regarding issues immigrants enco unter regarding foreign credential
recognition is remarkably similar to today. According to C IC (20 I I), an agreement
between federal, provincial and territorial governments has been made in an attempt to
speed up credential recognition. Vineberg (20 12) noted the Pan-Canadian Framework

for the Assessment and Recognition of Foreign Qualifications was initiated for thi s same
purpose. This is " a landmark agreement between the federal, provi nc ia l a nd territorial
governments to speed up fo reign credential recognition" for immi grants and refugees
(C IC, 20 I I, p. 3). Vineberg (20 12) indicates that this agreeme nt is not a legal document
but is an effort towards improv ing qua lification a nd credential recognition .

Education

With the introduction of iRPA, selection ofrefugees is based solely on need as opposed
to the ir ability to resettle, unlike othe r c lasses of immigrants (Yu et a l., 2007 as c ited in
Hyndman, 20 II). Furthermore, according to Hyndman (20 II ) formal education,
a ltho ugh a requirement for other classes of immigrants, is not a consideration in the
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selection process for refugees. Consequently, as one informant noted, lack of formal
education has become an issue in recent years but " [the organization is] not addressing
the gaps in their education". I am aware that the ANC has attempted to address this issue
in the past with limited success. Furthermore, an informant noted that the ANC is
currentl y exploring the possibility of offering an Adult Bas ic Education program
designed for immigrants.

Community Involvement

Informants indicated the importance of knowledge of the local community and
community invo lvement. One of the aims of the provincial immigration strategy is to
·'enco urage Newfoundlanders and Labradori ans to we lcome immigrants into the ir
communities ... " (Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, 2007). Indeed, ensuri ng
immigrants have more co mmunity invo lvement thus g iving them a highe r profi le wou ld
support thi s aim. One informant suggested that the community is a ric h resource for a
variety of learning activ ities and its use would prov ide more interaction w ith people in
the community, thereby resulting in more authentic and hands on learning experiences.
Furthermo re, it would reflect recent research into second language teaching and learning
that supports a move towards a more comm unicative approach w ith more authentic ity.
According to a number of informants thi s approach mi ght be a much better alternative to
the c lassroom for some students. In a national evaluation of the LINC program, two
suggestions that e me rged from learner foc us groups were the need for " more fie ld trips
to learn about the community fi rst-hand" and " more opportunities to interact with people
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(Canadians) outside of the classroom" (CIC, 20 l 0, LINC Learner Suggestions for
Improvements section, para. 2). As noted prev iously, seniors would benefit from more
community involvement as opposed to a more forma l classroom situation.

One informant felt that there is a need to provide more assistance for imm igrants to adj ust
to the community. She suggested the organization provide more in-depth " help at the
grocery store, at the doctor' s office , [in the] general orientation to the city- rides o n the
buses, [and] getting to know their neighbourhoods". However, increased accountabi lity
and paperwork limit the time that settlement workers have to do settlement work with the
clients. The Volunteer Connections program recruits vo lunteers to ass ist immigrants in a
various aspects of integration. Of the over one hundred vo lunteers the organization has,
many provide support with community integration (ANC, 20 I 0). This area may need
more focus if one of the a ims of the provincial immigration strategy is "to increase
awareness ... of the be nefits of choosing Newfoundland and Labrador as their new home"
(Government ofNewfoundland and Labrador, 2007).

An informant made the following comment in this regard:

if our province is spending the money to bring these people here we should be
trying to integrate them into the local community, showing them what they can do
here to make their life worth li ving here. Unless we actually take them many of
them won ' t go to a ny ofthese places. If you don ' t have that connection to the
local community it is very easy just to leave.
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Similarly, another suggested, " you could have more people invo lved in the
community ... they don ' t know where downtown is and that's not settlement". Other
informants noted a cut back in extracurricular activities that offered opportunities for
community engagement through the LlNC School. Many info rmants suggested cut backs
are primarily a result of fundin g issues. As one informant stated, " limited resources can
somewhat limit what you can do outside the classroom" . However, informants suggested
this is not considered to be a positive development as these activ ities provided valuab le
opportunities to participate in activities and events within the community 46 .

Women

Immigrant women, as a result of their gende r, experience particu la r difficulties that
isolate them both socially and economica lly (C hard et al., 2000; James et a l., 1999;
Mohab, 1999; Preston & Man 1999 as cited in Omidvar & Richmond, 2003). Often
immigrant women have domestic responsibilities and cultural expectations or traditions
that mean they remain at home (Landsborough, 2009; Omidvar & Ri chmond, 2003).
However, generally, they are a group w ho do not rece ive adequate programs a nd services
to preempt the isolation they often experience. Cottrel l (2008), in her research on
settleme nt organizations w ithin Atlantic Canada, fou nd that settlement organ izations
often give priority to programs and services that are most in demand and women often
represent a small part of the total clientele. T hi s s ituation creates a double edged sword
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The ANC sti ll avai ls of many opportunities to participate in commun ity events but informants suggest ed
within th e LINC school there w as much more community involvement in th e past as compared to the
present day .
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as women are unable to be actively involved within the organization because of their
circumstances and therefore are under-represented as a group. Thus, they lose out again.
One informant made a similar observation as she insisted that, " If they are outside the
school they don ' t seem to be connected to the ANC. I think [mothers and children] are
left out a lot". The provision of proper supports and services for immigrant women is
critical to their long-term success within Canadian society (Ng-See-Quan, n. d.).

Settlement agencies would not have to prioritize programs and services if adequate
funding were provided to accommodate the diversity of needs. One informant suggested
that, locally, programs that focus on language education and employment are given
priority as opposed to those that assist young mothers and children. Similarly, another
informant commented that the provision of"childcare [is always an issue]". One
informant expressed concerns about the fact that often women who have maternity leave
from the local LINC School have to wait indefinite ly to return to school and some never
get the opportunity. Landsborough (2009) in a study of a group of immigrant women
found that according to key informants in her study the most s ignificant barrier to
participating in a language program was the need for childcare and they suggested that
·'more spaces in the childminding program would a llev iate this barrier" (p. 53). Similarly
an informant noted that, " ... because of the young babies [women] get bumped and it is a
real shame because it is such an important piece" .

The importance of providing supports and services for women is crucial. Women often
face different issues than men. They may have particular needs as a result of the traumas
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experienced prior to arrival in Canada. As a result they require particular services to help
with health and mental health issues. As Ng-See-Quan (n.d.) suggested, "women 's
experiences with violence and poverty are linked to the lack of affordable childcare,
housing, social supports and networks, education, and employment opportunities" (p. 4).
Additionally, provision of alternative types of programming needs to be considered.
Women face many barriers in taking advantage of the classroom LINC program and are
not adequately accommodated (Kilbride et al., 20 I 0).

Pre-arrival Information

Provision of adequate information prior to coming to Canada is an area of concern. One
informant believes that,·' .. . sometimes we create an unrealistic expectation, not
intentionally ... sometimes people don ' t get enough information before they come".
Similarly another remarked that, " maybe there are gaps in the information given to clients
before they arrive . .. sometimes these frustrations hinder the client's ability to smoothly
settle in St. John 's and use those first few years to take advantage of services and
programming". Often Canada is seen as a land of opportunity where the "'streets are
paved with go ld" and unrealistic expectations are created. Undoubtedl y it is a country
where one can avail of many opportunities but it is not easy to take advantage of those
opportunities when there are other barriers such as communication, credential
recognition, and lack of adequate supports and services to name a few. According to CIC
(20 II) it has "substanti ally revi sed" (p. 26) all information it provides related to
settlement, including online, print and in-person. There is access to a great deal of
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information prior to immigrants arriving in Canada but is it provided in an access ible
manner? In a study by Clarke (2009) o n settlement and integration, several respondents
noted the inaccessibility of information on Canada and Newfoundland and Labrador
because of language barriers.

Changing Clientele: Different Needs

Healthcare

The ANC has a series of programs and services that address healthcare concerns of its
clientele (ANC, 20 I 0). There are two noteworthy initiatives. T he ANC has partnered
with Eastern Health to provide an onsite public health nurse to the language schoo l two
days a week for clients and to offer information and services on a variety of health related
topics. As well, the Memorial University (MUN) Medical Gateway Project is a
partnership with the MUN medical school. The aim of the program is to provide better
access to healthca re for newcomers arriving in the province and to provide cross-cultural
medical training for medical students (ANC, 20 I 0).

T he majority of informants noted that a changing clientele has resulted in a range of
different needs. FUtthermore, informants suggested that many clients are com ing from
extreme ly traumatic circumstances and often after hav ing li ved for extended periods of
47

time in refugee camps. Yet as one informant noted, "we only have one social worker

and there a re a lot of social issues. Maybe if they had more people to deal with those
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According to an informant th ere is, in fact, one and a half social workers.
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things it might help" . According to Cottrell (2008), service providers are frustrated with
their own lacking of training to deal with issues. She noted,

some [employees] who had completed a profess ional degree, such as social work,
had rece ived some general tra ining or background information regarding cultura l
diversity and providing culturally competent care, and some organizations had
attempted to provide their employees with training in the fo rm of professional
deve lopment workshops, but, for the most part, this tra ining was fragmented and
did not bear a direct re latio nship to the demands of their current employment-+&(p.
135).

Healthcare and menta l health care are two particular areas of concern. According to
G ushulak (20 I 0) there have been demographic changes that have resulted in ·'cultural,
lingui stic, econo mic and soc ial changes in the compos ition of migrant populations. Some
of these diffe rences may influence access to and use of existing health care services wh ile
generating new needs for cultural competency w ithin the health care sector" (p. 45). One
info rma nt no ted that healthcare is crucial for peo ple and it is o ne of the m ost difficult
areas to cope w ith if you do not have the language. She aptly described how trying it can
be,

for examp le if they go to a supermarket and they d on' t know what to cal l a certain
fruit, by look ing at the fruit they can somehow ... pick and purchase w hat they
48

The ANC has had a diversity training program since 2005 and hosted its 4'h Annual Diversity Symposium
in M arch, 2012(ANC, 2010). Staff members have had workshops on issues of diversity and cross-cultural
awareness but it is not a part of ongoing professiona l development.
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need. They can somehow manage to take care of themselves. But when they go
to a doctor, it is so critical. That is an area where the language is just so difficult.

She elaborated further and noted that,

the Association is doing quite a lot already in getting translators to go with the
[clients] ... [However], that is so difficult because you can' t always get the
translator for each and every language. Even where you can find translators, right
in the middle of the night when someone needs translation is there going to be
someone to do it? This is a need that is getting bigger and bigger because our
cliente le is changing ....

Canadian studies demonstrate the barriers posed by language in accessing proper
healthcare (Sadavoy, Meier & Ong, 2004; Wang 2007 as cited in Mental Health
Commission of Canada (MHCC), 2009). The MHCC of Canada (2009) observed that
·though interpreter services are mandated in the court system, this is rarely the case in the
health system ... " (p. 22). Chri s Friesen of the British Colombia Immigrant Services
Society suggested that interpretation services shou ld be considered'' ' a billable expense
under provincial health insurance. Someone should mount a Charter challenge on this
issue',. (as cited in Wayland, 2006, p.14).
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Mental Health Care
Mental health is an area of concern and, depending on from where the clients originate
and their past experiences, it can be a critical issue. Informants believe that mental health
issues are not being addressed as they should. One informant stated,

I think mental health is still not covered to the extent it should be. It' s a very
sensitive issue and I still think people have really bad post traumatic stress. We
are not able to provide the targeted supports they need. I think those people would
be better in a larger center. But I think we have made terrific progress.

Similarly, a number of " witnesses" who contributed suggestions for the Report of the
Standing Committee on Citizenship and Immigration indicated funding provided for the
particular area was a concern (Tilson, 20 I 0, p. 7).

Post-traumatic stress disorder is often seen, especially in the refugee class, because of the
trauma experienced as a result of war, torture, rape and natural disasters before and
during the migration process (Fornazzari & Freire, 1999, as cited in MHCC, 2009;
Gushulak, 20 I 0). Furthermore, the immigration process and adjustment to a new culture
can be very stressful, resulting in increased mental health problems and illnesses
(Gushulak, 2010; MHCC, 2009).

One informant noted that sometimes it is not necessarily serious mental health
complications or conditions. As she suggested, it is,
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just the kind of mental health [issues that come] from either loneliness or a feeling
of loss. Or the result of a lot of things that were witnessed and the trauma as a
result of this ... This is something that impacts on the newcomer on a daily basis
and in their daily lives. To try and help them in what they go through on a daily
basis would be very helpful.

Patrick Au, in his testimony to the House of Commons Standing Committee on
Citizenship and Immigration, makes a similar observation regarding the necessity of
counseling services to help cope with ·'day to day living" after the initial phase of
settlement (Tilson, 20 I 0, p. 6). The process of famil y reunification can cause
considerable anxiety for immigrants, as well. Informants noted that arranging for and
awaiting the arrival of other family members can be extremely stressful, thus limit ing the
immigrants ' abilities to move forward with their own lives. At times it can be quite
debilitating (Wayland, 2006).

Personnel
LINC Resources
Informants noted the need for resources and new materials in the LINC classrooms.
They stated:

You need lots of resources and new resources because if you don ' t have resources
and you are using the same material it becomes very boring for me as a teacher.
You a lways have to have lots of funding available.
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We are not given a lot of time to come up with all those things . . .. By the time
you recycle you want to get something updated rather than use o ld things that are
a little bit out of date.

I have to spend more than the allotted time on preparation.

Similarl y, in a national evaluation of the LINC program, LINC students themselves
suggested a lack of various resources available in LINC classrooms (CIC, 2010, LINC
Learner Suggestions for Improvements section, para I).

Contemporary classrooms with a variety of materials and resources are essenti al to
providing a quality education at all levels and in a ll contexts.

Multi-media resources

a llow teache rs to prov ide learning expe rie nces that are relevant a nd meaningful to the
learners. Furthermore it e nables teache rs to prov ide a range of teaching and learnin g
opportunities. A major change that characterizes the contemporary classroom is the ever
increas in g use of technology and multi-media. Computers, mobile learning devices such
as i-pods, i-pads and smart phones are viewed as fundamental tools fo r today' s learners.
Access to the Internet provides both teachers and learners with easy and often free access
to materials and resources that can be used to enhance all learning experiences. Essential
for a ll teachers are smart boards and team boards that can be used to engage and invo lve
learners in a variety of ways. Language classrooms for refugees and new immigrants
learning Eng lish a re no exception. Indeed, new technologies cannot onl y enhance
learnin g experiences but, w hen used appropriately, can also enhance language learning
outcomes.
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Professional Development
Two key areas of concern are teacher education and professional development. In an
evaluation of the LfNC program it was suggested that "the quality of teachers is the
primary determinant of program effectiveness"' (CIC, 20 I 0, LfNC Expenditures section,
para. I). Teachers need ongoing training and professional development to stay current.
Informants made the following comments:

more teacher education generally [is] the key I think to improving anything about
LfNC [and] more teacher training.

professional development is key to keeping things moving and evolving.

as for the teaching itself. .. the only growth I can see is if more professional
development were provided.

Professional development is provided through conferences and workshops. However,
according to one informant it is inadequate. She suggested, " teachers need training and
they need feedback. I think that our teachers [do] the best with what they [have] you
know .. . [but a conference here and there] is not the same as ongoing teacher training and
feedback" . She further noted the lack of time allotted for teacher training or in-services.
All teachers at the ANC are members of Teachers of English as a Second Language
(TESL) Newfoundland and Labrador49 and participate, at their own discretion, in regular
meetings of the group. It is another avenue for professional development and is a
49

TESL Canada Federation is the national federation and th ere are also provincial/territoria l organ ization s.
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network of other ESL teachers and related professionals who are working within the local
area.

Crucial to professional development and development as a teacher is upgrading and
ongoing education. As one informant noted, " ... very few teachers have been able to step
away over the years [and upgrade)" . There are no external incentives as there is no
compensation for education leave nor does professional development resu lt in increased
salary.
Teachers of ESL often have the same credentials, qualifications and experience as
teachers in other settings but, in a setting such as the ANC, they are not recognized.
Provincially, teachers in the public school system are represented by unions such as the
Newfound land and Labrador Teachers Association (NLTA) and, on a national scale, by
the Canadian Teachers' Federation (CTF). ESL teachers need representation in
organizations such as these to ensure they receive wages and benefits commensurate with
their credentials and experience. A lthough essentially employed by CIC, ESL teachers
are nowhere close to being on par with civil servants who work in government offices.
Clearly, there is a need for recognition of the value and worth of the contri butions made
by ESL teachers. Furthermore, if immigrants and refugees are as important to Canada as
both the provincial and federal governments suggest, those who are working with them
should be recognized for this valuab le work.
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Professionalism

There was concern expressed that people need to be treated and valued as professionals.
One informant noted that, despite teachers' professional qualifications and the years of
expertise gained by settlement service workers, they are not recognized as professionals.
She commented,

the settlement workers even though they might be there twenty years ... still don ' t
consider themselves professionals; they are still not considered as professionals
and treated as professionals. You know I see that there is great need for that to
change because people who have been working there with immigrants for a long
time have developed an expertise that is not common place.

Omidvar (200 1) made a simi lar observation and advocates national or provincial
associations for settlement workers as a step towards their contribution to policy making
as well as "development of standards and codes of conduct" (pp. 6-7). Likewise, another
informant commented that what is important is " ... experience and knowledge in that
context" . Professionals who have an understanding of the specific needs of immigrants
and refugees are a vital part of service delivery and must be recognized for their
expertise. Omidvar (200 I) suggested, this recognition is due and "it is time for frontline
settlement workers to emerge from behind ... their Executive Directors" (pp. 6-7).
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According to CIC (20 12), teacher salaries have accounted for the largest part of LlNC
spending in the last ten years. However, many local informants suggested teachers '
salaries are woefully lacking:

... teachers are not fairly recompensed for what they are doing ... they are
not.. .teachers teaching ESL should make what other teachers teaching in the
[regular school] system make .

... 1 think teachers are underpaid. I know it is [individual] choice ... to work here
and [people] enjoy working here.

I hope it evolves to the point where the people who work here are paid a decent
salary. This is a school and it is a school where valuable work is done and I don ' t
think anybody in the school is compensated the way they should be. I hope the
government changes towards the kind of work we are doing here so we can get
the funding so that we can get the backup we need for equipment and so on .

This was an issue raised by witnesses in the Report of the Standing Comm ittee on
Citizenship and Immigration: 20 I 0 who stated low salaries contributed to a high turnover
rate in the organizations (Tilson, 20 I 0). As one informant for this research noted, you
may work hard and be professional but there is the risk of people adopting an attitude " if
[they are] being paid sixteen do llars an hour [they] think ah what the hell" . While salary
alone is not a determiner of the level of work being done, it is a contributing factor to
whether people feel they are treated as professionals. Being valued as a professional and
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being fairly recompensed are important in how one both views and does the work.
Handford and Tan (2003) suggested the " lack of value placed on the professional and
technical expertise required to do good settlement work contributes to the undervaluing
of the settlement sector" (" Principles of the Code of Good Conduct section,.. para. l ).

Informants noted the difficulty of gettin g staff and keeping them in all areas of the
organization as a result of the low salary and lack of benefits. Across Canada,
organizations have high turnover rates as there is very little opportunity fo r advancement
and salaries and benefits are limited (CC R, 2000, Settlement Workers section, para 2).
One info rmant for this study suggested, "there is no pension. Job security; there is none.
It is contract to contract". Furthermore, another said, ·' .. . it isn ' t automatic getting staff.
[People] have to be w illing to offer concessions w hether in pay or future benefits" .
According to the Canad ian Council fo r Refugees (2000), " it must be recognized that the
abi lity to hire and retain highl y competent workers depends to a significant degree on the
conditions of employment that can be offered (Settlement sector wo rkers section, para.
2). It is, in part, a reflectio n of the value of the work being done.
Accordin g to the Canadian Council for Refugees ( 1998) "the ability of settlement
agencies to meet expectations . .. is depende nt on the availabil ity of means" (Settlement
organizati ons section, para. 2). Omidvar and Richardson (2003) make a similar point
regarding lack of funding for the NGO sector that de li vers settlement serv ices. According
to ma ny informants, funding is an ongoing issue and there is a need for sustainab le
fundi ng. Lim ited funding restricts the provision of services. Informants noted that more
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people are staying in the province and, as a result, waitlists are being created, more space
is required, and more resources are needed to adequately provide for clients. If
newcomers remain in Newfoundland and Labrador there is a need for expansion that will
necessitate increased financial resources.

Organization
Policies and Procedures
Local reports in the early 1990s claimed that local Canadian Security and Intelligence
Service (CSIS) agents conducted security checks on refugees new to the province
(Wangersky, 1998). This report appeared at a time when the influx of refugee claimants
had peaked. Wangersky ( 1998) indicated it raised serious concerns as to whether or not
CSIS "v iolated its own rules" (p.l) and by so doing damaged the reputation of the ANC.
Issues of confidentiality and security are key to the organization. The supposed
connection with CSIS created a climate of distrust and apprehension among some refugee
c la imants (Security Intelligence Review Committee (SIRC), 1991 ). While a report by the
S IRC ( 1991) found no wrongdoing on the part of the ANC some concerns were raised.
There was some debate as to whether the ANC is a "sensitive institution" (Wangersky,
1998, p.2). The organization denied wrongdoing indicating that because it is a
government funded institution it had to comply with the request of CSIS (Wangersky,
1998). Wangersky ( 1998) indicated it was clear that information was passed on to CS IS
and continued to be so even after the publicity around the issue. Such incidents reveal the
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need for clarity around po licies and procedures as they relate to a ll aspects of the
organizati on.

According to an informant a policies and procedures manua l does exist for the
organizati on. However, it is not accessible. It was suggested that it is something that is
continually being revi sed. One explanation for why this document is not avai lable may be
limited resources, both financial and human. Nevertheless, it is essential that
organizations prov ide employees with the po lic ies and procedures to follow w ithin the
organizati on. It prov ides consistency and prevents confusion w hen the re are changes
w ithin the organization. As an informant suggested, ''[the organization is] bo und by
C IC's policies which are o utlined in eac h of [its] Contributio n Agreements and the
accompanyin g schedules. This would address w ho [the organization accepts],
immi grati o n status, how they are accessed, who is e ligible fo r child-mind ing and in what
priority and so o n". Additio nally, an informant noted where C!C does not outl ine
policies, attempts are made within the o rganizatio n to outline particular policies and
procedures.

C lear policies and procedures not o nl y enhance consistency but they also

add to o rganizatio na l profess iona lizatio n.

Future Directions/Considerations
The Federal a nd Provi ncia l Governments determine policy and prog rams for settlement
and integrati o n initiatives. However, because NGOs deliver the services, ·'ownership of
the socia l inclus io n effort [is transferred] to the people and the ir communities" ( Duncan,
2003, as c ited in C larke, 2009, p. 12). However, C larke (2009) noted that both
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government policies and NGO initiatives "help communities achieve social inclusion and
integrate immigrants into society" (p. 12). The prov incial government in Newfoundland
and Labrador has taken a number of initiatives to assist with welcoming and integrating
immigrants into the local community. T he implementation of a new office of immigration
in Newfoundland and Labrador has resulted in an increased focus on assisting immigrants
to the prov ince. The recent immigration strategy clearly outlines, among its goals, to
provide better settleme nt serv ices, to aid women with gender related issues, to help with
foreign credential recognition, and to prov ide more opportunities for language education
(Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, 2007). Therefore, theoretically,
immigrants coming to the province can take advantage of improved programs and
services. Advantages of immigration for the province are outlined in "goal number one"
of the provincial immigration strategy. Thus, the government w ill increase awareness of
the benefits of immigration and the role it can play in economic, social and cultural
development of the community (Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, 2007).
Potentially, there are multiple benefits for the province but it cannot be a one way
process. T he government must be committed to delivering the ass istance needed by those
w ho are resettling in the province.
Part of the overall immigration strategy for Newfoundland and Labrador has been the
introductio n of a provincial po licy on multiculturalism. Accord ing to the Government of
Newfoundland and Labrador (2008), " in implementing this policy, the Office of
Immigrati on and Multiculturalism (OIM) will partner w ith community groups and
agencies and other government departments to promote active and inc lus ive citizenship
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that respects the rights and responsibilities of all" (p. 2). However, many scholars a re
critical of multiculturalism policies and suggest the policies mask the existence of raci sm
and White privilege (Berry, 2007; Dei, 2007; Frideres, 2007; Solomon & Daniel, 2007).
Although Canada has had an official multicultural policy since 1971 it remains a
contentious issue. Berry (2007) challenges the assumption that Canada is a "multicultural society w ith equity, inclusion, and social justice for all" (p. 30). Accord ing to
Omidvar and Richmond (2003), "the contradictions between Canada's official policies
and the reality of social exclusion for Canada's newcomers are we ll-documented"
(p.l 2). Likewise, Carr (2007) notes that while in theory we subscribe to the belief in
being democratic, accountable and representative of all people, we often neglect to put
this belief into practice. Whiteness is still seen as the norm (Berry, 2007; Dei, 2007) and
at the core of Canadian society is Whiteness (Berry, 2007; Friederes, 2007). Furthermore,
Whiteness positions people in term s of authority and contro l wi th in society and
institutions (Berry, 2007; Berube, 200 I ; Hytten & Adkins, 2002; Kivel , 2002; Thompson,
2003 as cited in James, 2009) and puts those who are not at a disadvantage. An awareness
of how Whiteness provides privilege is necessary in order to improve ·'the quality of our
relationship w ith disadvantaged groups" (Carr and Lund, 2007, p. 7). Being aware of this
privilege w ill help to address it.
According to Baker et a l (2004, as cited in McDaid, 20 11 ), underpinning the theoretical
construct of ' Eq uality of Condition' are five aspects of equa lity, one of w hi ch is
recognition (p. 20). T here needs to be a deep-rooted recognition and respect for diversity
and difference, not just a marginal, superficial recognition. In Canada tolerance and
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acceptance of others, both as individuals and as a country as demonstrated through our
multicultural policies, allow us to take pride in who we are as Canadians. It gives us the
·'moral identity of tolerance" (Wetherell & Potter, 1998 as cited in Comeau, 2007, p.
151 ). However, Dei ( 2007) advocates the need to work towards a " critical pluralism that
surpasses the trivialized and romanticized versions of diversity and multiculturalism that
seem limited to spicy food and coloured clothing on the dance floor" (p. vii). Omidvar
and Richmond (2003) suggested that for many immigrants unity is more of an idea l than
a reality for they continue to confront many obstacles that impede integratio n.

Tolley et al. (20 II) suggested that comparatively speaking Canada has had much success
with immigration policies and issues (p. 6). FU!thermore, it is a country that " others often
look to for advice on policies related to immigration and multiculturalism (Kymlica, 2008
as cited in Tolley et al., 20 11 ). Kazimi (as cited in Mann, 20 12) believes, "Canada is a
country that believes in universal human rights that is inclus ive, that celebrates divers ity".
However, he fears that it mi ght be at a point where this is changing. Mann (20 12), in an
interview with Ali Kazimi , questioned how Canada' s past as a ·'White settle r state" fits
with "Canada as a multicultural Mecca" (Radio Broadcast). Kazimi (as cited in Mann,
20 12) noted, " we shy away from addressing race and immigration policy in a way that
needs to be historicized - put in historical context and which should info rm today's
policy as well" (Rad io Broadcast). If we knew more of the past it would he lp change our
vie w of the future. We must keep in mind is that "the story of Canadian immigration is
not o ne of orderly population growth ; it has been and remains both a catalyst to Canadian
economic development and a mirror of Canadian attitudes a nd values; it has often been
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unashamedly and economically self-serving and ethnically or racially biased" (Troper,
2012, Immigration section, para I).

These are issues of equity and social justice and are complex and complicated issues that
are not easily resolved. However, they are issues that need to be fore fronted and
discussed. To be a truly multicultural country that recognizes diversity and difference
and provides equity for all is an important aspiration to have even if it is not something
we always achieve (Mann, 20 12).

Long-term Funding
Ultimately, a major key to successful integration, adaptation and inclusivity is the
provision of funds that ensure immigrants' long term needs are addressed (Gushulak,
20 I 0 ; Omidvar & Richmond, 2003). The fact that current funding is focused on the
initial stages of adaptation is a critical issue (Omidvar & Richmond, 2003). Indeed, long
term supports and services provided w ith ongo ing funding will help to address many of
the issues facing immigrants in the resettlement process. Similarly, (Caidi & Allard,
2005 as cited in Bharati, 2009) suggested that while initia l supports and serv ices are
critical in terms of " survival", to become a member of society and be included and feel a
sense of belonging requires additional supports and serv ices at each stage of the
settleme nt process (p. 24). As one informant noted " . .. you don' t realize, with
immigrants [that] if you cheat them, [that] if you don' t give them the services they take
longer to settle ... " . Futihermore, a recognition that settlement and integration is not
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Iimited to one domain but should include various socio-political institutions is essential
(Omidvar, 200 I; Wayland 2006).

Despite the developments and advances in the settlement sector and changes in
immigration policy over the years it is interesting to note that the Green Paper on
Immigration in 1974 then documented the shortage of programs for women and seniors
and problems with credential recognition including lack of services in immigrant
languages at various institutions including hospitals (Vine berg, 20 12). These issues
remain on the agenda today.
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Issues for Further Research

The three service sectors of the ANC that have been discussed in this thesis are essential
to settlement and integration. However, further research in various aspects of each of
these sectors is worthy of consideration. Programs and services for women and mothers
with young children are crucial. The LINC home study program is a program that can
provide access to language education for women who have difficulty accessing other
language programs and services.

Add itional research into who accesses this program,

the number of women who avail of it, and the success of the program would be useful.
Originally SLTP and SLP were programs designed to help women at home who were not
included in other programs. Programs were not designed for women at home; but were
for people, primarily men, destined for the labour market. The SLP was subsumed by the
L!NC program which was designed to include a larger demographic, including women,
as provision for ch ildcare and transportation was made available. However, despite the
growth in the program, there is concern that women are having difficulty accessing this
particular program for several reasons. More extensive studies into the programs and
services needed by women are necessary.

Further studies that investigate the delivery of programs and services from the point of
view of immigrants and refugees wou ld be useful. Such studies would document the
effectiveness of programs and provide valuable evidence for future directions for
programs and services.
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The labour market needs of GARs is another area for consideration. Many programs and
services are designed to assist immigrants who have prior training and skil ls as well as
proficiency in English. GARs, because of the circumstances from which they come, often
do not have these advantages. Research has shown that while GARs want to avail of
language training often the necessity of finding employment causes an unfortunate
conflict for them between language learning and securing employment. Investigations
into employment programs that might better address their needs would be worthw hi le.

Further research into how newcomers fare who settle in areas outs ide the larger, urban
centres wou ld be valuable. Bharati (2009) made the suggestion that investigations into
the provision of program s and services for newcomers who live in rural areas are lacking
and it is an area that needs to be considered in li ght of the fact that these immigrants tend
to have different characteristics resulting in the need for a lternative programs and
services. Some of the differences noted by Bharati (2009) are that immigrants who settle
in smaller areas tend to have differences in offi cial class of immigrant, language
proficie ncy and education levels. A ll levels of government are engaged in attempts to
attract and retain immigrants in areas outside the main urban centres. While there has
been a number of research initiatives
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into the importance of and ways of attracting and

retaining immi grants especia lly in smaller areas, it is an area that is worthy of further
research. In the local context it would be useful to explore the current outreach efforts of
the ANC and the success of and need for more of these programs.
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These include the fol lowing: Attracting & Retaining Immigrants: A Tool Box of Ideas f or Smaller Centres,
2007; Clarke, 2007, Welcoming Communities and Immigrant Integration in Newfoundland and Labrador.
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Appendix A
Letter of Consent- Organization

Ms. Bridget Foster
Executive Director
Association for New Canadians
144 Military Road
St. John 's, NL
Dear Ms. Foster:
I am currently enrolled in the Master of Education Program at Memorial University. As
part of my program, I am working on a thesis entitled, The Evolution of Settlement
Services and Educational Programs Offered by the Association/or New Canadians: 1979
- 2011 . I am interested in exploring the changes that have taken place in educational
programming and settlement services since the inception of the organization. The main
focus of my thesis is the evolution and development of programs and services offered by
the ANC since its inception in 1979.
To complete the research I am requesting permission to interview you as the
administrator of the Association for New Canadians about the various programs and
services offered by the organization. With your permission interviews would be audio
recorded. Your involvement in this project would require approximately two to two and
half hours of your time. An initial interview would take approximately one hour, a
possible follow-up interview another hour and another thirty minutes to review
transcribed data. Every reasonable effort will be taken to ensure confidentially and
anonymity. Participation is voluntary, you may decline answering any questions and you
have the right to withdraw from the study at any time. Should you choose to withdraw no
material gathered up to that point will be used without your permission. The data will be
securely maintained for a minimum period of five years.
I also intend to interview staff members of the Association for New Canadians. With
your permission these interviews will be conducted at the language school or the mai n
office after work hours.
This study has been approved by the Memorial University Research Ethics Board.
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If you have any questions or concerns please do not hesitate to contact me at 7382574(H) or 726-6848(work), c4bm @mun.ca, or ba rbaramulcahy@yah oo.ca . You may
also contact my supervisor, Dr. Ursula Kelly, 864-3409 or uke lly@mun.ca . ICEHR No.
2012-247-ED

Sincerely

Barbara Mulcahy
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Appendix B
Recruitment Letter - Participants

Dear - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I am currently enrolled in the Master of Education Program at Memorial University. As
part of my program, I am working on a thesis entitled, The Evolution of Settlement

Services and Educational Programs Offered by the Associationfor New Canadians: 1979
- 2011. I am interested in exp loring the changes that have taken place in educational
programming and settlement services since the inception of the organization. The main
focus of my thesi s is the evo lution and development of programs and services offered by
the ANC since its inceptio n in 1979.
To complete the research I am requesting permission to interview you about the various
programs and serv ices offered by the Association for New Canadians. With your
permission inte rviews would be audio recorded. Your invo lvement in thi s project would
require approximately two to two and ha lf hours of your time. An initial interview would
take approximately o ne ho ur, a possible follow-up interv iew another ho ur and another
thirty minutes to review transcribed data. Every reasonable effort wi ll be taken to ensure
confidentiall y and anonym ity. Participation is vol untary, you may decline answering any
questions and you have the ri ght to withdraw from the study at any time. Should you
choose to withdraw no material gathered up to that point w ill be used w itho ut yo ur
permission. Data will be secure ly ma intained for a minimum period of five years.
This study has been approved by the Memorial Univers ity Research Ethics Board.
If you have any questio ns or concerns please do not hesitate to contact me at 7382574(H) or 726-6848(work), c4bm@m un.ca, or barbaramulcahy@yahoo.ca. You may
a lso contact my supervisor, Dr. Ursula Kelly, 864-3409 or ukelly@mun .ca.
ICEHR No. 20 12-247- ED
Sincerely,

Barbara Mulcahy
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Appendix C
Informed Consent

Title:

The Evolution of Settlement Services and Educational Programs
Offered by the Association f or New Canadians: 1979 - 2011 .

Researcher:

Barbara L. Mulcahy, Faculty of Education, Memorial University
of Newfoundland, c-lbm@mun. co,
barbaranm/cahvr@,y ahoo,ca, 738-25 74(H)
726-6848(W)

Yo u are invited to take part in a research project entitl ed "The Evolution ofSettlement

Services and Educational Programs Offered by the Association for
New Canadians: 1979 - 2011 ".

This fo rm is part of the process of informed co nsent. It s hou ld give you the basic idea of
w hat the research is about and what yo ur pa rtic ipation will invo lve. It a lso describes your
ri ght to withdraw fro m the study at any time. In order to decide whether you w ish to
participate in this research study, you should understand eno ugh abo ut its ri sks and
benefits to be able to m ake an informed deci sio n. T hi s is the info rmed consent process.
Take time to read thi s carefull y and to understa nd the informatio n given to you. Please
contact the researcher, Barbara Mulcahy, if you have any questio ns about the study o r for
more info rmatio n not inc luded here before you co nsent.
It is e nt ire ly up to you to dec ide w hether to take part in thi s research. If you c hoose not
to ta ke part in thi s research o r if you decide to w ithdraw from the research o nce it has
started, the re w ill be no negative consequences fo r you, now o r in the future.

Introduction
As part of my Maste r' s thes is, I am conducting research under the superv ision of Dr.
Ursul a Ke ll y, Faculty of Educatio n, Memoria l University of Newfound land .
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The Association for New Canadians (ANC) has been offering language and settlement
services to newcomers/or over thirty years. However, there has been very little research
conducted on the local organization and virtually none on the Language Instruction for
Newcomers to Canada(LINC) program that is offered at the Association for New
Canadians Adult ESL Language Training Centre .. An effective language program must
respond to the needs ofthe learners. Some of the questions I would like to explore are:
What language programs were offered initially? How have programs evolved and
changed in response to the local demographic? What precipitated the change? What was
the need for these programs? How do these changes address the needs of newcomers?
Can the changes inform policy on a provincial
or national level? What are the .fitture directions of the organization? In consultation
with Dr. Ursula Kelly, my thesis supervisor, it was deemed a significant and worthy
research project.
Purpose of study:

This qualitative research will use a case study methodology to describe the genesis and
evolution of the programs offered by the ANC with a primary focus on the evolution of
the Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada program. Citizenship and
Immigration Canada (2011) suggests that, "research has demonstrated that language
skills are essential for settlement and integration " (Citizenship and Immigration Canada
Website). Thus, at the Association for New Canadians (2010), "the aim of the
[languageJ program is to assist adult learners in acquiring the language skills to settle
and integrate into Canadian society " (Association for New Canadians Webs it, 201 0).
Language is crucial for everything/rom day to day living to gaining employment. It can
be an enormous barrier and certainly an impediment to integration.
There is a paucity of research on the organization and the LINC program which indicates
a need for further research. Although Language Instruction f or Newcomers to Canada is
a federal program, adaptations are often made at the classroom or local agency level.
The community based organizations that offer the LINC program have a f air degree of
autonomy. Local conditions of implementation as well as the perceptions and
understandings of teachers mean it is realized in different ways (Cray, 1997, p. 36) . Thus,
a key question in this study is how has the program evolved and been adapted in the local
context to meet the needs of a particular demographic?
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What you w ill do in this study:

Participants will be asked to take part in one-on-one, semi-structured interviews. With
your permission, interviews will be audio-recorded. Interviews will be transcribed and
returned to participants to ensure the accuracy of the transcription.
Length of time:

interviews will be conducted over a period of an hour. Follow up interviews may also be
required as the need arises. A follow up interview would take another hour. Another
thirty minutes would be required to review the transcribed data if interviews are audiorecorded. Thus, the total time commitment may require up to two and a halfhours.
Withdrawal from the study:

!fa participant decides to withdraw from the study any data collected up to that point
will be destroyed if the participant does not what this material to be used and there will
be no consequences as a result ofwithdrawal.
Possible benefits:

This research will contribute new knowledge of the organization as there has been very
little in-depth research on the Association for New Canadians up to this point in time. It
will document the history ofthe organization and recognize the contribution the
organization has made in the lives of newcomers to the province. This research has the
potential to influence policy decisions regarding language education for newcomers in
the language school or elsewhere in the province. It may be useful to other organizations
across Canada to see how one particular organization has evolved to meet the changing
needs of its clientele. The changes that have taken place within the local organization
may inform policy on a local or national level. This research may provide insight and
direction for educators involved in the practice ofdelivering second language
programming for newcomers. Furthermore, it may be of benefit in helping with both
instructional and policy decisions within the organization.
Possible risks:

The Association.for New Canadians is a small organization and as a result it is possible
that individuals may be identified. However, every possible effort will be made to ensure
that anonymity and confidentiality are maintained. No individual will be identified
unless prior permission has been given.
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Confidentiality and Storage of Data:
a. Every reasonable eff ort will be made to ensure privacy and confidentiality by
securely maintaining data. No individual will be quoted by name or identified in any
way in the thesis unless permission is given to do so.

b. Data will be stored in a lockedfiling cabinet at the researcher's home. All electronic
data will be stored on a password protected computer. The data will be securely
maintained for a minimum period offive years. Only the researcher will have access
to these materials. Audio recordings will be destroyed and transcribed interviews will
be shredded. Electronic data will be deleted.

Anonymity:
Every reasonable effort will be made to assure anonymity and no person will be
identified in this thesis without explicit permission.

Recording of Data:
Audio recording of interviews is optional.
then be transcribed.

If interviews are audio-recorded the data will

Reporting of Results:
The data will be used as the basis of my Master 's thesis. The data will be reported in
summarized form and some direct quotations may be used but individuals making those
statements will not be identified unless specific permission has been granted.

Sharing of Results with Participants:
Copies ofthe thesis will be available through the university library and this information
will be provided to participants.

Questions:

You are welcome to ask questions at any time during your participation in this research.
If you would like more information about this study, please contact: Barbara Mulcahy
fwrharamu/cahvuu.valwo.ca, c-lbm@mun.w 738-25 74(H) or 726-6848(W)
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The proposal for this research has been reviewed by the Interdisciplinary Committee on
Ethics in Human Research and found to be in compliance with Memorial Univers ity's
ethics policy. If you have ethical concerns about the research (such as the way you have
been treated or your ri ghts as a participant), you may contact the Chairperso n of the
ICEHR at icchn:[_l:mun.ca or by telephone at 709-864-2861. ICEHR No. 20 12-247-ED

Consent:
Your signature on this fo rm means that:
•
•
•
•
•
•

You have read the info rmation about the resea rch.
You have been able to ask questions about this study.
You are sati sfied with the answers to all your questions.
You understand w hat the study is about and w hat you w ill be doing.
You understand that you are free to withdraw from the study at a ny time, witho ut
hav ing to give a reason, a nd that doing so w ill not affect you now or in the future .
You understand that any data collected from you up to the po int of your w ithdrawal
w ill be securely ma intained for a minimum period of five years.

If you s ign this form , you do not give up your lega l rig hts and do not re lease the
researchers from the ir professional responsibilities.

Your signature:
I have read and understood what this study is about and appreciate the risks and benefits.
I have had adequate t ime to think about thi s and had the opportun ity to ask questions and
my questions have been answered.

D

I agree to participate in the research project understanding the ri sks and co ntributions of
my participation, that my participation is vol untary, and that I may end my partic ipation
at any time.

D

I agree to be audi o-recorded during the interview.

D

I do not agree to be audio-recorded during the interview.

D

I agree to the use of quotations and that my name to be identified in any publications
resulting from this study.
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0

I agree to the use of quotations but do not want my name to be identified in any
publications res ulting from this study.

0

I do not agree to the use of quotation.

A copy of thi s Informed Consent Form has been given to me for my records.

Date

S ignature of participant

Researcher's Signature:
I have explained thi s study to the best of my ability. I invited questions and gave
answers. I believe that the participant fully understands what is involved in being in the
study, a ny potential ri sks of the study and that he o r she has freely chosen to be in the
study.

Date

S ignature of Principa l In vestigator
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Appendix D
Interview Protocol

The Evolution of Settlement Services and Educational Programs Offered by the
Association for New Canadians: 1979 - 201 1
Researcher: Barbara Mulcahy, Master's Student, Faculty of Education, Memorial
Uni vers ity of Newfoundland.
The following interview questions w ill be asked. Follow-up questions may also be
asked.
I. When and how did you first get invo lved with the organization?
In what area of the organization do you work?
2.

Why did it get started and who started it?

3.

What was in place in the beginning?

4.

How was it fu nded?

5.

In your view what are the major changes that have taken place? Why have these
cha nges taken place?

6. How do these changes address the needs of newcomers?
7. How have the language programs offered by the Association for New Canadians
cha nged during the time you have worked here? Why have these changes taken
place?
8. Have there been any changes in the settlement services offered during the time
you have worked here? Why have these c hanges taken place?
9. How do these changes address the needs of newcomers?
I 0. Can you tell me about the LTNC program and when it was initiall y offered at the
ANC?
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II. What is your involvement in the LINC program and what changes have taken
place in this program during your time at the ANC? For example, class levels,
staff numbers, night programs, additional services, etcetera.
12. What is the motivation or the impulse for these changes?
13. What programs have been added since you began working here?
14. What are some of the challenges of providing a language program?
15 . Have there been funding issues?
16. How do you see the organization evolving in the future?
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Appendix E
Association for New Canadians: Locations- 1979-2011

A ldershott Street (Friends of the Refugees)
77 Bond Street (Fri ends of the Refugees/AN C)
Water Street (Donated space)

162 Water Street
York Street (English classes only)
74 Military Road
Gower Street (Two c lasses and childcare fo r Eng lish C lass)

65 Cochra ne Street
144 Military Road (Main Office)

156-1 58 Mil itary Road
Duckworth Street- several locations (Language school, c hildcare, employme nt services)

16 Smithv ille Crescent (Language school, c hildcare, emp loyment services)
Reception House - Bannerman Street (previously)
Reception House - Elizabeth A venue (currently)
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Appendix F
Infrastructure

Properties owned by the Association for New Canadians51
*Whiteway Street (2 pro perties)
(Acquired through S urplus Federa l Real Pro perties for Ho melessness Initiative)
144 M i Iitary Road
156 -1 58 M ilitary Road

Vehicles:
15-seat passenger van
3 12-seat passenger vans
2

7-seat passenger vans

Rental Properties
Elizabeth A venue - Receptio n Ho use
Smithville Crescent-Adult ESL Language Training Centre and AX IS Emp loyment Centre

51

These w ere t he properties o wn ed by the ANC at the time of t he research.
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Policy on
Multiculturalisnt
Government
of
Newfoundland

and
Labrador

N"ewf9 ~ dland
labrador
June 2008

MESSAGE FROM THE MINISTER
As Minister of Human Resources, Labour and Employmem (HRLE), I am pleased ro present rhe Government of
Newfoundland and Labrador's Policy on Multiculturalism.
Governmem recognizes that diversity through increased immigration strengthens the social and economic life of
the province and contributes to a prosperous future for all Newfoundlanders and Labradorians. In March 2007, the
Provincial Government launched the provincial immigration strategy Diversity ~ Opportunity and Grov.rt:h. "The new
Office oflmmigration and Multiculturalism is overseeing the implementation of the $6 million strategy. The strategy
strongly recognizes the importance of multicultural communities throughout the province.
In implementing the policy on multiculturalism, the Office oflmmigration and Multiculturalism will partner with
community groups and agencies and other government departments to promote active and inclusive citizenship that
respects the rights and responsibilities of all. 1he new policy encourages residents of the province ro welcome
newcomers into our comm unities. It serves to support people from diverse cultural backgrounds who mal{e
Nev.-foundland and Labrador rheir new permanent home. Ir celebrates the cultural mosaic of Newfoundland and
Labrador and recognizes the collective contribution being made to grow the province. It also promotes cross-cultural
understanding and highlights rhe importance of public awareness and education regarding the benefits of a diverse and
vibrant population.
I encourage everyone to support mulriculrural initiatives in their communi ty, ro share cross-cultural experiences and
to foster partnerships that increase understanding and knowledge of one ano ther. By celebrating diversity, we increase
respect for all cultures; rhis enriches Newfoundland and Labrador society and the quality oflife enjoyed by all citizens.

Shawn Skinner
Minister

O flie< of Immigration Jlld lv!ulticulrur.t!i>m. Dept. of HumJn R:ew ure<>, Labo ur .mJ Em ployme.m, P.O. Box 8700 , St. John's, NL A l B 4J6; Td: 709.729.6607: Fax: 709.729.7381

VISION
Newfoundland and Labrador is a dynamic and vibrant Province, with welcoming communities where the cultural
diversity of all irs residents is valued and enhanced in the spirit of inclusiveness and harmony, to collectively build a
self-reliant, prosperous Province.

PREAMBLE
The Policy on Multiculturalism for the Province ofNevvfoundland and Labrador is based on the following
international, national and provincial commitments:

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights;
1l1e International Covenant on Social, Economic and Cultural Rights;
International conventions to promote racial and cultural equality such as the International Convention on rhe
Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination;
The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms;
1l1e Canadian Multiculturalism Act;
The Newfo undland and Labrador Human Rights Code; and
'The Government of Newfoundland and Labrador MultictJtural Education Policy.

POLICY STATEMENT
The Government of Newfoundland and Labrador is commirted to rhe promotion of multiculturalism and
cross-cultural understanding where the cultural diversity of all people is valued, supported and enhanced to collectively
build a self-reliant, prosperous Province.
As a result, the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador is com mitred

•

•
•
•
•
•

to

a holistic approach

to:

ensure that relevant policies and procedures of provincial programs and practices reflect, and consider the
changing needs of all cultural groups;
lead in developing, sustaining and enhancing programs and services based on equality for all, notvvirhsranding
racial, religious, ethnic, national and social origin;
provide government workplaces that are free of discrimination and rhat promote equality of opporruniry for all
persons accessing employment positions within the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador;
support multicultural initiatives by enhancing partnerships with culturally-diverse communities and provincial
departments and agencies;
encourage community based programs to foster two-way cross-cultural sharing, mutual respect, and citizenship
values, as well as promote artirudes and perceptions that lead to cultural inclusiveness and harmony;
highlight through public awareness and education, the importance of diverse cultures in our province, and
facilitate life long learning that prepares individuals, especially youths to live and work in a multicultural society.

"H1ese commitments govern interaction among all cultural communiries, including the Aboriginal peoples of
Newfoundland and Labrador, through promotion of the following policy principles.

POLICY PRINCIPLES
Culture, as a way of life, is dynamic, learned, and ever changing. 1he Newfoundland and Labrador Policy on
Multiculturalism is based on the following principles:
Respect: "There must be mutual understanding and respect for all cultures and appreciation of the way in which these
cultural values are reflected in institutions and in everyday interactions borh within and among all cultural groups.
Equality: Equality of opportunity for all, notwithstanding racial, religious, ethnic, or cuhural origin is a fundamental
precondition to full participation in society. It embodies rights and responsibilities of all, including people of diverse
cultures. 1l1is means a commitment to a society where racial , religious, ethnic, and cultural minorities may live without fear of exploitation or discrimination and where all, irrespective of their racial, religious, ethnic, and cultural background, arc encouraged and supported to participate in Newfoundland and Labrador's society.
Collaboration: Cross-cultural understanding, sharing and learning from each other assists to honour all cultural
heritages while recognizing individual and group identity. Awareness and respect for all cultures helps to establish a
base for a collaborative socicry with full and equal participation by all.

Inclusive Citizenship: Culturally diverse people possess a wealth and variety of human talents and experience with
great potential to contribute ro the economic and social development of the Province. The Province in partnership
with community groups will facilitate access to services, to employment and to social and government institutions, so
that everyone, irrespective of their cultural and ethnic background, can experience equal oppo rrunity to contribute and
actively participate in building a self-reliant, prosperous Province.

POLICY IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINES
To be developed in collaboration with various provincial departments and agencies, and in keeping with the general
tenets of this policy and principles. Projects supporred by the policy could include:

•

•
•
•
•
•

Communiry development projects ro foster cross-cultural understanding.
Civic participation and ethno-cultural/ educational programs for youths to combat racism and discrimination
and promote respect, collaboration and integration .
Nurturing "Welcoming Communities" to make newcomers feel at 'home' and promote integration by actively
participating in culturally inclusive communiry/social activities.
Cultural Sensitiviry professional development workshops for community workers (e.g. ed ucators, law
enforcement officers, health care/communiry service workers) to effectively serve youths, adults, women and
senior members of diverse cultures.
Acquisitions/Development and dissemination of multicultural resources (e.g., prim, electronic, website) to
support urban and rural communities.
Development of targeted provincial governmenr programs ro serve diverse culmral groups in areas such as,
entrepreneurship, employment, housing, h ealth, education, women's and youth issues and legal services.
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